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Abstract 
In power system operation, steady state security control is employed to provide 
continuous supply to customers and avoid damage to power system plant. The 
steady state security control includes detection and alleviation of transmission 
equipment overloads and bus voltage violations. 
The three main functions of the security control, ie. security monitoring, 
contingency analysis and control action analysis, can be performed by an 
experienced system operator with the use of conventional optimisation methods. 
However, such methods require large computation time and rely on mathematical 
models and sophisticated programming techniques. They can only cover the 
analytical part of solutions, leaving the burdensome task of making numerous 
judgements to the system operator. These methods may not be used for real-time 
control of large power systems; in particular, under emergency and abnormal 
operating conditions when significant human expertise is required but due to 
emotional stress is not readily available. Thus, there is a need for new methods 
and tools such as decision-support systems, to improve the computational speed 
and assist operators in making prompt and correct decisions on control actions 
under emergency and abnormal conditions. 
During the last decade the computational approach to artificial intelligence (AI) 
has undergone a significant evolution. Results obtained from the international 
surveys on AI applications in power systems show that an interest in applications 
of Al to power system problems is growing strongly. Al is a promising 
technology that will be able to fill the gap between human capabilities and 
difficulties involved in the daily operation and planning of modern power systems. 
The work presented in this thesis addresses the aspects of Al applications to steady 
state security control in power systems. This research focuses on two major 
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issues. Firstly, analysis of the methods employed in steady state security control 
and identification of potential Al applications where the existing methods are 
deficient. The second task is the development of decision-support systems to 
incorporate operator knowledge, provide an interactive-mode interface to users, 
and improve the computational speed. Three decision-support systems have been 
developed: 
• an intelligent system for determination of short-time thermal ratings and 
permissible overload duration of transmission lines using the rule-based 
expert system and artificial neural network. 
• a prototype expert system for transmission line overload alleviation using 
database, rule-based, and sensitivity tree approaches. 
• a prototype expert system for voltage control and reactive power 
compensation using rule-based and sensitivity tree approaches. 
The following methods have been proposed and implemented in the development 
of the above decision-support systems: 
• Determination of permissible overload duration of transmission lines based 
on the short-time thermal rating. 
• Estimation of instantaneous solar radiation employed in the determination 
of thermal rating of transmission lines using artificial neural network and 
regression techniques. 
• Estimation of the distance to a voltage collapse using the stability margin 
analysis. 
• Automatic allocation of static and dynamic reactive power compensation 
to improve solution of voltage security and stability control. 
• Reduction of the computation time for voltage and reactive power control 
using the "three-tier" network equivalencing technique. 
The decision-support systems have been successfully tested on several power 
systems, such as the IEEE 30-bus, AEP 57-bus, and real 293-bus power system of 
the Hydro-Electric Commission of Tasmania. Results obtained show that the 
decision-support systems provide fast and correct solutions with advice on control 
actions expressed in the natural language form. Therefore, the intelligent systems 
developed can be effectively applied to assist operators in the detection and 
alleviation of line overload and bus voltage violation problems in power systems. 
Nineteen refereed technical papers have been published including three in 
international scientific journals. The research results have been applied to current 
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Preface 
Artificial intelligence (Al) is not a new topic and its concept was introduced a long 
time ago, however, the problem-solving potential of AI has been exploited only 
recently. During the last decade, AI techniques have captured interest in many 
fields of engineering, particularly in electric power engineering, and this trend is 
likely to be continued. 
This thesis presents the candidate's work in an attempt to apply Al state-of-the-art 
including expert system, neural networks and fuzzy logic techniques in the 
development of decision-support systems to assist system operators to perform the 
steady state security control in power system operation. The goal of the 
development of the decision-support systems is the detection and alleviation of 
transmission equipment overloads and bus voltage violations in power systems in 
emergency and abnormal operating conditions. 
As indicated in the contents, the thesis consists of eleven chapters. The first 
chapter describes the states of operation, functions and natural problems of the 
steady state security control in power systems. This chapter also includes a 
description of the general principles and objectives of the candidate's research in 
this field. Chapter 2 describes the conventional methods employed in the steady 
state security control analysis and their disadvantages, and discusses reasons for 
Al applications in this area. Chapters 3 and 4 provide a background on the Al 
techniques, and an investigation into the various applications of these techniques 
in power system security control. 
Chapter 5 describes the use of the stability margin and short-time thermal rating 
approaches to measure the distance to a voltage collapse and to determine the 
limiting time allowed to overload transmission equipment for a current operating 
condition. These approaches have been implemented by the candidate in 
xi 
conjunction with the Al techniques. Chapter 6 describes the application of an 
intelligent system combining an expert system and artificial neural networks for 
evaluation of short-time thermal rating and permissible overload duration of 
transmission lines. Chapter 7 describes the application of an expert system for the 
detection and alleviation of transmission equipment overloads in power systems. 
Chapters 8 describes the application of an expert system to identify and solve 
voltage violation problems in power systems. In order to improve the 
computational performance of the voltage and VAR control in large-scale power 
systems, a new approach based on the joint application of the steady state network 
equivalencing and expert system techniques is introduced and described in 
Chapter 9. 
In addition, Chapter 10 presents different methods used in system planning studies 
for the optimal allocation of static and dynamic reactive compensation to provide 
automatic and continuous voltage control, and to improve the damping of power 
system oscillations following any severe disturbance. The problems addressed in 
this chapter may be considered as an additional part of the research because they 
are related to power system planning, rather than to the system operational. 
Finally, Chapter 11 provides a summary of the contributions made by the 
candidate and the major results of this work, and suggests some future 
developments. 
The thesis contains many numerical examples and practical applications to 
illustrate the concepts presented through the use of the simple test systems as well 
as the large-scale Tasmanian Hydro-Electric power system. It is hoped that the 
thesis will be of interest and value to the readers whose task is the planning and 
operation of power systems. 
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Glossary 
This thesis contains a certain amount of mathematics. Unless specified elsewhere, 
the following symbols and abbreviations are used: 
Pk , Qk 	 Real and reactive power generation at bus k; 
APk , AQk Real and reactive power mismatch at bus k; 
p ksP , Q 	 Real and reactive power consumption at bus k; 
Vk, AVk 	 Voltage magnitude and its correction at bus k; 
8k, Aok 	 Voltage angle and its correction at bus k; 
8kn = 6k- 8n 
Gkn 	 Conductance between buses k and n; 
Bkn 	 Susceptance between buses k and n; 
Current, (A); 
qc 	 Convected heat loss, (W/m); 
qr Radiated heat loss, (W/m); 
qs 	 Solar heat gain, (W/m); 
rac AC resistance of conductor, (Q/m); 
rdc 	 DC resistance of conductor at 20°C, (Q/m); 
Is Solar irradiance of conductor, (W/m 2); 
Idir 	 Direct solar radiation of conductor, (W/m2); 
Idiff 	 Diffuse solar radiation of conductor, (W/m2); 
Oa Ambient temperature, (°C); 
0 	 Conductor temperature, (°C); 
a Thermal coefficient of resistance, (Q/°C); 
Re 	 Reynolds number; 
Ratio of ac resistance/dc resistance; 
Conductor outside diameter, (m); 
V 	 Wind velocity, (m/s); 
Coefficient of emissivity, (0.23 - 0.98); 
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a 	 Coefficient of solar absorption, (0.23 - 0.97); 
Coeff. of ground reflection Albedo, (0.05 - 0.9); 
Kt- 	 Thermal conductivity of air, (W/m .°C); 
Pf Density of air, (kg/ m 3 ); 
Uf 	 Absolute viscosity of air, (kg/s. m); 
elev Elevation of conductor above sea level, (m); 
rn 	 Conductor unit weight, (Icg/m); 
Specific heat of conductor, (J/kg.°C); 
Al 	 Artificial Intelligence. 
ANN Artificial Neural Network. 
ES 	 Expert System. 
IS Intelligent System. 
HEC 	 Hydro-Electric Commission, in Tasmania. 
VAR Reactive Power. 
SM 	 Stability (or security) Margin. 
SCADA 	 Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition. 
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Steady state security control is an important aspect in power system operation. It 
deals with operating conditions of a power system as well as with disturbances 
that could lead to equipment overloads, voltage violations, frequency decay, 
system instability, service interruption, or the ultimate catastrophe of a system 
collapse. 
System operators play a considerable role in undertaking the security control to 
enhance operating security in the power system. Their tasks include an 
identification of whether the power system is currently operating in a secure or 
insecure condition. If the system condition is insecure, then their responsibility 
is to determine and execute appropriate control actions to make the system secure. 
In principle, the steady state security control can be performed by employing 
conventional optimisation methods, such as optimal load flow analysis or linear 
programming. However, such methods rely on mathematical models and 
sophisticated programming techniques. They can only cover the analytical part of 
analysis, leaving the burdensome task of making numerous judgements to system 
operators. Moreover, these methods require large computation time. Therefore, 
they are not suitable for real-time control of large power systems, in particular, 
under emergency and abnormal operating conditions when a significant human 
expertise input is required. To overcome the short-comings of the conventional 
methods, it becomes necessary to develop new methods for real-time security 
control. 
1 
Chapter I: Introduction 	 2 
During the last decade the computational approach to artificial intelligence (Al) 
has undergone a significant evolution. The application of Al to power systems 
has resulted in an overall improvement of solutions in many applications [1-4]. 
This thesis addresses some problems and applications of Al in the security control 
area in power systems. It also discusses methods which can be used to assist 
system operators in the determination of the permissible time for alleviating of 
transmission line overloads and bus voltage violations in power systems. 
In this introductory chapter, the states of operation in power systems are described. 
The functions and natural problems of steady state security control are discussed. 
Finally, the general principles and objective of the candidate's research are 
outlined. 
1.1. States of Operation in Power Systems 
The operation of a power system can be classified into five different states based 
on the satisfactory condition of the system "equality" and "inequality" constraints 
[5, 6]. The equality constraints are referred to the system load and generation; 
and the inequality constraints are referred to some system variables, such as 
currents and voltages. These operating states are described as follows [7, 8]: 
• Normal: is the operating condition in which all constraints are satisfied. 
Under this condition, all the demands are met at the specified frequency and 
voltages, and all the system equipment is loaded within acceptable limits. 
Reserve margin for transmission as well as for generation is sufficient to 
provide an adequate level of security with respect to any disturbance. 
• Alert: in this stage, all constraints are still satisfied, but existing reserve 
margin is insufficient to provide an adequate level of security such that some 
disturbance could result in a violation of some inequality constraints. In this 
insecure alert stage, preventive control actions can be taken to bring the system 
to the normal state. 
• Emergency: when inequality constraints are violated. 	This could occur 
when some system equipment is overloaded, or bus voltages are violated. In 
this operating stage, the system is still intact, and corrective control action 
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could be initiated in order to bring the system to the normal or, at least, to the 
alert stage. 
• In extremis: when equality and inequality constraints are violated. This may 
occur when the specified quality of the supply cannot be maintained and major 
portions of the system load are lost, or cascade tripping of lines is occurred. It 
is also possible that the system is in the process of deviation in frequency, or 
losing synchronism. 	At this stage, the system is no longer intact, and 
emergency control actions should be directed toward salvaging as many pieces 
of the system as possible from a total collapse. 
Normal 
1=1 
E, l c 	 
Restorative 
Restorative control 
E, I 	 In Extrem is 
Emergency control 








Note: " E " equality constraints 
" I " inequality constraints 
" "1 " negation 
Figure 1.1: Power system operating states. 
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• Restorative: here, equality constraints are violated. This stage normally 
occurs after an in-extremis during which the supply to some customers has 
been curtailed. Restorative control actions should be directed to pick up all 
loads lost and to reconnect the system. From this stage, the system could 
transit to either the alert or the normal stage, depending on circumstances. 
Fig. 1.1 shows the system operating states, the transitions and the control methods 
which are available to system operators for security enhancement. In this figure, 
the black arrows show the transitions due to control action, and the white arrows 
show the transitions due to system disturbance. 
As shown in Fig. 1.1, for each operating state, an appropriate control method must 
be used to restore the system to the normal state. Four control methods can be 
classified as follows: 
• Preventive control: this method aims to bring the system from an alert stage 
to a normal stage, or to improve the system economic performance under the 
normal stage. The control action solution can be achieved by performing an 
optimal load flow or an optimisation routine. 
• Corrective control: the objective of this method is to bring the system to the 
normal operating state or, at least, to the alert state. 	Once a system has 
entered an emergency state, the deliberate control decisions and actions that 
are appropriate to the normal, and even the alert, state are no longer adequate 
and more immediate action may be required. In this control method, a set of 
control actions must be taken in a very short period of time to avoid a partial 
or even total collapse of the system. Although mathematical optimisation 
techniques enable the generation of good results, these techniques are too slow 
in converging to solution and, therefore, they are not suitable for a real-time 
control under emergency conditions. In most cases, an experienced operator 
may be the only important tool with his or her capability to perform very 
difficult tasks in a short period of time. 
• Emergency control: once a system has progressed to the loss of its integrity, 
returning the system to a normal state is a difficult task. The control strategies 
generally involve the correction of energy imbalance through rather "heroic" 
measures (eg. venting steam at the main valves at the generating stations, 
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damping generation swings by switching a 'braking resistor" as a load and so 
on [9]). 
• Restorative control: the control objective is to restore all the supply and 
bring the system to a normal operating state in minimum time. The control 
method is achieved almost completely by manual actions. Its difficulty 
depends not only on how much generation and transmission is available, but 
also on the operability of auxiliary facilities necessary to place equipment back 
in service. In general, the system must lend itself to sectionalising so that the 
load that has been lost can be reenergised in blocks small enough to be 
manageable. Simultaneously, local energy sources at generating stations must 
provide adequate power auxiliaries required for unit start-up. 
It should be noted that the emergency and restorative control methods are mainly 
applied in the conditions when the system loses its integrity, which rarely occurs. 
These control methods are mostly executed by manual actions and based on the 
operator's heuristic problem solving capabilities, for instance, the operator must be 
thoroughly familiar with restart procedures to reconnect the system [10-13]. At 
present, there is no method available to provide a general approach for system 
restoration. Most electric power utilities maintain their restoration procedures 
based on certain operating philosophies and practices. These control methods do 
not belong to the steady state security control scheme and, therefore, are beyond of 
the scope of this research. 
1.2. Security Control Functions 
In general, security control is needed to provide continuous supply to all 
customers, and to avoid damage of power system plant. Three main functions of 
security control carried out in an operation control centre are as follows [141: 
Security monitoring is an on-line identification of the current operating 
conditions of a power system. This function is utilised to determine whether the 
power system is in a normal, alert, emergency, in-extremis or restorative state 
using the real-time data gathered from a telemetry system. The telemetered data 
include voltages, currents, power flows, and the status of circuit breakers and 
switches in every substation in the power system transmission network. In 
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addition, other information such as frequency, generator outputs and transformer 
tap positions can also be telemetered. The telemetered data are checked against 
the constraints on power flows, reactive power sources, and voltage magnitudes, 
etc. If any constraint violation occurs, then the system will be considered 
insecure and the appropriate control actions are acquired to bring the system into a 
less insecure or normal state. Otherwise, the system is in normal state and the 
contingency analysis function is invoked to check on its security level. 
It should be noted that in the security monitoring process, the dynamic transition 
of the system from its operating state to its post-outage steady state can be 
ignored. This has been discussed and generally accepted as an useful assessment 
of security [15]. 
Contingency analysis is used to determine the effects of the transmission line 
and generator outage contingencies on the steady state performance of the system 
at its current operating condition. This function permits system operators to 
establish defensive operating states where no single contingency will cause 
overloads and/or voltage violations. Basically, it determines the possibilities that 
the system will ride through the disturbance and settle down to a normal state, or it 
will find itself in an emergency. In the latter case, the system is insecure and the 
operator must be informed to enable him or her to take adequate actions in order 
to prevent the anticipated emergency. 
Control action analysis the objective of this function is to select a set of 
preventive or corrective control actions which are needed to bring the system back 
into a normal operating state when an event of overload or voltage violation 
occurs. The control actions may be executed manually or automatically, and 
immediately or gradually, depending upon the severity of the insecure operating 
condition. For instance, if the insecure condition is in the alert operating state 
which is not very critical, then control action may be achieved by shifting 
generation from units in trouble to other available units. Otherwise, a severe 
steady state emergency may require immediate load shedding, which can be done 
manually by supervisory control or automatically by the computer. 
The instigated control action could be [16]: 
- alteration of the scheduled power output of several generators, 
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- modification of scheduled exchange tie line powers, 
- changes in the network configuration, 
- prearranged curtailment of some interruptible loads if there are no logical 
or economic alternatives to a vulnerable situation. 
1.3. Natural Problems of Security Control 
Power system equipment, such as a transmission line, transformer or generator, is 
designed to be operated within certain limits. Automatic devices, such as circuit 
breakers and switches, are utilised in the protection scheme to switch the 
equipment out of service if these limits are violated. However, as a result of any 
failures, which may occur due to lightning strikes, system faults, or human errors 
in relay setting, the equipment may still be left in operation with limits violated. 
Such conditions may lead in turn to switching of other equipment out of service. 
If this process continues, the entire system or large parts of it may completely 
collapse. One of the options to avoid the collapse is to increase the system 
reliability. This can be done by operating all system plants within their design 
capability, and reinforcing the network topology of the system in a way to avoid 
any overload and voltage violation problem occuring under single and certain 
double-contingency outages [17]. However, it is highly uneconomical to build 
such a system with so much redundancy (ie. extra transmission lines, reserve 
generation, etc.) to guarantee 100% reliability, and it is noted that to build the 
100% reliable system an unlimited budget should be available. Most power 
systems are designed to have sufficient redundancy to withstand all major failures 
only. In common practice, the system should be operated such that any single 
initial failure will not leave other components overloaded in order to avoid voltage 
violation problems and cascading failures [14]. 
Traditionally, system operators have performed security control by using computer 
simulation in the process of security monitoring and contingency analysis [18-22]; 
and making decisions on control action based on the use of solutions obtained 
from an optimisation dispatch and operator judgement. As a result, the final 
decision is still dependent on the input of the operator's heuristic problem-solving 
capabilities. Nowadays, due to the raise in power demand, power systems are 
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increasing both in size and complexity. This poses computational difficulties and 
is time consuming when security analysis is conducted on the whole system using 
conventional methods to evaluate system quantity and reliability. Also, due to an 
uncertainty in the power demand forecast and economic reasons, the power 
systems may be operated under highly stressed conditions, ie. the systems are 
being operated very close to their security limits. The higher level of stress 
causes system reliability to decrease. This makes the task of security control 
difficult for the system operators. Furthermore, the conventional methods are 
implemented with no direct provision for exploiting the operator's knowledge and 
they cannot provide an interactive mode interface to users. Therefore, they are 
not suitable for real-time control, in particular, under emergency and abnormal 
operating conditions. 
For these reasons, power utilities are now requiring new tools to formalise the 
operator's knowledge and run in the real-time mode in order to perform the 
functions of operator aid in emergency operating conditions. In addition, such 
tools should include the facilities to assist system operators in the identification of 
the system operating stressed conditions, in other words to determine the distance 
to a voltage collapse or the limiting time for overloading a transmission line. 
1.4. General Principles and Research Objective 
Power system steady state conditions can be described by the power flow 
equations [23]: 
IV 
Pk = PkSP — AP k = Vk E vn (au, cosokn + Bktt sin ob2) 
n=1 
N 




These equations are then solved to obtain bus voltages and angles using given 
power system topology, generation, load demand and impedances of generators, 
transformers, transmission lines and other elements. These equations can also be 
rearranged and expressed in a matrix form as [24]: 
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The power flow equations are non-linear and therefore, it is possible to find 
multiple solutions or in some cases no solution at all [25, 26]. Moreover, the 
solutions of the non-linear power flow equations based on the full AC load flow 
model are iterative in nature and thus extremely time consuming. However, 
computation time can be improved by using an approximated model of the power 
system, such as the decoupled load flow model [27, 28]: 
[AP] = [H] [M] 	 (1.3a) 
[AQ] = [L] [AV] 	 (1.3b) 
This model exploits an important characteristic of any practical electric power 
transmission system operating in steady state, that is the strong relationship 
between real powers and bus voltage angles and between reactive powers and 
voltage magnitudes. Based on this, the following principles can be applied to 
alleviate overload and voltage violation problems in order to bring the system into 
a normal operating state: 
• overloads on transmission lines can be relieved by appropriate change in 
the voltage angles. This is done by shifting active power flow in the 
system. 
• system voltages can be maintained within certain limits by suitable 
allocation of reactive power injection in the system. 
The objective of the candidate's research is to develop the Al systems which can 
be used in emergency conditions to assist system operators in the detection and 
alleviation of overload and voltage violation problems in power systems. The 
research includes the improvement of existing analytical techniques with the 
implementation of the state-of-art Al to reduce computation time and cost of 
training operators, and possible application of the developed AT systems into real-
time security control. 
Chapter 2 
Steady State Security Control 
Analysis Via Conventional Methods 
This chapter presents a discussion on the conventional methods employed in the 
steady state security control analysis. The chapter is divided into three sections. 
The first section describes the basic software tools and their functions in the 
security control analysis. The second section provides an overview of the 
conventional methods and their disadvantages, and the last section gives reasons 
for the need of artificial intelligence application in the security control area. 
2.1. Tools for Steady State Security Control Analysis 
Basically, the following tools are required in an operation control centre for the 
steady state security control analysis: 
• A state estimation program which uses the redundancy of the on-line 
measurements gathered from a telemetry system to determine the most 
likely values of bus voltages and line power flows. 
• A power flow program, such as AC load flow, to allow the operator to 
study the effects of changes in the operating conditions on the state of the 
network. 
• A security evaluation program which determines whether or not the failure 
of any power system equipment would cause a violation of the system 
security constraints and provides warning messages. 
10 
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• Optimisation programs, such as optimal load flow, to calculate optimal 
settings for the control variables to minimise the operation cost and 
system losses while satisfying the security constraints. 
• Guidebooks and manuals with heuristic rules, guidelines and remedial 
actions to deal with some typical system failures. 
Fig. 2.1 shows the utilisation of these tools for security control analysis. 
Figure 2.1: Tools for security control analysis. 
2.2. Conventional Methods with Disadvantages 
In general, as shown in Fig. 2.1, security control analysis includes three major 
steps and is carried out in the following order: 
(i) Initially, the transmission and generation data of the system operating 
condition can be measured or computed by a state estimation method 
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[29-31], then a load flow method is utilised to check whether or not the 
limits are violated. 
(ii) next, the determination contingencies leading to violations of the power 
system equipment limits and ranking of these contingencies in an order of 
violation severity must be performed. 
(iii) lastly, a set of control actions is recommended for each case to bring the 
system into a normal operating condition. 
An overview of the conventional methods involved in these steps of security 
control analysis, and discussion on short-comings of the application of these 
methods is given below: 
i) In the process of security monitoring, a direct approach would involve 
performing a full AC load flow for each contingency, followed by a check for 
limit violations [32, 33]. In current practice, the analysis would be limited to 
contingencies of a single component. However, a pre-specified set of multiple 
component outages might also be included. For large power systems, even if only 
single contingencies were considered, such an approach would be difficult to 
implement since the Newton-Raphson AC load flow model requires an excessive 
memory storage and prohibitive computing time. It should be noted that this 
method is regarded as slow but can provide accurate voltage solutions. 
In order to improve the computation speed and reduce the memory storage 
problems several other methods have been introduced. They include the matrix 
treatment with sparsity and refactorisation techniques [34, 35], the DC and AC 
linear load flow [36, 37], the decoupled and fast decoupled load flow [27, 28, 38, 
39], etc. These methods have been successfully implemented in the security 
control analysis [40-44]. However in a comparison with the full AC load flow 
method, each of them have some disadvantages. For instance, the DC load flow 
methods are fast, but provide no voltage information [45]. The fast decoupled 
load flow methods provide voltage information with less computation, but they do 
have convergence difficulties in solving the load flow problem of some networks 
having relatively high R/X ratio branches [46]. 
ii) The traditional approach to contingency analysis is to test all contingencies 
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sequentially to evaluate the effects of line and generator outages on the system 
performance and reliability. Such an approach can be extremely time consuming 
for large power systems. 	In order to cope with the computational burden, a 
number of methods have been developed. 	Basically these methods can be 
divided into two classes, the ranking and screening methods:" 
• The ranking methods [47-52] are based on the idea that the majority of 
contingencies do not cause major shift violations, and quantify each 
contingency in a list, called the contingency list, by a scalar performance index 
which measures the system stress without actually calculating the post-
contingency line flows or voltages. The contingencies are ranked in an 
approximate order according to their performance index values, and tested by 
a full AC load flow starting with the most severe case and proceeding down to 
the cases where no violations exist. At this stage, there is no need to proceed 
with further testing, since all remaining contingencies are less severe. Such 
methods are fast, but not completely reliable and do not detect all insecure 
cases because of approximations and inaccuracies in the ranking process, 
which may be due to the following considerations: (a) magnitude of violation, 
(b) number of violations occurring, (c) relative importance of each violation, 
and (d) nearness to security limits. 
• The screening methods [43, 44, 53] deal directly with all contingencies and 
use a fast approximation power flow solution to predict contingencies causing 
limit violations. The contingencies with limit violations are then identified 
and the relative severity indices of these contingencies are quantified and 
ranked. Subsequently, a full AC load flow is used to analyse these 
contingencies according to their severities. These methods are slower than 
the ranking methods, but permit avoidance of the inaccuracies and allow 
completion of the identification of violations, which may be missed by the 
ranking methods. To reduce the computational effort, a number of different 
techniques have been developed [54-59]. These techniques can be divided 
into two subclasses. The first subclass [54-56] is called concentric relaxation 
technique, which performs an approximation solution only for localised parts 
of the system identifiable within some topological distance from the 
contingency failure centre. The second subclass [57-59] uses the bounding 
technique, which utilises bounded solutions for portions of the entire network 
where contingency effects are most significant. 	These techniques are 
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considerably fast, but critical points of these techniques, the solution speed and 
accuracy, would depend on the selection of buses in which calculations have to 
be done. 
iii) As already discussed in Section 1.3, in the process of control action analysis, 
the traditional approach of making decisions on control actions to be applied is 
based on the solution of the conventional optimisation methods, and the 
experienced operator judgement stored in the guidebooks. The conventional 
methods include the implementation of the optimal load flow [60-63], the non-
linear [64, 65] and linear programming techniques [66-71]. However, these 
methods have been proposed for the real-time application under normal operating 
conditions [69, 70] and even in emergency conditions [71]. But in fact, none of 
them would be applicable for real-time applications because of their complexity 
and incapability to provide direct advice to the system operators in the form of 
non-analytical solutions and large time demand. Moreover, these methods do not 
take into account the human experience, which is essential to provide judgements 
for solving abnormal problems when no practical solutions can be obtained from 
conventional mathematical model. 
In the next section, a summary of short-comings of the conventional methods and 
an outline of needs for application of Al in the security control analysis are given. 
2.3. Recognised Needs for Artificial Intelligence Application 
It is reasonable to summarise now the short-comings of the conventional methods 
described above. 
• Due to the progress of technology and expansion of power systems, both 
the equipment and power grid are becoming very reliable and the 
frequency of occurrence of major faults is low. Therefore, it is a very rare 
case when an operator has an "opportunity" to get experience in a blackout 
and then to use it as a learning experience. In other words, young 
engineers and operators are usually not getting sufficient skills in exposure 
to faults and other related system problems to allow them to replace the 
experienced engineers and operators, who are now retiring. Since the 
training routine is expensive and requires much time, young operators are 
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probably not being adequately trained to faced the difficult task of 
operating a power system in the event of a major fault. As a result, there 
could be a lack of expertise required even to formulate problems in the 
operation of power systems. 
• Modern operation control centres are equipped with supervisory control 
and data acquisition (SCADA) systems that allow system operators to 
monitor the generation and high voltage transmission systems and to take 
actions to correct problems remotely. The SCADA systems also provide 
data on-line which is suitable for real-time security analysis. But the 
conventional methods employed for power system security analysis are 
extremely time consuming for large power systems and cannot be used in 
the real-time security control. In emergency and abnormal operating 
conditions, operators are often fully occupied. They have to deal with a 
large amount of data and select the most appropriate remedial actions. 
Besides, due to emotional and psychological stress, the operators may not 
be able to adequately respond to critical conditions by looking into long 
columns of results and using their experience in order to find a right 
decision. Specifically, under these circumstances, there is no time for 
them to examine advantages and disadvantages of different approaches to 
the correction or restoration process when decision on control action 
making must often be taken in a matter of minutes, sometimes even 
seconds. Mistakes can damage very expensive power system equipment or 
worse lead to major emergencies and catastrophic situations. 
• The conventional methods rely on mathematical models and sophisticated 
programming techniques. They can only cover the analytical part of 
analysis, leaving the burdensome task of making numerous judgements to 
the operators. Moreover, these methods cannot provide an interactive 
mode interface to users. In other words, they cannot provide direct advice 
to system operators on the appropriate actions required to overcome the 
problems. 
As described above, although the conventional methods fulfil all requirements for 
a security control analysis, they are regarded as being too slow and do not meet the 
goals for real-time security control, in particular, under emergency and abnormal 
operating conditions. However, many effective conventional methods have been 
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developed to analyse and optimise power systems operating in a normal, quasi-
steady state. But, no practical method has been developed so far to deal with the 
system during emergency conditions. 
In order to cope with the difficulties of the conventional methods, there is a need 
to develop new methods which allow facilities to formulate the operator 
knowledge and provide a man-machine interface, so that computational speed 
would be improved and hence suitable for real-time security control. For that 
reason, to achieve the purpose of real-time steady state security control analysis, a 
powerful tool is required with the following provision goals: 
• identification of alert and emergency operating conditions; 
• indication of operating security stress condition; 
• improvement of computer processing capability; 
• implementation of the operator's heuristic problem solving capabilities; 
• provision of man-machine interface; 
• provision of non-analytical solution on remedial actions. 
Results from the international surveys on AI applications in power systems show 
that the interest in the application of Alto power system problems is growing 
strongly day-by-day, and AT is the highly promising technology that will be able to 
fill the gap between human capability and the complications involved in the daily 
operation and future planning of complicated power systems. In the next chapter, 
a background of Al techniques is described to emphasise the concepts of various 
types of AT applications in power systems. 
Chapter 3 
Background of Artificial Intellience Techniques 
Although artificial intelligence is not a new topic and the concept of artificial 
intelligence was introduced in the 1950s [72, 73], the problem-solving potential of 
artificial intelligence has been exploited only recently. During the last decade 
artificial intelligence techniques have captured interest in many fields of 
engineering, particularly in electric power engineering, and this trend is likely to 
be continued. According to reference [74], current directions of artificial 
intelligence research can be broken into three approaches: 
• psychological - to discover how humans think so that this can be simulated 
by computers using heuristic rule approach; 
• connectionism - the structure of the interconnected neurons in the human 
brain is emulated by artificial neural networks for computers. This relies 
on parallel distributed processing; 
• mathematical - using formal logic where the principles of reasoning are 
clearly combined. 
In basic artificial intelligence fields, the promising concept for building decision-
support systems, to include the knowledge of human experts and natural 
phenomena using the methods of knowledge acquisition and knowledge 
transformation, is the combination of rule-base method, neural network 
computing, and fuzzy set theory. The "IF - THEN" rule-based method usually 
deals with both quantitative and qualitative heuristic knowledge. Neural 
computing is based on the teaching samples set that is suitable for transformation 
17 
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of the completely black-box type of knowledge. Fuzzy set theory basically deals 
with uncertainties so that it can be used as a mechanism to incorporate engineering 
judgement in the decision making process. 
This chapter is divided into four sections. The first three sections provide a very 
basic overview of artificial intelligence techniques. These techniques include 
expert system, neural networks and fuzzy logic and are separately presented in 
each section. Within each section, a definition of the AI technique is given first, 
then followed by a description of the components and concepts utilised in the 
technique, and a general discussion on the advantages and limitations of the 
technique is provided at the end of the section. The last section discusses future 
evolution of artificial intelligence. 
Nomenclature 
x 1 . 	 Input signal of neuron i; 
Yi Output signal of neuron i; 
wi = [w 1 , w2, wni Weighting factors; 
Weighted connections between input neuron i and 
each output neuron j; 
Output threshold value; 
d. 	 Distances between input and each output neuron j; 
{X, 	 Set of elements x; 
belongs to; 
V 	 for all; 
if and only if; 
Union of fuzzy sets; 
Intersection of fuzzy sets; 
gs(x) 	 Characteristic function of crisp set s; 
11A(x) 	 Characteristic function of fuzzy set A; 
iiNorm (A)(X) 	Normalisation of fuzzy set A; 
lC (A)(x) Concentration of fuzzy set A; 
1lDii (A)(x) 	Dilation of fuzzy set A; 
Pint (A)(x) Intensification of fuzzy set A. 
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3.1. Expert Systems 
Expert systems can be defined as computer programs which incorporate 
judgement, experience, heuristics, intuition, and other expertise to provide 
knowledgeable advice like human experts in some domain. They are particularly 
useful for making expert advice readily accessible, so that non-experts can use 
them to solve problems in a comparable way to domain experts. 
The technology represented by current expert systems is an outgrowth of artificial 
intelligence techniques that have been the subject of intensive research since the 
late 1960s [75]. Expert systems derive their capacity of solving problems from the 
domain knowledge they possess. Therefore, each expert system has knowledge in 
a particular domain and is only capable of solving problems which require that 
knowledge. 
Expert systems differ from conventional computer programs in several ways. 
Perhaps the most basic differences are as follows: 
• expert systems manipulate knowledge while conventional computer 
programs manipulate only data. 
• expert systems are characterised by the use of heuristics (rules of thumb) in 
their problem solving activities, while conventional computer programs are 
algorithmic in nature and are characterised by the use of repetitive 
processes. 
• expert systems solve problems by manipulating symbols and not just by 
performing mathematical calculations or solving equations as conventional 
computer programs do so. 
A symbol can be thought of as a string of characters that represents some real- 
world concept, such as bus voltage or 0.9. These symbols may be used in a _ 
symbolic structure to represent some real-world relationship. An example of such 
a structure might be as, 
IF 	bus _voltage < 0.9 
THEN voltage_violation_occur. 
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Some of the distinguishing characteristics of conventional computer programs and 
expert systems are listed in Table 3.1 [76]. 
Table 3.1: Characteristics of Conventional Programs and Expert Systems 
Conventional programs Expert systems 
- Representation and use of data, - Representation and use of knowledge, 
- Knowledge and control integrated, - Knowledge and control separated, 
- Algorithmic (repetitive) process, - Heuristic (inferential) process, 
- Effective manipulation of large data bases, - Effective manipulation of large knowledge bases, 
- Programmer must ensure uniqueness and - Knowledge engineer inevitably relaxes uniqueness 
completeness, and completeness restraint, 
- Midrun explanation impossible, - Midrun explanation desirable and achievable, 
- Oriented toward numerical processing. - Oriented toward symbolic processing. 
Today, expert system builders can develop their expert systems based on the use 
of one of the two available methods. These methods include high-level 
programming languages and expert system shells (also known as knowledge 
engineering languages). 
The high-level programming languages that are used for expert system 
applications include procedure-oriented languages such as Pascal and C, and 
symbolic-manipulation languages such as Lisp and Prolog. There are some 
advantages and disadvantages with the use of these high-level programming 
languages. The main advantage is the flexibility that allows expert system 
builders to design their system for solving a wider variety of problems within the 
same domain. The disadvantage is that these languages are difficult to apply 
because they give no guidance and mechanism of how knowledge should be 
represented. 
The expert system shells are becoming more popular, and probably most 
appropriate for building small knowledge based systems. These are sophisticated 
tools and classified as skeletal or general-purpose, and comprised of an expert 
system building language and an extensive support environment. The most 
important advantage of an expert system shell application is to help the 
inexperienced expert system builders develop their systems more easily, and to 
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reduce the amount of resources required for the development of expert systems. 
The disadvantage is that the range of problems which can be solved in a given 
domain is limited to the constraints enforced by the shell. 
There are a number of expert system shells available today. Each of them has 
different benefits and limitations. The benefits may include the capability of 
providing access to external programs, databases, graphical editors, etc. The 
limitations may include the limits on run-time storage memory and the number of 
rules represented in the knowledge base of the application to be developed. 
Because, in general, different shells are applicable to different types of 
applications, a mismatch may reduce the chance of successfully implementing a 
system. Therefore, the selection of a suitable shell which matches the application 
to be built plays a very important role in the development of expert systems using 
knowledge engineering languages. An outline of benefits and limitations of 
several available expert system shells can be found in [77]. 
3.1.1. Architecture of an expert system 
The architecture of an expert system is difficult to define because of the variation 
in the tools and languages in which the expert systems are developed. 
Development of an expert system can be conveniently based on three main 
components: the knowledge base, the inference engine and the user interface. 
Additional components, such as the context and explanation facility, can be 
included to make the expert system more user-friendly. The relationship between 
these components is illustrated in Fig. 3.1. 
a) Knowledge base is the component of the expert system that comprises specific 
knowledge in the domain of application, including simple facts about the domain, 
rules that describe relations or phenomena in the domain, and possibly methods, 
heuristics and ideas for solving problems in the domain. Knowledge can be 
structured into production rules, each of which represents a single piece of 
knowledge and takes the form: 
IF (antecedent) THEN (consequent) 
When the antecedent of a rule is satisfied, the current rule may fire, and the 
consequent is performed, perhaps satisfying the antecedent of another rule. 
Knowledge Base 
If - Then rules Inference Engine 
Explanation 
Facility Context 
User Interface 	 
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Figure 3.1: Architecture of an expert system. 
b) Inference engine is the part of the expert system that contains the control 
information. The inference engine applies the knowledge base to solve a problem. 
It directs or controls the operation of the expert system, deciding which rules to• 
apply, how they will be applied, when the process is completed, when a possible 
solution can be suggested, and modify and expand the context. Many strategies 
for solving problems have been proposed because as more expert system 
applications are being developed, the understanding of problem solving strategies 
improves. Four of the most common strategies, known as forward chaining, 
backward chaining, mixed chaining, and agenda control are discussed below: 
Forward chaining: a system uses forward chaining strategy if it works from an 
initial state of known facts to a goal state. The forward chaining system attempts 
to watch known facts with antecedents of production rules, and fires the rules 
accordingly. Executing the consequents of these rules adds new facts to the 
knowledge base. This continues until either a goal consequent is performed, or 
the available facts cannot be used to infer any other new fact, and the result is 
unknown. 
Backward chaining: a system uses backward chaining strategy if it assumes a goal 
state or hypotheses and reasons back to known data or facts to support or discount 
the assumed hypotheses. The backward chaining system attempts to see if the 
assumed goal hypotheses are correct, by determining whether the antecedents of 
rules which cause the hypotheses to be established, are satisfied. This, in turn, 
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causes consideration of further rules which would confirm the required 
antecedents. 
Mixed chaining: this strategy is a combination of the forward and backward 
chaining strategies. Initially, the system starts with the known facts to assign a 
probability to each of the potential goal states. Then the system supports the goal 
state with the highest probability by setting up subgoals and requesting additional 
information from the user if necessary. The system uses the information supplied 
by the user to identify the solution, and the order in which the hypotheses are 
checked depends on the problem under consideration. In this strategy, it is 
considered that if an initial hypothesis is disproved, the next assumption is made 
according to current information. 
Agenda control: this control strategy can be used for complex tasks that require' 
focusing attention on certain parts of the problem, and it can also be used in 
systems that require several independent sources of expertise to communicate with 
one another. In this control strategy, each task in an agenda is assigned by a 
priority rating, and the task with highest priority is performed first. A list of 
justifications and a method of determining the priority rating is associated with 
each task. 
c) User interface of the expert systems extends the traditional capabilities of 
conventional user interface, and provides a smooth communication between the 
user and the system. It is vital that this communication be as meaningful and 
friendly as possible, perhaps with 'HELP' facilities. The user interface may be 
command driven, menu-driven, or icon oriented (graphical objects). It may also 
provide the user with an insight into the problem-solving process executed by 
inference engine. 
d) Context is the component of the expert system that contains the information 
about the problem currently being solved. Initially, the context contains the 
information that defines the parameters of the problem to be solved. Then as the 
expert system reasons about the given problem, the context expands and upgrades 
the information generated by the expert system. At the end of the problem solving 
process, all the intermediate results and solutions obtained in the process are 
included in the context. 
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e) Explanation facility varies from a trace of execution to the ability to respond to 
the questions about the reasoning process which is used to develop a solution. 
The facility allows the system to explain to a user how a solution was determined, 
and/or what decisions were made to reach a conclusion. 
3.1.2. Advantages and limitations 
The following advantages may be noted for expert systems: 
• expert systems can be developed to solve some problems currently solved 
by human experts. This can reduce tedious and redundant manual tasks, 
leading to efficient operation. 
• the knowledge base can be gradually and incrementally developed over an 
extended period of time. Each production rule of the knowledge base 
represents a piece of knowledge relevant to the task which can be added, 
removed and modified as experience is gained. 
• an expert system has the ability to solve problems involving heuristic and 
symbolic computation. 
• an expert system can explain its behaviour through an explanation facility. 
• production rules are close to natural language, and easy to understand. 
• the knowledge base is problem domain dependent, but the inference engine 
is domain independent. Therefore, a general system with one inference 
engine can be developed for different types of applications simply by 
changing the knowledge base. 
• expert systems can provide the right expertise whenever needed. In 
particular, expert systems can provide more rapid solutions to emergency 
events than human operators. 
It is important to recognise that, although existing expert systems are powerful and 
very useful, there are very definite limitations to the capabilities of the current 
state-of-the-art. Some of these are listed below: 
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• expert systems are best applied to problems that have limited and well-
defined domains; but for the problems which are complex and not so well-
defined, expert systems may fail to provide precised solutions. 
• the knowledge base of expert systems may contain uncertainties and 
inaccuracies. They are either associated with the inference rules given by 
the experts, or deduced from the observation of facts which do not fit 
exactly the conditions expressed in the premises of the rules. 
• expert systems do not have the capacity to generalise. In other words, they 
do not learn and fail in the presence of insufficient information. 
• They are suitable for problems involving deduction and not so much for 
problems involving induction or analogy. 
• They lack the speed to perform symbolic computations. 
3.2. Neural Networks 
A neural network is an artificial (man-made) system motivated by the neural 
structure observed in real biological organisms of the human brain. A neural 
network consists of a large number of simple processing elements, called neurons 
or units, operating in parallel and connected to each other by a system of axons 
and dendrites or connections, along which relatively simple signals are passed. 
This network is capable of learning and storing some associations. According to 
Aleksander and Morton' s definition [78]: 
"A neural network is a massively parallel distributed processor that has a 
natural propensity for storing experiential knowledge and making it 
available for use. It resembles the brain in two respects: 
1. Knowledge is acquired by the network through a learning process. 
2. Interneuron connection strengths known as synaptic weights are used 
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3.2.1. Neural network models 
Work on development of artificial neural network models has a long history, 
beginning more than 50 years ago with McCulloch and Pitts [79]. Until now there 
has been continuing work on the development of artificial neural network models, 
and the range of available models of neural networks is considerable and 
increasing. A highly regarded classification of neural networks, carried out by 
Lippmann [80], is shown in Fig. 3.2. 
Artificial neural networks do not have the same architecture. Different types of 
architecture are appropriate for different types of problems. There are several 
variables in the architecture of a neural network which affect an ability of the 
algorithm to solve a problem. These include the number of neurons, connectivity 
between neurons, and number of layers of neurons in a network. 
In general, neural network models are classified by the neuron model, network 
topology, and training or learning algorithm. 
Neural Network Classifiers 
Binary input Continuously input 
Figure 3.2: Neural network classification. 
a) Neuron model: a neuron model is the most basic component of a neural 
network. Several models have been developed to describe the behaviour of 
neurons, specifically, for the ease of implementation and representation of the 
essence of actual neuron behaviour with simple computation requirements. 
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Fig. 3.3 shows the basic mathematical model of the neuron used in neural 
networks. Note that, each neuron can have multiple input signals but produces 
only one output signal. A neuron may have a simple algebraic transfer function, 
or include dynamic behaviour or feedback of its own output as one of its inputs. 
input output 
Threshold 
Figure 3.3: Basic neuron model. 
The neuron receives a set of n input signals, x i, each of which is multiplied by a 
weighting factor, w i. All of the weighted input signals are added up to produce 
the net input to the neuron. The output signal, y, of the neuron can be computed 
from a defined activation transfer function, f(), by: 
y = f (Ew, x i — 0 ) 
i.1 
(3.1) 
where the output threshold value, 0, and the weighting factors, w i = [w 1 , 	wn], 
are real numbers. 
The weighting factors play an important role in the neuron model. The purpose of 
weights is to adjust the relative importance of connections to other neurons. The 
activation function used is also important as it relates to the implications in the 
network learning process. Many types of activation functions have been used in 
neuron models. The most commonly used activation functions are shown in 
Fig. 3.4, which includes the hard-limiter, the threshold-logic, and the sigmoid 
functions. 
b) Network topology: the second distinguishing characteristic of a neural network 
is the topology of a connectivity between neurons. The connectivity refers to 
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whether neurons in one layer are only connected to neurons in the next layer to 
form a feedforward network, or there are extra connections between separated 
layers such as from the output layer to the input layer to form a feedback or 
recursive network. In addition, there are networks which have connectivity 
patterns that do not allow them to be classified as either feedforward or feedback 
networks. These networks are the self-organising networks, and they allow 
general patterns of connections among the neurons. 
f(x) 
Hard-limiter 	 Threshold-logic 	 Sigmoid 
Figure: 3.4: The commonly used nonlinearity activation functions. 
Feedforward network: Fig. 3.5 shows a typical feedforward back propagation 
neural network, which was explored by Rumelhart and McClelland in 1986 [81]. 
This network has three layers comprising an input layer, an output layer, and a 
third hidden layer. Units in the hidden layer are not directly involved with input or 
output, but instead help in the process of transformation input to produce output in 
order to enable networks to form representations or models of the outside world 
that can be used to make complex decisions. It should be noted that there could be 
more than one hidden layer in a network for solving complex problems. The 
number of neurons in each layer may be different. Activation functions may also 
differ from layer to layer but must be the same within a given layer. In principle, 
the input layer receives a set of input signals and transfer them directly through a 
first set of weighted connections, to the middle or hidden layer. The net input 
to a hidden neuron, j, is calculated by: 
net. = E w, • yi 	 (3.2) 
i=1 





• INPUT LAYER OUTPUT LAYER 
INPUT OUTPUT 
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Each neuron in the hidden layer operates on its own incoming signals and passes 
its output value on through a second layer of weights, wki, to each neuron in the 
output layer. The output of a hidden neuron as a function of its net input is 




I + exp(—net i ) 
Once the outputs of all hidden layer neurons have been calculated, the output layer 
then performs one last summation and transformation and finally produces output. 
The input and output of each output neuron, k, are respectively calculated by Eqs. 
(3.4) and (3.5). 








Figure 3.5: Feedforward back propagation neural network. 
In a feedforward network, there is no feed-back between layers. The result of 
computations within a feedforward network can be viewed as a nonlinear mapping 
between the input neurons and the output neurons. This mapping is determined by 
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the weighted connections within the network. By modifying the weights of the 
connections, the nature of mapping is modified. The network learns an 
approximation of the desired mapping by repeatedly modifying network weights 
using training data. Back propagation neural networks have been successfully 
applied in very complex tasks like pattern recognition, classification, speech 
recognition, speech analysis, stock forecasting, process control, image 
compression, etc. 
Recursive network: Fig. 3.6 shows an example of a recursive Hopfield neural 
network, which was initially developed in 1982 [82]. In this network, each neuron 
receives input as a weighted output from every other neuron in the network, and 
possibly including itself. It should be noted that the learning algorithm was not 
emphasised in the Hopfield's original network, and the updating weight procedure 
is done randomly and asynchronously. That is, a neuron is chosen at random and 
then its output is changed according to the nonlinear activation function, which 
can be a hard-limiter or a threshold-logic function. This process continues until 
the outputs reach an equilibrium. The output signal, y•, of the neuron i can be 
computed by: 




Figure 3.6: Recursive Hopfield neural network. 
In a recursive network, there is only a single layer. Information flows from each 
neuron to the other in this layer. Unlike a feedforward network, in which 
information flows through a given neuron only once for a given task, the process 
in a recursive network will iterate several times. This brings up a major issue that 
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concerns stability of the network dynamics and network learning. Note that, when 
a network has the potential for recurrent or feedback processing, network stability 
(or convergence to a stable solution) is a very important concern; and when we 
consider network dynamics converging to a stable state, that is distinct from the 
learning process in which the connection weights converge to stable values. This 
type of neural network can be used as an associative memory or to solve 
optimisation problems. Further interesting on the Hopfield network and its 
training procedure can be found in references [83-85]. 
Self-organising network: Fig. 3.7 shows an example of a self-organising Kohonen 
neural network, which was developed in 1988 [86]. In this network, each input is 
connected to every output neuron via a variable connection weight, and output 
neurons are extensively interconnected with many local connections. The output 
neurons are effectively arranged in a two-dimensional surface to form a 'feature 
map'. 
Initially the weights of the neurons are given random values. After enough input 
patterns have been presented to the network, the distances, d j , between the input 
and each output neuron, j ,  are computed and then compared using Eq. (3.7). 
n-i 
d, = E( x1(t) — w(t) 
	 (3.7) 
i=1 
Where x i(t) is the input to neuron i at time t, and w,1(t) is the weight from input 







Figure 3.7: Kohonen neural network. 
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The neuron which has minimum distance is the one which most closely resembles 
the input, and is defined as the 'winning' neuron. The weights of this neuron are 
then adjusted so that it even more closely resembles the input. This assists the 
neuron to learn a pattern. Unlike other neural networks, in a Kohonen network, 
only the winning neuron and its physical neighbours (within a given distance from 
the winning neuron) modify the weights on their connections; the remaining 
neurons experience no learning. Those neurons near the winning neuron have 
their weights adjusted in proportion to the distance measured between them and 
the winning neuron. As a result of the learning process, certain adjacent neurons 
will respond to one type of input, other neurons to other inputs, etc. In such a 
'feature map' there are distinct areas of 'classes'. Thus when a pattern is input to 
the network, one neuron will be the most active, and the system will, classify that 
input according to the area of the feature map in which that neuron occurs. 
Kohonen networks are being commonly used in speech and image processing 
applications and have potential for statistical or database application as well. 
c) Learning algorithm: the third distinguishing characteristic of neural networks 
is by the learning algorithm used to change the interconnection weights. Many 
learning algorithms [83, 84] have been developed and continue to be developed to 
improve the way of adjusting the weights in the network model's performance. 
Two most common learning algorithms, supervised learning and unsupervised 
learning, are widely used and discussed below: 
Supervised learning: is also called learning with a teacher, and assumes that the 
desired output is known. A set of training data is presented, one by one, to the 
network. The network then calculates outputs based on its current input. The 
resulting output is then compared with the desired output for that particular input 
data. The difference between the outputs is used to modify weights in the network 
so that the error will be reduced. Back propagation and generalised delta rule 
methods are very common supervised learning algorithms. Details of the training 
procedures and possible variations to improve the network performance of these 
two methods can be found in references [80, 81, 87, 88]. 
Unsupervised learning: there is no external teacher or critic to oversee the learning 
process, and the desired output is not known. To perform unsupervised learning, 
we may use a competitive learning rule, such as Kohonen's feature mapping 
algorithm. The network learning rules extract features of the input data, and 
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adjust the weights to group the input data into clusters based on their statistical 
properties. It is noted that, in unsupervised learning networks there is no separate 
learning phase. The connection weights are subject to constant change. Details of 
the training procedure of this method can be found in references [80, 86-89]. 
Although various learning algorithms exist, in general, the process involves 
feeding data into a network and then iteratively adjusting the network's internal 
parameters to enable it to develop relationships between data and to model the 
process that produces the data. Once properly trained, neural networks can 
perform the same tasks on data other than the training set and have the potential to 
adapt to changing conditions through a continuous self-optimisation process. 
However, models of neural networks cover a wide range and can be customised 
for specific applications. In general, they are massively parallel and concerned 
with approximating input-output relationships, with very many units arranged in 
large parallel arrays and computing simultaneously. Large-scale parallelism 
provides a way to significantly increase computer speed. This structure is 
believed to be essential for building systems with a fast response and a higher 
performance than the modern sequentially arranged digital computers; and 
because of the high parallelism, problems with a few neurons do not cause 
significant effects on the overall system performance. 
3.2.2. Advantages and limitations 
Neural networks offer specific processing advantages, which make it the 
technology of choice in multiple applications areas. These advantages include: 
• an ability to learn how to do tasks based on the data given for training or 
initial experience. 
• it is easy to insert a neural network to perform a single well-defined task in 
existing systems. 
• a neural network is capable of synthesising complex, transparent, and 
highly nonlinear mapping from input data to output data. 
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• neural networks can create their own organisation or representation of the 
information they receive during learning and operation. 
• neural network computations are carried out in parallel. Parallelism 
provides the ability to perform many operations at once, which is necessary 
for real-time or data-intensive applications. It also enables a network to 
consider many possible solutions to a problem simultaneously. 
• neural networks are more robust and reliable than conventional computer 
programs in their ability to handle noisy or missing data or damage to 
components. 
The following prominent limitations are noted for neural networks: 
• Although many algorithms of back-propagation training have been 
suggested, there are no rules for parameter selection associated with these 
algorithms. In using this ANN model, some trial and error is required for 
optimal parameter selection. For instance, an inappropriate selection of the 
learning rate may cause the system computational performance to become 
impractically slow, or learning may not be achieved at all. 
• The nature and structure of knowledge representation inside neural 
networks is a crucial problem, and still under development. 
• They are unable to perform symbolic computation, and lack interaction 
with the end-user. 
• They cannot incorporate subjective decision rules. 
• the mathematical theories used to guarantee the performance of an applied 
neural network is still under development. 
• the time required for training and testing of neural networks is still 
considerably large. 
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3.3. Fuzzy Logic 
Fuzzy logic is not a logic that is fuzzy, but it describes the fuzziness (inexactness) 
that presents in the knowledge of human experts. It is an artificial intelligence 
technique developed from fuzzy set theory, which was proposed by Zadeh in 1965 
[90], and has the important feature of dealing with quantifying and approximate 
reasoning using natural language. 
The primary focus of fuzzy logic deals with natural language. Fuzzy logic reflects 
human thinking and represents its expressions in linguistic terms, such as hot, tall, 
expensive, dangerous, etc. 
Another focus of fuzzy logic deals with approximate reasoning rather than precise 
reasoning. Fuzzy logic may be viewed as a multi-valued logic which is an 
extension of classical binary logic. Classical logic deals with precise propositions 
(truth-values) that are required to be either 0 (false) or 1 (true); while fuzzy logic 
deals with imprecise propositions that can be any value between 0 and 1 using 
fuzzy set theory as the principle tool. It is noted that, in fuzzy logic, the fuzziness 
or uncertainty in expressions can also be described by a part of the meaning of 
words which have ambiguous meanings and are indivisible from human thinking, 
for instance, "very", "fairly", "moderate", "a little", and so on. 
In recent years, fuzzy logic has been widely used in modelling of complex and 
non-linear control problems, particularly for developing sophisticated fuzzy logic 
systems. This modelling proceeds without a mathematical model, but by a set of 
if-then fuzzy rules which present the knowledge of human experts. Fuzzy rules 
are expressed in an English-like language with a syntax as: 
IF air temperature IS warm 
AND overload IS not very high, 
THEN overload duration IS fairly short. 
3.3.1. Fuzzy set theory and fuzzy system architecture 
This subsection is divided into two parts. The first part gives a general 
introduction to the fuzzy set theory. The second part describes the basic 
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components included in the architecture of a fuzzy system, and illustrates a power 
engineering application. 
a) The basics of fuzzy set theory 
In conventional mathematics, a classical or crisp (numerically precise) set of 
elements can only be identified if its boundaries are well-defined, eg. the set of 
integers smaller than 100 and greater than 10. An element of the crisp set can be 
identified by its grade of membership. Crisp sets only allow full membership or 
no membership at all; therefore, in a crisp set the grade of membership is a value 
either 0 or 1. A grade of 0 indicates that the candidate is definitely not a member 
of the set, whereas a grade of 1 indicates that the candidate is definitely a member. 
Let X be a classical set of objects, called the universe, whose generic elements are 
denoted x. Membership in a crisp set, S (ie. a subset of X), can be defined by a 
characteristic function,ius(x), as [91]: 
{
1 x E S 
0 
if 




In the real world, humans thinking and their concepts and classification 
mechanisms are well understood but those boundaries are not well-defined. 
Therefore, it is very difficult, even impossible, to describe human expressions by 
conventional mathematics. Fortunately, this short-coming can be overcome by 
applying the fuzzy set theory. In fuzzy set theory, a fuzzy set is an extension of a 
crisp set that includes elements with loosely defined boundaries. Fuzzy sets allow 
partial membership. In other word, an element may partially belong to a set, and 
its grade of membership is any value, between 0 and 1. Membership in a fuzzy 
set, A (ie. a subset of X), can be defined by the following characteristic function 
[91]: 
P A (X) : A 	[0,1] 	 (3.10) 
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Then we say ptA(x) is the grade of membership of element x in fuzzy set A. The 
closer the value of 11,4 (x) to 1, the more x belongs to A. As an example, Fig. 3.8 
shows the difference in boundaries between a crisp set and a fuzzy set. 
Figure 3.8: Venn diagrams of Crisp (S) and Fuzzy (A) sets. 
For more convenience, when X is a finite set {x 1 , x 2, . . . , x i,}, a fuzzy set on X 
can be expressed as [91, 92]: 
A = 	(Xi) Xi ± 	 + . . . + 1,L A (X) xn 
= 	 I-LA(x)/ XI 
	 (3.11) 
When X is infinite, the expression can be extended to be [91, 92]: 
A= f 11,(x)1 x 	 (3.12) 
Notice that in Eq. (3.11), the "+" represents the union operator, and the "I" does 
not refer to a division and is used as a notation to separate the membership grade 
of an element from the element itself. 
Fuzzy set operations 
There are three standard operations for fuzzy sets, that include the union, 
intersection, and complement operations. These operations are illustrated in 
Fig. 3.9, and defined as follows [91]: 
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A 
+ +++ AUB 
Figure 3.9: Fuzzy set operations. 
- Union: the union of fuzzy sets A OR B, A u B, is a fuzzy set in which the 
membership grades of its elements are the maximum values of the 
corresponding membership grades in fuzzy sets A and B. The membership 
function of the union operation can be defined as: 
v x ex, A, B (x) = max 0-1, (x) ,N (x) ) 	(3.13) 
- Intersection: the intersection of fuzzy sets A AND B, A n B, is a fuzzy set 
in which the membership grades of its elements are the minimum values of 
the corresponding membership grades in fuzzy sets A and B. The 
membership function of the intersection operation can be defined as: 
Vx EX, gAnB(x) = minOtA(x),11B(x)) 
	
(3.14) 
- Complement: the complement of fuzzy set A, A, is a fuzzy set that 
represents the negation of the concept represented in set A, and it is defined 
by the following membership function: 
Vx EX, w(X) = 1 - flA (X) 	 (3.15) 
Fuzzy set relations 
An important concept that can be modelled by fuzzy sets is that of a relation. This 
concept can model situations where interactions are more or less strong between 
elements of fuzzy sets. A relation is also sometimes called a mapping because it 
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associates elements from one domain of fuzzy sets to another. Two basic 
relations, equivalence and inclusion, of fuzzy sets are described below [92]: 
- Equivalence: 
V X E X, - A=B <-> 1-1,A (x) 	11B (x) 
- Inclusion: 
V X c X, A cB 	P A (X) 11,9 (x) 
U - Cut 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
In some mathematical operations, crisp sets may be required to be created from a 
given fuzzy set. The a - cut of a fuzzy set is defined as the crisp set of all the 
elements of the universe set X which have membership in fuzzy set A greater than 
or equal to a [91]: 
= {x e X gA(X) a } 	 (3.18) 
For example, if the membership function of a fuzzy set A is described by: 
A = {0.1/3 + 0.3/ 4 + 0.7/5 + 0.4/6 + 1/7) 
and a = 0.5, then the a - cut of A is: 
Aa  = {5 ,7} 
Hedges - The concept of meaning 
Linguistic variables, like temperature, height, cost and so on, are commonly used 
in heuristic rules to represent and manipulate human knowledge or expressions. A 
linguistic variable is assigned values which are expressions such as words, 
phrases, or sentences in natural-like English language, such as cold, hot, tall, 
expensive, etc. Linguistic variables can be considered as fuzzy sets, and described 
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by membership functions. Furthermore, these sets can be modified by special 
operations corresponding to linguistic uncertainty terms such as very, fairly, 
extremely, and so on. These terms are often called linguistic hedges. 
The hedges can be viewed as a modifier of the meaning of linguistic values. Some 
operators that may serve as a basis for modelling hedges were defined by Zadeh 
[92, 93] as follows: 
- Normalisation: 
Norm (A) = 11 Nonn(A)(x)= A (x)I max { 1 A(x)} 
- Concentration: 




Dil (A) = Dir(A)(x)= [11 A ( )] °.5 	 (3.21) 
- Intensification: 
Int (A) = 	(x)= {2 11 2A (x) 	for RA (x) e[0,0.5] 
Int(A) 	 I — 2(1 —RA (x))2 	otherwise (3.22) 
Table 3.2 : Some linguistic Hedges and Operators 
Linguistic Hedges Operator Definition 
Very A Con (A) = A 2 
More or less A Dil (A) = A" 
Plus A Al-25 
Extremely A3 
Not A 1-A 
Not very A 1 - Con (A) 
Slightly A Int [Norm (Plus A And Not (very A) ) ] 
Standard hedges [91, 94] can be defined in terms of some fuzzy set operators and 
a fuzzy set, A, as shown in Table 3.2. As an example, Fig. 3.10 illustrates a 
modified membership function which describes a "high" value with its linguistic 
hedges. 
Degree of membership 
1 
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Figure 3. 10: Membership function of a "high" value with linguistic hedges. 
b) Fuzzy system architecture 
Any system can be described in terms of inputs, outputs and state variables. A 
system will be called fuzzy if its inputs or outputs are modelled by fuzzy sets, or 
their interactions are represented by fuzzy relations; and in a fuzzy system a state 
can also be a fuzzy set. A fuzzy system can generally be modelled either as a set 
of fuzzy logical if-then rules or as a set of fuzzy equations (ie. equations with 
parameters, inputs, or constraints which are fuzzy). In a fuzzy system only the 






Fuzzification Rule Evaluation Defuzzification 
Figure 3.11 : Basic configuration of a fuzzy system. 
A fuzzy system can be modelled by extracting knowledge from human experts and 
transforming the expertise into rules and membership functions. 	In the 
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development of a fuzzy logic system, there are three basic steps involved as 
follows: 
• fuzzification; 
• rule evaluation; 
• defuzzification. 
Fig. 3.11 shows the basic configuration of a fuzzy logic system, which comprises 
three basic components: an input fuzzification, a rule evaluation that handles 
fuzzy rules, and an output defuzzification. 
Fuzzification 
In this step, crisp inputs are transformed into fuzzy inputs. The first task in 
fuzzification is to assign associated linguistic labels (ie. give unique names to 
each fuzzy set) for each crisp input. Each crisp input into a fuzzy system can have 
multiple labels assigned to it. In general, the larger the number of labels assigned 
to describe an input variable, the higher the resolution of the fuzzy control system 
resulting in a smoother control response. However, a larger number of labels 
require more computation time. As a result, the typical number of labels for each 
variable in a fuzzy system would be an odd number between 5 and 9 [95]. 
Triangular 	 Trapezoidal 
	
Singleton 
Figure 3.12. Shapes of membership functions. 
Once linguistic labels have been assigned, the next task in fuzzification is to 
establish membership functions for each input in order to give numerical meaning 
to each label. Each membership function identifies the range of input values that 
corresponds to a label, and does not define clearly boundaries where the label is 
applied. The shape of a membership function affects the fuzzy process in subtle 
ways. Membership functions can take several different shapes, like those 
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Notice that in the establishing of membership functions, to achieve a smooth and 
stable control response, it is necessary to allow overlap between the labels. As a 
rule of thumb, the overlap should be between 10 to 50% of the neighbouring 
space, and the sum of the vertical points of the overlap should always be less than 
1 [95]. 
	I I 
Fuzzy System 	Overload Duration)■• Output 
Figure 3.13 : A fuzzy loading capability estimator. 
To illustrate the fuzzification process, let us take an example of the simple fuzzy 
logic system, shown in Fig. 3.13, which represents knowledge of a system 
operator in overloading power system equipment, such as a power transformer. 
Generally the overload duration of a transformer is dependent on air temperature 
and overload demand (ie. load demand above the nameplate or nominal rating of 
a transformer [96]). In this example, the fuzzy system uses two input variables, 
air temperature (in °C) and overload (in %), to determine the output of overload 
duration (in minutes). 
Figs. 3.14 and 3.15 respectively describe the linguistic labels (ie. cold, warm, 
low, high) and membership functions (ie. triangular and trapezoidal types) 
established for the inputs of the fuzzy loading capability estimator. 
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Figure 3.14: Linguistic labels and degrees of membership functions 
of the input variables. 
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(a) Air Temperature 
(b) Overload 
Figure 3.15: Membership functions of the input variables. 
Fig. 3.16 illustrates the process of how to convert a crisp input of the air 
temperature into fuzzy sets input. As can be seen from this figure, at the end of 
the process, each label (fuzzy set) is attached by an associated grade of 
membership, j.t. To determine the grade of membership for each label, we draw a 
vertical line across the crisp input value (x-value), the y-value of the intersection 
between this line and the membership function of the label is its degree of 
membership. Notice that an input may belong to more than one fuzzy set. For 
instance, the input 24.5°C belongs to both warm and hot fuzzy sets, that have the 
membership grades of 0.5 and 0.2, respectively. 
Rule Evaluation 
In the second step of the development of a fuzzy system, there are three tasks 
which need to be done: 
• create rules to describe the desired system behaviour; 
• find the degree of truth for each rule; 
• determine the fuzzy outputs. 
Crisp Input 
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First task: one way to visualise the common sense behaviour of a fuzzy system is 
through a Fuzzy Associative Memory (FAM) matrix, shown in Fig. 3.17, which is 
formed by a group of fuzzy rules written in terms of the membership function 
linguistic labels (eg. low, medium, high, cool, normal, and hot), and the output 




Labels 	Grades of membership 
Figure 3.16: Fuzzification process. 
The number of rules a system requires is simply related to the number of input 
variables. Fig. 3.17 shows that for the overload-duration estimator which has two 
input variables: air temperature and overload demand, there is a total of 15 
possible input combinations, therefore the system requires at least 15 rules. Note 
that it is possible to build a fuzzy system with fewer rules, but there are dangers in 
doing so because the rules represent knowledge, so that if any rules are deleted the 
associated knowledge of those rules is removed. 
Fuzzy rules can be extracted from the FAM matrix as: 
IF 	<row condition> 
AND <column condition> 
THEN <intersection action> 
short short short short short 
Antecedent 2 
I long I I long I I long I I long I I long I 
long I medium medium medium medium 
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For example, 
Rule 1: (for the "row 1- column 1" cell) 
IF 	air temperature 	IS 	cold 
AND overload 	IS 	low 
THEN overload duration 	IS 	long 
Rule 7: (for the "row 2- column 2" cell) 
IF 	air temperature 	IS 	cool 
AND overload 	IS 	medium 
THEN overload duration IS 	medium 
Antecedent I 
Figure 3.17: Representation of FAM rules of the overload-duration estimator. 
Second task: the degree of truth (rule strength) of each rule can be found from the 
grades of membership of the antecedents which have been determined through the 
fuzzification process. By assuming that the antecedents are connected by an 
intersection (AND) operator, the rule strength is determined by taking the grade of 
membership of the lesser of the antecedents. 
For example, the rule strength of rule 4 for the input values of 24.5°C and 17.5% 
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Rule 4: (for the "row 1- column 4" cell) 
IF 	air temperature 	IS 	warm (0.5) 
AND overload 	 IS 	low (0.25) 
THEN overload duration 	IS 	long (0.25) 
As can be seen from Fig. 3.18, the grade membership of the fuzzy set warm of the 
air temperature antecedent is 0.5, and the grade membership of the fuzzy set low 
of the overload antecedent is 0.25. Therefore the rule strength of this rule is 0.25, 






     
      
0.5 
0.2 flot 
    
      
24.5 Air Temperature, C 
17.5 	Overload, % 
Figure 3.18: Grades of membership of the crisp inputs 24.5°C and 17.5%. 
It should be noted that when antecedents are considered as connected by a union 
(OR) operator, the rule strength should be the larger grade of membership of the 
antecedents. 
Third task: if only one rule contributes to an output fuzzy set, the output of the 
fuzzy set would be the output of that rule. When two or more rules which have 
any truth in their premises fire and contribute to the same output fuzzy set, by 
considering that these rules are connected by a union (OR) operator, thus the rule 
that is most true (which has the maximum value of the rule strengths of these 
rules) would be dominated as the output of the fuzzy set. 
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For instance, with input air temperature of 24.5°C and overload of 17.5%, as 
shown below, rules 4 and 5 both contribute to the same output fuzzy set long and 
respectively have the rule strengths of 0.25 and 0.2. Thus the grade of 
membership of the output fuzzy set long would be the maximum of these two 
values, which is 0.25. Similarly, rules 9 and 10 contribute to the same output 
fuzzy set medium and the output of this set is determined as 0.5. 
Rule 4: (for the "row 1- column 4" cell) 
IF 	air temperature 	IS 	warm (0.5) 
AND overload 	 IS 	low (0.25) 
THEN overload duration 	IS 	long (0.25) 
Rule 5: (for the "row 1- column 5" cell) 
IF 	air temperature 	IS 	hot (0.2) 
AND overload 	 IS 	low (0.25) 
THEN overload duration 	IS 	long (0.2) 
Rule 9: (for the "row 2- column 4" cell) 
IF 	air temperature 	IS 	warm (0.5) 
AND overload 	 IS 	medium (0.75) 
THEN overload duration 	IS 	medium (0.5) 
Rule 10: (for the "row 2- column 5" cell) 
IF 	air temperature 	IS 	hot (0.2) 
AND overload 	 IS 	medium (0.75) 
THEN overload duration 	IS 	medium (0.2) 
Defuzzification 
In the defuzzification process, the fuzzy outputs are transformed into a single crisp 
output. Several defuzzification techniques have been suggested in the literature. 
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centroid method [94, 97]. This method basically calculates the centre of gravity 
(COG) of the fuzzy consequent rules. The definition of the COG, also called the 
first moment of inertia, is: 
COG= 
	for continuous elements 	 (3.23) 
COG= x = a 
  
for discrete elements (3.24) 
Summary from Rule evaluation process 
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A = X-value of the Centre of gravity. 
Figure 3.19: Defuzzification process. 
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In this method, each output membership function above the value indicated by its 
respective fuzzy output is truncated, such a truncation is based on the a - cut 
theory which was described previously. The resulting "clipped" membership 
functions are then combined and the overall COG is calculated. The crisp output 
is defined as the x-value of the COG. Ideally, the COG should be calculated over 
continuous elements in the output domain using Eq. (3.23). However, a fairly 
reasonable estimation can be obtained over discrete points by using Eq. (3.24). 
Fig. 3.19 illustrates the defuzzification process of the example with crisp inputs 
of air temperature and overload of 24.5°C and 17.5%, respectively. In this 
process, the fuzzy outputs long (0.25) and medium (0.5) are transformed into a 
crisp output of overload duration, which has a value of 70 minutes as calculated 
below: 
COG= 30.0.25+00+50+60+70 +840.5+(90+100+110 +120).0.25 = 70 
0.25 + 0.5 + 0.5 + 0.5 + 0.5 + 0.5 + 0.25 + 0.25 + 0.25 +0.25 
3.3.2. Advantages and limitations 
The advantages of fuzzy logic applications over conventional approaches are as 
follows: 
• they provide capability for handling ambiguity expressed in controlling 
processes, 
• they provide alternatives for many attributes of objectives selected, 
• they provide the effective management of uncertainty, 
• they develop a non-linear input/output relationship induced by membership 
functions, rules, and defuzzification, 
• they improve human reliability models in multi-task control, 
• human experience can easily be integrated by fuzzy logic rules, which give 
a meaningful expression of the qualitative aspects of human reasoning. 
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In contrast to the above distinct features, fuzzy logic applications have the 
following limitations: 
• they cannot adapt to gradual changes in their input data, 
• they cannot correct their own errors in numerical training, 
• the evaluation of membership functions is a matter of psychometry, and is 
carried out by questionnaire. 	Practical methods for determining 
membership functions have not developed yet, 
• practical applications require a somewhat deeper understanding of the 
specificity of fuzzy set theory. 
3.4. Future Evolution of Artificial Intelligence 
From the definitions and descriptions given in sections 3.1-3.3, expert systems can 
be viewed as the symbolic model-free estimators; they map conditions into actions 
and do not require any mathematical transfer function from the condition space to 
the action space. On the other hand, neural networks and fuzzy logic are 
dynamical numerical model-free estimators; they estimate functions from 
numerical training data. 
Although there are other reasons for interest in expert systems, the main interest in 
them is basically for dealing with symbolic and heuristic computational problems; 
while neural networks and fuzzy logic have been interesting for dealing with 
numerical adaptive problems, such as difficulties arising from uncertainty, 
imprecision, and noise. 
The approach of using either expert system, artificial neural networks, or fuzzy 
logic by themselves alone has exposed some limitations as discussed in the 
previous sections. In many ways limitations of one technology reflect strengths of 
another. For this reason, the emerging trend of coupling these techniques to 
exploit the individual merits in respective domains has recently been introduced to 
overcome the limitations of the existing individual Al techniques. These coupling 
approaches include: 
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• Expert system and artificial neural networks [94, 98, 99]; 
• Fuzzy logic and expert system [100-102]; 
• Fuzzy logic and artificial neural networks [103-106]. 
a) Expert System and Artificial Neural Networks 
Expert systems can be described as the symbolic computing systems in which the 
human expert knowledge and data are represented in symbolic knowledge 
structures. On the other hand, neural networks are described as parallel distributed 
processors with a natural learning capability. From practical applications, it 
appears that rather than seek solutions based on expert systems or neural networks 
alone, a more potentially useful approach would be to build systems that 
incorporate both of these techniques. By doing so, we are able to combine the 
meaningfulness representation of expert systems with the desirable features of 
adaptivity, robustness, dynamic, and accuracy offered by neural networks. 
b) Fuzzy Logic and Expert System 
A fuzzy-expert coupling approach can be applied to overcome the lack of 
formalism of the classical expert systems in dealing with uncertainty and 
incomplete information. The incorporation of fuzzy reasoning techniques in an 
expert system can provide the method for representing the uncertainty and 
incomplete imprecision inherent in an expert's knowledge. Basically, the 
framework of a fuzzy expert system is that fuzzy logic provides the effective 
management of uncertainty, while the expert system platform guarantees 
maximum flexibility in dealing with diverse sources of information. 
c) Fuzzy Logic and Artificial Neural Networks 
Neural networks are highly non-linear systems that have ability to learn and adapt 
to changes in their numerical input data, but they cannot incorporate subjective 
decision rules. On the other hand, fuzzy logic can incorporate useful linguistic 
rules obtained from human experts, but they cannot adapt to gradual changes in 
their input data and are unable to correct their own errors in numerical training 
like neural networks. By joining these two techniques, the learning ability of 
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neural networks can be incorporated into fuzzy logic systems and the fuzzy if-then 
rules can be generated and adjusted by learning methods using numerical data. 
The combined approach of fuzzy logic with neural networks is ideally suitable for 
the applications involved both of numerical information from measuring 
instruments and linguistic information from human experts. Through this 
approach, ANNs are able to be used for those problems in which numerical 
training samples cannot be constructed and human expertise is already available. 
On the other hand, the application of fuzzy concepts can increase the amount of 
information available from ANNs output. 
In the following chapter, an overview of the AI applications in the power system 
security control will be given. 
Chapter 4 
Overview of Artificial Intelligence 
Applications in System Security Control 
The following overview considers three main techniques used in artificial 
intelligence (Al), expert system (ES), artificial neural networks (ANN) and fuzzy 
logic, and their applications to power system security control. 
4.1. Introduction 
According to the bibliographical survey carried out by Zhang et al. [2], the first 
important application of the expert system technology to power system operation 
was developed in 1983 by Sakaguchi and Matsumoto [107]. A common goal in 
the implementation of the-state-of-the-art expert system technique into power 
systems is to aid young engineers and operators in a number of procedures and 
operations that electric utilities frequently encounter. 
The survey of Vankayala & Rao [3] shows that artificial neural networks 
applications have a significant growth in power system areas, however, the first 
ANN applications were introduced in 1988 by Chow et al. [108] and Pao & 
Sobajic [109]. The major part of ANN applications lies in the areas where pattern 
classification is conducted on historical examples. The most popular of the 
artificial neural networks which have been employed is the back-propagation 
based perceptron model. The modified Hopfield and the self-organising Kohonen 
networks have also recently become popular. 
54 
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The survey carried out by Momoh et al. [4] shows that although fuzzy set theory 
was first introduced in power systems for decision making in 1979 by Dhar [110], 
substantial interest in its applications is growing very rapidly. It appears that the 
fuzzy set theory has a potential role in solving power system operation problems 
which contain many conflicting objectives. Such objectives as the minimum cost 
and maximum security, the maximum load supply and minimum generating cost 
cannot be achieved by traditional methods. Furthermore, fuzzy set theory offers 
an opportunity to model the operator's empirical knowledge, which contains 
inherently uncertainties, and express it in a natural language. 
The AI applications in power system security control can be classified into three 
separate areas: security monitoring, contingency analysis and control action 
analysis. An overview of the Al applications in these areas is presented in 
Sections 4.2 - 4.4. 
4.2. Al Applications in Security Monitoring 
The goal of security monitoring is to quickly supply the operator with information 
on secure or insecure nature of the operating state so that suitable preventive or 
corrective control actions can be undertaken to prevent the system from collapse 
and bring it into a normal operating state. To overcome the disadvantages of the 
conventional methods, which require long computational times and large 
computer memory capacities, the AT applications to security monitoring have been 
introduced. 
A number of ES applications have been developed for security monitoring. A 
framework for on-line security analysis was proposed by Christie and Talukdar 
[111], where the manual schemes that are used off-line to generate assessment 
information of power systems can be changed to hybrids combining numerical 
algorithms with expert systems. In particular, numerical algorithms continue to be 
used for simulating the effects of contingencies, but expert systems should be 
developed for selecting the contingencies and interpreting the simulation results. 
Shultz et al. [112] developed an expert system to perform the tasks similar to an 
experienced operator in the reasoning process, and provide assistance and/or 
assurance to the operator. According to reference [2], although several ES 
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prototypes for demonstration, research or field tests. Currently, the National Grid 
Company, Imperial College and the University of Reading in the United Kingdom 
are undertaking a project to develop an expert system, called SYSMON, to 
emulate the monitoring functions of a junior control engineer [113, 114]. The 
objective of the expert system is to enable it to carry out on-line analyses of the 
power system state, identify the most important problems, draw these to the 
attention of control staff and suggest remedial actions. 
Y m OUTPUT 
INPUTS 
a, = exp (— [xi - x / 0 ) 
Y. = 
	
Wmi a i + w, 
where oi : width of the ith RBF unit, 
Wnii : weight between the ith RBF unit and the mth output node, 
A 
X u : center of the ith RBF unit. 
Figure 4.1: Radial basis function neural network. 
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In the ANN approaches, Weerasooriya et al. [115] trained their three-layer back-
propagation neural networks based on a pattern recognition technique to classify 
the secure and insecure status of the power system for specific contingencies based 
on the pre-contingency system data. However, the simulation of back-propagation 
approaches is extremely time-consuming, and requires a huge amount of training 
data. To reduce the training time of the back-propagation networks, Ranaweera 
and Karady [116] introduced a radial basis function (RBF) neural network, which 
involves the solution of a set of linear equations in its learning algorithm. Fig. 4.1 
shows the basic structure and learning algorithm of the RBF network, which has 
only one hidden layer, and the transfer function used for the RBF units which is 
similar to the Gaussian density function. In another approach, Niebur & Germond 
and Lo et al. [117, 118] used the Kohonen networks in their security assessment 
scheme with an argument that the approaches for training back-propagation 
networks do not take into account the properties of the system space but try to 
conceive the problem as a functional interpolation task. They also argue that the 
accuracy of the back-propagation networks is highly dependent on the number of 
training points due to the high dimensionality of the function being interpolated, 
and each contingency should be viewed as a different function. 
To enable an operator to assess the security state of a power system in more 
realistic terms, Haghifam et al. [119] introduced a novel fuzzy approach to 
overcome the difficulties encountered in crisp identification of the security 
assessment. A fuzzy security state (ie. secure, low secure, alert, low emergency 
and emergency) classification with attributed membership values can be evaluated 
based on the use of the active and reactive performance indices calculated for each 
of the selected contingencies. 
In the performance of the real-time security monitoring, a fast load flow method 
should be utilised in the checking of line overloads and voltage variations. Since 
ANNs have ability to handle non-linear functions with a great degree of 
robustness and high computational speed, they can be used for fast load flow 
analysis. Kalra et al. [120] introduced a fast load flow method based on neural 
network. A feedforward model of the neural network based on a back propagation 
algorithm was employed in the development of the load flow method, and has 
been successfully tested against sample 3-bus and IEEE-14 bus systems. Nguyen 
[121] developed a neural network architecture which implements the Newton-
Raphson (NR) algorithm for solving load flow equations. In his development, the 
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complete NR formulation maps into an array of 2-layer neural networks. The 
weighting coefficients of the neural networks are formed from element values in 
the Jacobian matrix of NR load flow analysis, and the complete neural network 
architecture is robust. The principal feature of the architecture developed is its 
capability of extensive parallel processing. The computational time of the load 
flow analysis is independent of the number of nodes in the power network 
analysed, and therefore it can be used for the real-time security monitoring. 
4.3. Al Applications in Contingency Analysis 
Conventional contingency analysis methods suffer from masking and long 
computing time because a huge number of possible cases need to be considered 
and ranked. To improve the computational time, only the contingencies which are 
potentially harmful to the system must be selected and analysed in detail. This 
task requires extensive knowledge of the historical data of power system 
emergencies and abnormal conditions and such knowledge is empirical in nature. 
Hence it is necessary to have an intelligent system to capture human expertise in 
the contingency selection and security evaluation. 
Works in this field were initially carried out by Sobajic and Pao [122] in the 
development of a rule-based system to identify critical contingencies based on the 
system topology and the DC load flow model. The system had twenty rules 
coded in Fortran and Lisp languages, and was implemented on the VAX/VMS 
computer. Muslu and Shultz [123] developed an expert system using both the DC 
and AC load flows to identify the harmless and harmful contingencies as well as 
the overloaded branches. This expert system used Turbo-Prolog programming 
language for symbolic manipulations and reasoning. The test results demonstrated 
on a 12-bus power system indicated that the system could be used in contingency 
screening as well as for on-line operation. 
In the ANN applications, Fischl et al [124] developed a two-layer multi-
perceptron network to classify the system status under different loading and 
contingency conditions. The ANN network was trained using a back-propagation 
algorithm, and evaluated against a six-bus power system. However, it was 
impossible to generate enough training sets for all possible power system 
operating conditions. To avoid this problem, Chow et al. [125] used a Hopfield 
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network for classification of contingencies according to the number and type of 
limit violations. In the development of the network, in contrast to the learning 
method of the perceptron networks, an optimisation method for finding the 
weights and thresholds of the ANN was used. The optimisation method used 
linear programming techniques to maximise the probability of the correct 
classification of contingencies. In an effort to improve the suffering from masking 
effects in approximate methods and speed-up execution in more accurate ranking 
methods, Vankayala et al. [126] proposed a fast contingency screening scheme 
using an extended Hopfield network. This scheme was based on a novel 
formulation of the contingency ranking problem as a combinatorial optimisation 
problem for efficient solution and elimination of local minima problems 
encountered by the original Hopfield network. 
In assessing the security degree, human operators often use linguistic variables, 
such as low emergency or not very secure, which contain uncertainty and 
imprecision in their representation. To deal with the imprecision of the linguistic 
variables, an approach based on fuzzy set theory was developed by Hsu and Kuo 
[127]. In this approach, the post-contingent quantities (line flows, bus voltages) 
are first expressed in fuzzy set notation, then the heuristic rules employed by 
system operators in contingency ranking are compiled and coded in the form of 
fuzzy reasoning rules and an overall system severity index is evaluated by 
combining the evidence from the post-contingent quantity and the basis formed 
from these reasoning rules. 
In the development of the applications based on the AT coupling approaches, Joshi 
and Srivastava [128] developed a single ANN using the function linked network 
(FLN) model shown in Fig. 4.2 to predict the post outage voltages for all 
contingency cases, and then used them in the contingency ranking based on the 
fuzzy set approach [127]. The FLN is a flat network that does not contain hidden 
layers in its architecture. Therefore, with a simplified learning algorithm [88], it 
can achieve high computational speed and may be suitable for applications in 
large-scale power systems. Yan et al [129] proposed a hierarchical architecture 
which couples an ES with multiple ANNs for classifying system contingencies. In 
this scheme, the ES performs a 'coarse' screening to decide first whether a 
contingency is potentially harmful, and then determines its type of security limit 
violations. The use of the sets of heuristic rules and performance indicators, 
allows the ES to filter out the secure contingencies and direct the potentially 
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harmful ones for further analysis to the appropriate ANN. The ANNs take the 
coarse classification outcome from the ES and perform a 'finer' screening to 
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Figure 4.2: Function link neural network. 
4.4. Al Applications in Control Action Analysis 
In the operation of a power system, variations in load demands and outages of 
transmission equipment (lines or transformers) or generators may cause line 
overload and/or voltage variation problems. In response to these events, the 
system operator is expected to undertake a control action analysis in order to select 
and implement appropriate actions to alleviate the problem. The conventional 
methods can fulfil all the requirements for the control action analysis. However, 
as already discussed in Chapter 2, these methods are regarded as too slow and do 
not meet the goals for the real-time security control. Moreover, in the application 
of the conventional methods there is a requirement of a significant operator 
expertise input, which may not be available during emergency situations. 
For more than a decade, Al technology has been recognised and employed in 
solving problems in power system operation, in particular, to provide assistance in 
the decision making process and minimise cost of human operator errors. At this 
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stage, apart from the Al introduction to the security monitoring and contingency 
analysis, applications of Al to the control action analysis are rather numerous. The 
development of the Al applications in this area can be divided into two groups. 
One deals with the alleviation of voltage violations, and another with the 
alleviation of overloads on transmission equipment. 
Voltage Violation Alleviation 
The problem of alleviation of the voltage violations by allocating the reactive 
power injections in the power system using the AT approaches has been reported 
since late 1980s. The first expert system for reactive power and voltage control 
was developed by Liu and Tomsovic [130]. The expert system uses empirical 
rules to generate appropriate actions when slight voltage variations occur, and 
reactive power dispatch algorithms to alleviate severe voltage violations. Then 
Cheng et al. [131] and Singh et al. [132] developed the expert systems based on a 
sensitivity tree method. In the alleviation of voltage violations using this method, 
the appropriate control steps are chosen according to the sensitivity of the control 
measures such as generators, transformer taps, and shunt capacitors or reactors. 
Wagner et al. [133] developed a rule-based approach based on sensitivities and a 
local network model to alleviate abnormal voltages on the AEP 118-bus system. 
The local network, as a portion of the power system, is constructed consisting of a 
group of internal buses, boundary buses and connecting lines formed with respect 
to a target bus. Voltage violations are alleviated one-by-one using the sensitivity 
factors to select the optimal control measures within the local network. 
Furthermore, to minimise the number of adjustments required in the process when 
a number of voltage violations occur, Hsu et al. [134] proposed an expert system 
based on a combined integer linear programming and rule-based approach. The 
expert system utilises both the operator heuristic rules and sensitivity factors to 
reduce the number of variables and constraints in integer linear programming 
formulation in order to reduce the computational time and to make the approach 
feasible in real-time situations. 
Note that the practical voltage control problem consists of multiple objectives and 
soft (fuzzy) constraints, and the simple linear programming formulations are 
inadequate to satisfy those realistic system objectives and constraints. Therefore, 
the implementation of the combined linear programming and rule-based approach 
may yield inadequate solutions by failing to model all constraints accurately. To 
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overcome this problem, Tomsovic [135] proposed a fuzzy linear programming 
approach for reactive power/voltage control. In this approach, multiple objectives 
and discrete soft constraints are modelled using fuzzy sets, and piece-wise linear 
convex membership functions for the fuzzy sets are considered. The precision and 
usefulness of the approach was demonstrated on the IEEE 30-bus power system. 
Transmission Equipment Overload Alleviation 
The AI applications for line overload alleviation are not extensively developed in 
comparison with those for voltage violation problems. With the use of a common 
strategy, which describes how the line overloads can be alleviated by proper 
scheduling of active power generation in the system, Delfino et al. [136] 
developed a prototype expert system to remove transmission line overloads in a 
power system. The expert system uses the DC load flow to calculate the 
sensitivity factors which represent the relationships between line flow variations 
and power output changes at generation buses, and implements these factors in the 
estimation of the shift in generation required to remove an overload. In an attempt 
to increase the capacity in solving more complex power network structures with 
severe and distributed overload conditions, the authors extended their work [137] 
with the use of LISP procedures to improve the system response and to substitute 
production rules to drive the various actions on generators and rescheduling of 
active power flows. 
In the applications using the Al coupling approaches, King and Novosel [138] 
proposed an intelligent system architecture for the detection and alleviation of line 
overloads. The intelligent system developed consists of multiple feedforward 
ANNs and an ES. The ANNs were trained for the detection of overloaded lines, 
and providing control in generation shifting and load shedding to relieve the 
overloads. The ES makes final decisions in the generator shifting and 
recommends the amount of the load shedding required if overloads are not 
alleviated. In addition, to avoid disagreement in the recommended actions, an 
holographic associative memory (HAM) is used to filter the outputs from the 
ANN. The successful results were illustrated on the IEEE 30-bus power system. 
Another interesting development was carried out by Vankayala and Rao [139]. A 
coupled ANN-ES scheme with graphical output was developed using the Level5 
Object expert system shell. The ANN component of this scheme employs an 
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extended Hopfield network for contingency screening, working in conjunction 
with an object-oriented ES for preventive control. Fig. 4.3 shows the object 
structure of the ES. The ES consists of 60 rules, and uses sensitivity factors to 
determine the control actions for alleviating line overloads and voltage violations. 
Simulation results on the IEEE 30-bus power system demonstrate a successful 
performance of the system. 
Topology 
	Controller 	 Task 
Objects Objects Objects 
-9 MW Control 
Voltage Control 
< 	Inheritance link 
• Object group 
Figure 4.3: Object-oriented power system model for preventive control. 
Although many Al applications have been developed in the field of power system 
security control, interest in this field is spread over a wide range of industrial and 
practical applications and this trend is likely to continue. The candidate's work 
related to the Al application in the security control area, particularly in 
transmission equipment overload and voltage violation alleviations, is described in 
Chapters 6-9. 
The following chapter provides a discussion on the methods for determination of 
voltage security limit and permissible overload duration of transmission 
equipment. 
Chapter 5 
Methods for Determination of Voltage 
Security Limit and Permissible Duration 
of Transmission Equipment Overload 
There are three different types of security in power system operation [140]. The 
first type is the steady state security which deals with the problems of thermally 
overloaded branches. The second type is the voltage security, or security against 
excessive decreases in voltage. Finally, the third type is the dynamic security 
which deals with the power system capacity to maintain synchronous operation of 
all different power stations of a power system. It is apparent that for the steady 
state security control which is considered in this thesis, the dynamic security can 
be omitted. 
In the operation of power systems, under a given emergency condition which may 
include overloads of transmission equipment (lines and transformers) and/or 
voltage violations, system operators are often expected to answer the following 
questions: 
1. How close is the current operating condition to its voltage security limit ? 
2. What is the permissible overload duration of transmission equipment ? 
This chapter describes the methods which can be employed to assist system 
operators answer these questions. The chapter is divided into three sections. The 
first section discusses the use of a stability margin indicator to measure the 
distance from the current operating condition to its voltage security limit. The two 
sections following describe the methods for the determination of the limiting time 
allowed to overload transmission lines and power transformers, respectively. 
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5.1. Determination of Stability Margin 
for Voltage Security Assessment 
Voltage security assessment plays an important role in the system security 
monitoring. It provides system operators a perspective on the system voltage 
performance due to large disturbances, such as rapid increases in load or power 
transfer, or outages of transmission equipment. In particular, increased loading 
and exploitation of the transmission system may jeopardise security and lead to 
voltage instability or even collapse. Voltage collapse means that the system is 
unable to meet a given load demand. 
Voltage instability or collapse is a dynamic process, and thus related to the load 
and rotor angle stability. Voltage instability or collapse dynamics span a period of 
time from a fraction of a second to several minutes. However, voltage collapse 
can be viewed as a steady state "viability" problem, and suitable for static load 
flow analysis of the post-disturbance steady state as recommended by CIGRE 
[141]. 
Bus Voltage, V 
Operating point 
Vc Critical point 
System Load, S 
So Smax 
SM : stability margin (ie. distance to voltage collapse) 
Figure 5.1: System load and voltage characteristics. 
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At the present, unfortunately, there is no available method developed to determine 
the time to reach the voltage collapse. However, the distance to voltage collapse 
can be visualised from the system load and voltage characteristic curves (ie. 
typically, P-V curves can be used for radial systems, and Q-V or S-V curves for 
large power systems) [142]. Fig. 5.1 shows the non-linear relationship between 
the system load and voltage. Notice that this distance can be used as an indication 
(voltage stability index) for the evaluation of the system operating limitations, and 
great effort has been made to derive methods for the on-line determination of the 
voltage stability index [143-146]. 
In the assessment of voltage security, to detect the occurrence of voltage 
instability, the sensitivity, [dv]  , of voltage at any load bus, i, to the system load 
dS , 
demand is observed. The sensitivity is actually the slope of the curve shown in 
Fig. 5.1, and its sign is used to define the stability condition of the system 
operation. It has been considered that the system is operated within the stable 
region (above a critical point) if a positive increase in the system load will result 
in a negative sensitivity at the load buses. Furthermore, the distance to voltage 
collapse, ie. stability margin, SM, can be calculated by [146]: 
E E  




where: JL is a set of load buses in the power system, 
are the limit and initial loads at bus j, respectively. 
' 11 
For a stable operating condition, SM takes on values between 0 to 1, and is usually 
expressed in percentage. SM = 0 represents the voltage stability limit. 
In general, to avoid the failure of supply from a credible contingency, margins of 
transmission plants must be retained. Furthermore, there should be a margin of 
generation capacity available in the already running plants to cover the sudden loss 
of a part of the total system generation, or of the generation imported from 
external systems. 
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A crucial point regarding the stability margin approach is how to quantify 
precisely a value of SM that can represent the minimum margin required to 
maintain the system in a secure operating state. The margin may be either too 
large resulting in unnecessary costs, or too small resulting in unsafe operating 
practices. However, by using the method suggested by Morison et al. [147] and 
Xu et al. [148], which employs the time response simulation based dynamic 
approaches together with the load flow based static approaches, an approximate 
margin can be identified off-line. Application of the stability margin approach in 
voltage control and reactive power compensation can be found in Chapters 8 and 
10. 
5.2. Determination of Permissible Duration 
for a Transmission Line Overload 
Reliable and safe power transmission system operation is the goal for any power 
utility. In attaining this, power utilities do not continue loading the transmission 
lines in the transmission system at their steady state or continuous thermal rating, 
but a margin of transmission capacity should be retained to cover the sudden loss 
caused by any credible contingency. Steady state thermal rating is defined as the 
maximum current-carrying capacity under steady state conditions of wind velocity, 
ambient temperature and solar radiation. This rating can be expressed in terms of 
the heat quantities and conductor resistance as [149]: 
I = [ (qc 	qr 	q) I0.5 
	
(5.2) 
The thermal rating of transmission lines has also been specified in terms of MVA 
at nominal voltage limits, and applied by system operators for particular system 
loading conditions, typically based on seasonal and normal or emergency load 
levels. The thermal rating is often based on the conductor maximum permissible 
temperature, which should be maintained within a safety limit. Its value is 
determined by the conductor ground clearance, or by the annealing or loss-of-
strength considerations. The conductor ground clearance consideration has often 
been used because it gives the lower limit. A conventional method to determine 
the thermal rating is described in Appendix A. 
0 T, T2 Time 
Load Current 
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0 max : max. design temperature 
T05 = T 2 - T, : time to reach max. design temperature 
Figure 5.2: Temperature - time characteristic of line overload. 
In power system operation, load currents during and following a system 
disturbance may reach values well above the steady state thermal rating of the line. 
This overloading condition might exist during a short time, of only several 
minutes to possibly half an hour [150]. This time can be used by a power system 
operator to perform a generation rescheduling or load shedding. 
The conductor temperature is dependent on the load current. A higher overload 
current causes the conductor temperature to reach its permissible limit faster. 
However, when the conductor current increases the conductor temperature does 
not rise instantaneously, but increases along the curve as shown in Fig. 5.2. 
Appendix B describes a computational procedure [151] for predicting conductor 
temperature as a function of time after a step increase in load current. For a safe 
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operation, the overload current of the transmission line must be reduced before the 
conductor temperature reaches its maximum permissible temperature. Hence, 
when an overload occurs or is expected to occur, it is essential to determine the 
permissible duration, Toy , of the overload using the conductor temperature rise 
curve. This duration is the limiting time the line can carry the overload current 
without the need to reduce loading, and a system operator should perform a 
generation rescheduling or load shedding within this duration. 
A method of determining the permissible duration for different overload currents 
or short-time thermal ratings (ie. the values of the load current greater than its 
steady state rating) is introduced in [150]. The relationship between the 
permissible duration and short-time thermal ratings of a transmission line is 
shown in Fig. 5.3. 









500 	 600 
450 	 550 
Load Current (A) 
Steady state rating 
Figure 5.3: Permissible overload duration vs short time ratings curve 
It can be seen that the permissible duration is an inversion of the load current of 
the line. In other words, a shorter permissible duration is found for a greater short-
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5.3 Determination of Permissible Duration 
for a Power Transformer Overload 
The loadability of a power transformer is limited by the allowable winding hot-
spot temperature and/or the acceptable loss of insulation life (life loss or aging) 
owing to the heating effect from the conductor carrying load current. Both 
limiting factors are dependent on environment conditions (ambient temperature, 
solar radiation and wind velocity) and daily load cycles. 
The IEC loading guide [152] considers as normal the operation of an air-cooled 
transformer at the rated power when the ambient air temperature is +20°C. In this 
case, the insulating materials will age at the normal speed and proper maintenance 
will be provided. According to [153], at normal operating conditions the rating of 
a transformer is always limited by life loss, not by maximum permissible 
temperature, but under emergency conditions the overload rating is either limited 
by the life loss or by the maximum permissible temperature depending on the 
duration of an emergency. 
When the load increases, the transformer temperature rises and the ageing of 
insulating materials accelerates. The characteristic of hot-spot temperature rise is 
similar to the one shown in Fig. 5.2, and can be determined using the method 
described in [154]. Once the transformer hot-spot temperature has been measured 
or determined, the corresponding life loss value can be estimated from Fig. 5.4 of 
life expectancy of insulation as a function of hot-spot temperature [96]. For 
emergency conditions an average of 0.5% life loss per year is generally allowed, 
and a frequency of emergencies of one in 10 years is assumed, resulting in a 5% 
total life loss allowed for one emergency [155]. 
It has been recommended [156, 157] that under emergency conditions, a power 
transformer may be loaded above its nominal rating for a short time. However, 
the short-term loading capacity must be less than 150% of the transformer nominal 
rating and the temperatures of oil-impregnated paper insulation should not exceed 
140°C. This guideline is based on the assumption that the tap-changer, bushings 
and similar accessories are not endangered at this load provided that in the original 
design they were appropriately rated for the transformer. In practice, however, the 
power transformer is very seldom continuously loaded at the same load. The load 
and temperature can vary according to the power demand and weather conditions. 
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If for part of the operation time the transformer loading is lower than its 
continuous load capacity, it can be loaded more at the other times such that the 
ageing remains normal during the whole time (for example, during the period of 
24 hours). Therefore, the previous loading, or loading history, of the transformer 
should be taken into account in the determination of permissible duration of 
transformer overloads. 
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Figure 5.4: Life expectancy of insulation as a function of hot-spot temperature. 
Table 5.1 shows the short-term loading capacity for air-cooled (ONAN/ONAF) 
transformers as a function of the ambient air temperature and loading time, when 
loading capacity at other times of the day does not exceed 25% or 90% of the rated 
power [152, 153]. This table can be used as a guideline for the estimation of the 
permissible duration of transformer overloads. 
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Table 5.1: Short-term loading capacity for air-cooled 
(ONAN/ONAF) transformers 
Ambient air 
temperature, ° C 0 +10 +20 +30 +40 
Loading time, 
hrs/day Permissible loading, p.u. 
0.5 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.26 1.50 1.18 
1.0 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.10 1.50 1.04 
2.0 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.47 1.50 1.32 1.49 0.99 1.37 0.95 
4.0 1.50 1.40 1.42 1.30 1.34 1.18 1.24 0.95 1.15 0.88 
6.0 1.38 1.32 1.31 1.23 1.23 1.12 1.14 0.93 1.04 0.86 
8.0 1.32 1.28 1.24 1.19 1.16 1.09 1.08 0.93 0.98 0.84 
12.0 1.25 1.23 1.17 1.15 1.10 1.05 1.01 0.92 0.92 0.83 
Permissible 
loading during 
other times of 
the day 25 90 25 90 25 90 25 90 25 80 
At this point, it is important to note that the conventional methods, described in 
Section 5.2 and above, can be used to determine the permissible duration of 
transmission line and transformer overloads. However, these methods are not 
suitable for real-time operation because they involve a look-up table approach that 
takes a significant computation time, and requires an expert knowledge from a 
system operator in the selection of appropriate parameters. 
To overcome this problem artificial intelligence approaches can be employed, 
particularly for transmission line loading as described in the next chapter. Since 
the short-time overloads of transformers are often in the range of half an hour to 
several hours, or even more as shown in Table 5.1, a system operator will have 
enough time to undertake an analysis and choose appropriate control actions to 
relieve an overload. Therefore, real-time tools for clearing of transformer 
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APPENDIX A 
Determination of Thermal Rating of Transmission Lines 
Losses resulting from electric currents in a conductor are dissipated in the form of 
heat to the surrounding atmosphere. Under steady state conditions of wind 
velocity, ambient temperature, solar radiation and electric current, the following 
heat balance equation applies [149]: 
12 r 	
— cic 	clr 
	 (A.1) 
Fig. A.1 shows a pictorial diagram of the heat quantities [158]. In Eq. (A.1) the 
steady state thermal rating, I, is a function of resistance which changes with 
temperature. To determine the thermal rating, it is necessary to evaluate the 
various quantities of heat both received and lost by the conductor. These heat 
quantities have been described in [149-151, 159-161] as a function of conductor 
temperature, ambient temperature, wind velocity, conductor elevation, ground 
reflection, solar radiation, etc. 
Figure A.1: 	Pictorial diagram of heat quantities. 
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Solar Heat Gain qs 
The heat input to a conductor by solar radiation can be calculated as [160]: 
qs =aD1s =aD{(1 +TcF/ 2 ) Idir ± (1 +F) 7C Idiff 2 } 	 (A.2) 
Convected-Heat Loss qc 
The convected heat loss term has three forms. These forms are given in [149,161] 
for different types of convection (natural and forced). 
For wind speed equal to zero (natural convection): 
qc = 3.71388 D°35 (0 _ 0 a)1.25 
For forced convection with R e 	1000: 
(A.3) 
qe = [1.01 + 0.371 Re°.52] . Kf. (0 - Oa) (A.4) 
For forced convection with R e > 1000: 
(le = [0.1695 R' e"] . Kf. (0 - Oa) 
where: 
(A.5) 
Of = {(0 + 273) + (Oa + 273))! 2 (A.6) 
Pf = 346.66124 eelev (- 1.281 48E-4) 	Of elev (5.15675E-7) - 0.996289 (A.7) 
Uf = Of (4.13E-4) / (5165.9 	+ 5.16708 Of) (A.8) 
Kf = 3.95233E-3 + Of (7.43068E-5) (A.9) 
Re = V . D Pf / Uf (A.10) 
R'e = 12. Re (A.11) 
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Radiated-Heat Loss qr 
Radiated heat loss can be calculated as [149]: 
q r = 58.4904. £ . D. 10 -8 [(0 + 273)4 - (Oa + 273)4] 
	
(A.12) 
AC Resistance rac 
The resistance of a conductor increases with temperature. To adjust resistance for 
temperature changes, the following equation can be used [161]: 
rac = k rdc [ I + a (A - 20)] 	 (A.13) 
i 
Conductor Temperature Rise 
Final temp. 
Temp. rise A03 
.A02 
A0 1 
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APPENDIX B 
Procedure for Predicting Conductor Temperature Rise 
When any step change in current is applied to a conductor, the steady state 
condition is no longer balanced as the resistive heat gain has instantaneously 
increased. The increase in resistive heat gain can be written as an additional heat 
AP in the heat balance equation. The additional heat input will raise the conductor 
temperature until it reaches a new value such that the heat balance equation is 
again satisfied. The heat balance equation can be expressed as [1511: 
Pin = Pout ± AP (B.1) 
Pin = 12 rac + qs (B.2) 
Pout = qc 	qr (B.3) 
Initial temp. 
,




Time to reach final temperature = T 2 - T 1 
Figure B.1: Response of conductor temperature to a short time overload. 
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Assuming that the time equal interval, At, is less than 10 seconds, the conductor 
heats adiabatically, absorbing the extra heat AP. Under such conditions the 
conductor temperature increases by AO. The conductor temperature increase 
provided by excess energy can be expressed as follows [151]: 
AP . At = m s AO 	 (B.4) 
or 
AO = AP. At / (m. s) = [ (12 rac qs qc q)/(m • s) At 	 (B.5) 
A new conductor temperature can be calculated as: 
°new = °old 4- A° 
	
(B.6) 
Values of the temperature dependent variables r ac , qc , qr at temperature Anew can 
now be calculated and used to compute A0 for the next time interval At. The 
process is continued until the entire rating period has been accumulated. The final 
calculated temperature can then be compared with the allowable conductor 
temperature. This method is graphically illustrated in Fig. B.1. 
Chapter 6 
Application of Artificial Intelligence 
to Short-time Loading Capability 
Assessment of Transmission lines 
The conventional methods [149-151,159-161] described in Appendix A, for 
determination of thermal ratings of transmission lines require a choice of 
appropriate values for several parameters such as wind velocity, Albedo factor, 
coefficient of ground reflection and solar radiation. Incorrect decisions can affect 
the final solution to a considerable extent. To overcome this problem, an expert 
system based method was introduced [162-164]. 
The conventional methods used for determining thermal ratings of transmission 
lines do not consider variations of the solar radiation due to changes in astronomic 
and meteor-climatic conditions. However, solar radiation plays a very important 
role in the calculation of the solar heat gain, and consequently in the evaluation of 
the short-time thermal rating and temperature rise of overhead conductors. 
Generally, higher solar radiation results in a lower thermal rating of a conductor. 
More accurate real-time values of short-time thermal ratings and permissible 
overload durations can be evaluated when the instantaneous values of the direct 
and diffuse radiation are used. The candidate proposed [165,166] an efficient 
approach employing the artificial neural network and regression best-fitting 
techniques for determining the instantaneous values of the direct and diffuse 
radiation. 
This chapter describes the application of an intelligent system (IS) combining an 
expert system and an artificial neural network (ANN) for the evaluation of short- 
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time thermal rating and permissible overload duration of transmission lines. The 
chapter includes six sections. Section 6.1 discusses the effect of cloud and ground 
reflection on the determination of solar heat gain, and consequently on the 
evaluation of the short-time thermal rating and temperature rise of overhead 
conductors. Section 6.2 describes the method for predicting instantaneous solar 
radiation using ANN approach. Sections 6.3 and 6.4 present the development and 
evaluation of the IS. Section 6.5 illustrates the results of a practical application of 
the IS. Finally, section 6.6 provides a summary and discussion of the effect of 
various parameters on the determination of thermal rating of transmission lines. 
Nomenclature 
C 	Cloud factor; 
B 	Turbidity coefficient; 
W Water vapour content (in cm of precipitable water); 
F 	Albedo, ground reflection factor; 
0, 	Zenith angle, also called the zenith distance (in degrees); 
= 90 -8 , , solar altitude, also called solar elevation ( in degrees); 
(I) 	Geographic latitude, north positive (in degrees); 
8 	Declination, the angular position of the sun at solar noon with 
respect to the plane of the equator, north positive (in degrees); 
w 	Hour angle, solar noon zero and morning positive (in degrees), 
change 15° every hour, eg. w = -37.5° at 14:30; 
Ill 	= sin - I (cos8 sin w/cosa), solar azimuth, east positive (in degrees); 
F 	Day angle (in radians); 
dn Day number of the year; 
wr Sunrise angle (in degrees); 
ws Sunset angle (in degrees); 
0 	Mean sun-earth distance (1AU = 1.496 x 108 km); 
Actual sun-earth distance (AU); 
Transmission coefficient of atmosphere; 
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Hourly extraterrestrial irradiance (Wm -2); 
Hourly global irradiance for clear-skies (Wm -2); 
• 
Hourly beam or direct irradiance for clear-skies (Wm -2); 
• 
Hourly diffuse irradiance for clear-skies (Wm-2); 
• 
I ga,( n1 N) 	Hourly global irradiance with influence of clouds (Wm -2); 
• 
I ba ,( 11 1N) 	Hourly direct irradiance with influence of clouds (Wm -2); 
• 
/ba,(niN) 	Hourly diffuse irradiance with influence of clouds (Wm -2). 
6.1. Effect of Cloud and Ground Reflection 
on the Determination of Solar Heat Gain 
Recalling equation (A.2) to determine the solar heat received by a conductor 
[160]: 
qs =aD 	+TcF/ 2 )Id ir +(1 +F)rcIdiff/ 2 } 	 (6.1) 
where a is the coefficient of solar absorption, (0.23 - 0.97); D is the conductor 
outside diameter (m); Idir is the direct solar radiation of conductor, (W/m2); Idiff 
is the diffuse solar radiation of conductor, (W/m 2) and F is the coefficient of 
ground reflection Albedo, (0.05 - 0.9). 
According to the current practice in Australia [160], the values of 1000 W/m 2 and 
750 W/m2 for direct solar radiation, 'dip are chosen, correspondingly, for summer 
and winter noon conditions. It is also assumed that the diffuse radiation, Idiff, is 
about 10% of the direct solar radiation with a clear sky. However, these values are 
actually unsuitable to determine instantaneous thermal rating of overhead 
conductors because there is a great difference in intensity of solar radiation even 
within Australia [167], for example in Hobart and Darwin. In general, the 
intensity of solar radiation varies across a very large range and strongly depends 
on the astronomic and meteor-climatic conditions. 
Fig. 6.1 shows a significant effect of the cloud and ground reflection on solar 
radiation in the form of a non-linear relationship. Therefore, in the calculation of 
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Normalised factor = 458.82 W/sq.m 
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Figure 6.1: 	Variation of the diffuse irradiance as a function 
of cloud and Albedo parameters. 
Methods to determine the hourly direct and diffuse irradiance are described in 
Appendix C. The effect of cloud and ground reflection variations on the values of 
the solar radiation are included in these conventional methods. However, a 
significant computation time is required, and a look-up table approach is also 
involved in the procedure. Fig. 6.2 shows the samples of the instantaneous hourly 
solar irradiation calculated for different locations in Australia. 
	tti 
2 	4 	6 	8 	10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 
Local Time (hour) 
Figure 6.2: Hourly global irradiations for different locations (clear-skies). 
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6.2. Prediction of Instantaneous Solar Radiation 
Using Artificial Neural Network Approach 
The following describes a method, which combines the ANN and regression best-
fitting techniques [165, 166], to overcome the limitations of the conventional 
methods in the determination of the hourly direct and diffuse irradiance. 
The hourly average solar irradiation on a horizontal surface can be determined in 
terms of the maximum hourly average irradiance, time of day and day length. 
The hourly average solar irradiance, q(t), is predicted at a local time, t, as [168]: 
q(t)= q 0 
E = 
to = 
26 G (6.2) 
(6.3) 
(6.4) 
is the midday time 	 (6.5) 
with 	G=A0 +A 1 .€+A2 .E2 
1 
td 
t - tO 
(ts + t)/2, 
where ts is the sunset time, t r is the sunrise time, td is the length of day, and q o is 
the maximum hourly value of the solar direct/diffuse irradiance on a horizontal 
surface acquired at midday time. 
As can be seen, G is a function of time and depends on the midday time value 
only. Therefore, for each month, it is reasonable to take the regression coefficients 
Ao, A and A2 as constants assuming that the midday time is unchanged during the 
month. The regression coefficients can then be estimated via the least squares 
fitting technique [168]. Fig. 6.3 represents a sample of the monthly average-
hourly irradiation determined for Hobart (ie. cloud cover factor C = 0.3, and 
Albedo F= 0.23) using the regression technique and the conventional methods 
described in Appendix C. 
For a given day at any location, the parameters ts , tr and td can be easily calculated 
[169]. The determination of the maximum hourly average value of solar 
irradiance, q0, is a time consuming process because several variables such as the 
long term meteorological and local topography data (coefficient of 






Diffuse Radiation (W/sq.m) 
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ground reflection, cloud cover, water vapour content, dust, atmospheric 
constituents, etc.) are required. Moreover, such data might not be available. 
Figure 6.3: Hourly solar irradiations for different months 
(a cloudy-sky condition in Hobart). 
To speed up the procedure of prediction the hourly values of the solar radiation, 
the maximum hourly value, q0 , for direct and diffuse solar radiation should be 
calculated off-line for a large range of astronomic and meteor-climatic conditions. 
Then the calculated values of qo can be used in conjunction with other parameters, 
such as the geographic latitude and cloud cover factor and coefficient of ground 
reflection, to train an ANN for creating on-line simulation of the maximum hourly 
average value of direct/diffuse irradiance. Then Eq. (6.2) is used to estimate the 
hourly values of the solar irradiance. 
Fig. 6.4 shows the architecture of a typical 3-layer feed-forward Generalised Delta 
Rule neural network which was employed for predicting the hourly solar radiation 
to determine the instantaneous thermal rating of transmission lines [170]. In this 
architecture, the neurons in the input layer receive input signals from the input 
pattern and directly pass the signals to the neurons in the next layer. The 
conductor geographic latitude location (0), cloud factor (C), and coefficient of 
ground reflection Albedo (F) are taken as three inputs to the neural network. 
There are two neurons in the output layer which provide the normalised values 
(normalised factor of 1000 W/m2) of the maximum direct and diffuse radiation 
occurring at the midday time of the month. In addition to the input and output 
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layers, one or a few hidden layers are needed. The neurons in the hidden layer 
take signal from the input layer and send their outputs to the neurons in the output 
layer when computations within the neurons have been completed. 
• 
INPUT 








Max. I dir 





Figure 6.4: Architecture of the ANN. 
For each neuron j in the hidden and output layers, the neuron output is given by: 
1  
0= f(net ;)= 
1+ e
-kney-B, yBo (6.6) 
where B./ is the threshold for the parameter neuron j, and Bo determines the 
abruptness of the transition. 
The total input signal to a neuron j in layer i is expressed as: 
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The training process of the neural network comprises changing weights 'w ' and 
threshold 'B' so as to minimise the total system error function defined as follows 
[88]: 
E.= 	 (6.8) 
where .tk is the desired output of the neuron in layer k and Ok is the actual output. 
The convergence property of the Generalised Delta Rule is affected by the number 
of neurons per hidden layer, learning rate and momentum. This network uses one 
hidden layer with six neurons. The network was trained with 12 training input 
vectors (for 12 months), each vector consists of 2376 elements. The elements are 
arranged in 3 columns of 792 rows (for Tasmania, -44 0  < < -40.5° in step 0.5°, 
and 0 < C < 1 and 0.1 < F < 0.9 in step 0.1). The components of the weight 
vectors associated with each neuron have been randomly initialised between -0.5 
and +0.5. 
Fig. 6.5 shows a very close correlation between the normalised irradiances 
determined, for different cloud factors in Hobart (4) = -42.83°) during December, 
by the proposed ANN method and the conventional method described in 
Appendix C. Note that in this figure, the normalised values of the direct and 
diffuse irradiances are 798.3 and 458.8 W/m2 , respectively. 
Figure 6.5: Comparison of the solar irradiations. 
External programs 
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6.3. An Intelligent System for Short-time Loading 
Capability Assessment of Transmission Lines 
This section presents the development of an intelligent system (IS) for the 
assessment of short-time loading capability of transmission lines. The IS can be 
used to determine the maximum current which a conductor can carry during a 
short period following a system disturbance without exceeding the maximum 
permissible operating temperature. 
Basically, the IS is a combination of two components, an object-oriented expert 
system and an ANN. The expert system component is employed to estimate the 
short-time thermal rating and temperature rise of transmission lines [162]. The 
ANN component is employed to derive the instantaneous solar irradiances [166, 
170]. Details of the architecture and training of the ANN were described in 
Section 6.2. 
The IS was developed as a rule-based system using Leonardo expert system shell 
to facilitate interactions with the neural network, conductor database and the 
external programs. The block diagram of the IS is shown in Fig. 6.6. 
Figure 6.6: Block diagram of the intelligent system. 
The Leonardo expert system shell has been chosen among several available 
software packages for development of the application. Leonardo is a complete 
object oriented tool. The Leonardo Development System provides the facilities for 
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building and testing expert systems, the Leonardo Run System allows delivery of 
complete applications to the user and the Leonardo Productivity Toolkit provides 
efficient aids for tailoring the applications. The Leonardo expert system shell has 
an excellent interface capability with external data files and programs, an easy 
knowledge encoding and can be implemented on IBM personal computers. In 
addition, Leonardo provides a user friendly interface. 
The knowledge base comprises the rules and objects which Leonardo uses for 
representation of the expertise. The knowledge base can store objects with frames 
which hold additional information, for example, procedures and screen design. 
The knowledge can be represented by a set of production rules. The rules have the 
following structure: 
IF (antecedent) 	THEN (consequent) 
The production rule tests the values of some objects in its antecedent and sets 
these values of the objects in the consequent. 
In addition to production rules Leonardo provides application of the assertive 
rules. An assertive rule is a simple command which defines the goal object (seek), 
collects initial data (ask) or prints information (say). 
The complete knowledge base consists of 43 rules, 18 frames and 22 procedures 
[164]. The following example shows some rules which have been used in the 
knowledge base of the intelligent system. 
/* The SEEK directive sets up the goal of the rule set. 
SEEK goal 
/* The ASK directive forces queries for the value of the object. 
ASK show_conductor 
/* Select the conductor. 
IF 	show_conductor is yes 
THEN text_input is 'conduct.lts'; 
run listcond (text_input); 
select_items is done 
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/* Read the conductor data from the database. 
IF 	items > 0 
AND items < 100 
THEN run getdata (items, diameter, DC_resis, mass_Al_Cu, 
mass_Steel, name, conductor_code, conductor_size); 
conductor_data is known 
/* Ask the user to select ambient and environmental conditions. 
IF 	conductor_data is known 
AND conductor_surface is done 
THEN ask ask_skin_effect; 
environment is known 
/* Ask the user to select location and operating conditions. 
IF 	environment is known 
AND effective_resis_ratio is assigned 
THEN run temperature (ambient_temp, initial_temp); 
ask_temperature is done 
IF 	ask_temperature is done 
THEN ask test_location; 
ask_location is done 
IF 	ask_location is done 
AND test_location is 'outdoor (night time)' 
THEN solar = 0.0; 
ask_infor is done 
/* Calculate the steady-state thermal rating. 
IF calculate_heat_capacity is done 
AND ask_selection is done 
AND 	selection is tsteady_state_rating' 
THEN run ask_dynamic (max_temp); 
run steady_state_capacity (diameter, DC_resis, emiss, 
ambient_temp, initial_temp, max_temp, temp_coef, ratio, 
wind, elevation, solar, I_ss); 
run show_current (I_ss); 
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run ask_limits (lower_limit, upper_limit); 
run SS_capacity_range (diameter, DC_resis, emiss, 
ambient_temp, initial_temp, max_temp, temp_coef, ratio, wind, 
elevation, solar, lower_limit, upper_limit,message3); 
run show_plot3 (ambient_temp, wind, lower_limit, upper_limit, 
conductor_size); 
goal is achieved 
/* Calculate the short-time thermal ratings. 
IF calculate_heat_capacity is done 
AND ask_selection is done 
AND selection is ishort_time_ratings' 
THEN run ask_dynamic (max_temp); 
run steady_state_capacity (diameter, DC_resis, emiss, 
ambient_temp, initial_temp, max_temp, temp_coef ratio, wind, 
elevation, solar, I_ss); 
run short_time_rate (diameter, DC_resis, emiss, ambient_temp, 
initial_temp, max_temp, temp_coef, ratio, heat_capacity, wind, 
elevation, solar, I_ss, message 1); 
run show_plot2 (I_ss, ambient_temp, conductor_size); 
goal is achieved 
/* Calculate the conductor temperature rise. 
IF calculate_heat_capacity is done 
AND ask_location is done 
AND ask_selection is done 
AND 	selection is itemperature_rising' 
THEN run overload (operating_current, duration); 
run temperature_rise (diameter, DC_resis, emiss, ambient_temp, 
initial_temp, operating_current, duration, temp_coef, ratio, 
heat_capacity, wind, elevation, solar, message2); 
run show_plot 1 (duration, ambient_temp, condu -ctor_size); 
goal is achieved 
The conductor database includes all relevant data (ie. conductor diameter, 
conductor resistance, conductor unit weight, specific heat, etc.) for different 
conductors. The data is represented in the form of a spreadsheet. 
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The external programs are written in the C language. These programs are mainly 
used to compute the quantities of heat, adjust the resistance for temperature 
changes, and manipulate input/output data to the knowledge base. 
The inference engine links the rules given in the knowledge base and associated 
conditions input by the user with the data stored in the conductor database to solve 
the problem. Fig. 6.7 shows the introduction screen of the intelligent system. The 
IS starts by asking the user to select a conductor from the list shown in Fig. 6.8. 
Currently, the conductor list contains 50 conductors, however it can be extended 
easily by modifying the database of the IS represented in the form of a 
spreadsheet. 
Figure 6.7: Introduction screen of the IS. 
Figure 6.8: Query screen for the "show_conductor" frame. 
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The IS processes the user input by inserting the corresponding data (diameter, 
resistance, mass, etc.) of the selected conductor from the database into its 
knowledge base, and displays the data on the identification screen as shown in 
Fig. 6.9. 
Explanation facilities are then provided to assist the user in selecting the 
appropriate parameters of environmental conditions such as ambient temperature, 
location, season, wind velocity. Fig. 6.10 shows an explanation screen to select a 
wind velocity. 
Figure 6.9: Consultation screen for the conductor data identification. 
Figure 6.10: Explanation screen for the wind velocity selection. 
Leonardo la 
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Then, the IS asks the user to select conductor conditions such as age, effective 
resistance ratio, elevation, maximum permissible operating temperature, etc., and 
calculates the emissivity and absorption factors for the selected conditions. 
Fig. 6.11 displays a consultation screen for selecting an effective resistance ratio. 
By rolling the cursor position, the user can select a proper value of the effective 
resistance ratio, k, for the conductor studied. 
Figure 6.11: Consultation screen for the "ask_resistance_ratio" frame. 
After that the IS continues the consultation by splitting the problem into two 
independent tasks which include determination of the conductor temperature rise 
and calculation of the short-time thermal rating. An outline of these tasks is 
shown below: 
Conductor temperature rise 
1. Ask the user to enter duration for the conductor temperature rise 
monitoring. 
2. Ask the value of the increased load current, and initiate the overloading 
time. 
3. Consider an increase of 10 seconds in the overloading time, calculate the 
new conductor temperature following the estimation of the changes in 
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heat quantities, conductor resistance and temperature (see Appendices A 
and B). 
4. Monitor the new conductor temperature and its corresponding 
overloading time. 
5. Repeat procedures (3) to (4) until the total overloading time exceeds the 
input duration. 
Fig. 6.12 presents a conclusion screen for the conductor temperature rise study. 
Short-time thermal rating 
I. Calculate the steady state thermal rating (steady state current carrying 
capacity) of the conductor for the selected ambient and environment 
conditions. 
2. Consider a small increase in the load current (say 5%-10% of the steady 
state thermal rating), calculate the time (permissible duration) to reach 
the maximum permissible operating temperature using the method 
introduced in [150] and discussed in Chapter 5. 
3. Monitor the new load current and its corresponding permissible duration. 
4. Repeat procedures (2) to (3) until the total increase in the load current 
exceeds the maximum overload considered (say 5 times of the steady 
state rating). 
Fig. 6.13 presents a conclusion screen for the short-time thermal rating study. 
Conclusion screen for the conductor temperature rise study.  
Conclusion screen for the short-time rating study.  
Fig. 6. 1 4 shows a flow chart of the solution search strategy for the determination  






- Ask duration of the study 
- Ask operating current 
- Caculate heat input and output 
and conductor temperature rise 
- Calculate steady state rating (lss) 
For Iss < overload < 5*Iss 
- Calculate time limits for different 
ratings 
- Create a graph of Conductor 
Temperature Rise vs Time 
- Print results 
- Create a graph of Time Limit vs 
Overload Current 
- Print results 
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( start )  
- Display the conductor list and ask the user to select a conductor 
- Process the user input 
- Insert corresponding data (diameter, resistance, mass, etc.) of 
the selected conductor from the database 
- Ask the user to select the environmental conditions (ambient 
temperature, location, season, wind, etc.) 
- Insert data for selected environmental conditions 
- Ask the user to select the conductor conditions (age, elevation, 
maximum permissible conductor temperature) 
- Calculate emissivity and absorption factor for the selected 
conditions 
Con uctor temperature rise 	 Is 	 Short-time thermal rating 
Yes 	 No 
Figure 6.14: Solution search strategy. 
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6.4. Intelligent System Evaluation 
The intelligent system was evaluated against the site tests for both indoor and 
outdoor conditions [162, 163]. 
6.4.1. 	Indoor test evaluation 
Fig. 6.15 shows the temperature - time characteristic of Goat ACSR conductor for 
a period of 13 minutes and a maximum permissible temperature of 120°C. In this 
figure, the test curve represents the conductor temperatures which were obtained 
from the indoor test carried out at the Hydro-Electric Commission's (HEC) 
laboratory, and the calculated curve represents the conductor temperatures 
determined by the intelligent system. As can be seen, the curve calculated by the 
intelligent system closely matches the test curve for the indoor test. 
Goat, 	30x7 ACSR 
100 
95 
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Figure 6.15: Temperature - time characteristic for conductor Goat (indoor). 
6.4.2. 	Outdoor test evaluation 
The intelligent system was also evaluated against the test results of different 
outdoor test conditions. Fig. 6.16 shows the temperature - time characteristic for 
conductor 191.116" Copper for a period of 12 minutes in an outdoor test (cloudy 
sky) carried out at the HEC laboratory. 
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Outdoor test: (cloudy sky) 
wind = 0.75 m/s, elevation = 50 m 
ambient = 23 *C, emissivity = 0.23 
initial current = 400 A 
initial temp = 31.2 *C 
final current = 550 A 
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Figure 6.16: Temperature - time characteristic for conductor 19/ 0.116" (outdoor). 
Fig. 6.17 shows the temperature - time characteristic for Drake conductor for a 
period of 15 minutes in an outdoor test (sunny sky) given in [171]. As can be 
seen, the calculated curve closely matches the test curve. It indicates that the 
intelligent system also fits the outdoor test adequately. However, there is a small 
difference between the calculated curve and the test curve shown in Fig. 6.16. The 
test curve inconsistency was caused by the variable conditions of wind speed and 
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Figure 6.17: Temperature - time characteristic for conductor Drake (outdoor). 
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6.5. Case Studies 
A 110 kV subsystem of the Hydro-Electric Commission (HEC) power system, 
shown in Fig. 6.18, is used to demonstrate the IS application for the short-time 
thermal rating evaluation of the Palmerston - Norwood transmission line for the 
loading condition following the outage of the Palmerston - Trevallyn transmission 
line during a summer day in December. 
The demonstration includes two parts. In the first part, the effect of clouds is 
neglected by using the default values of solar radiation recommended in [160]. In 
the second part, the calculated values of instantaneous hourly solar radiation are 




(a) 	 (b) 
(a) Initial condition without outage 
(b) Final condition with outage of the Palmerston - Trevallyn line 
Figure 6.18: A 110 kV HEC subsystem. 
6.5.1. 	Application of the default values of solar radiation 
Following the outage of the Palmerston - Treyallyn transmission line shown in 
Fig. 6.18, the current in the Palmerston - Norwood line increases from 244 A to 
449 A. For the conditions described in Fig. 6.19, by taking the default values of 
1000 and 100 w/m2 respectively for the direct and diffuse solar radiation, the 
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initial temperature and steady state thermal rating of the Palmerston - Norwood 
line are 44.5°C and 302 A, respectively. 
Figs. 6.19 and 6.20 show the temperature rise and short-time rating of the 
Palmerston - Norwood transmission line evaluated by the IS. It can be seen that 
the conductor temperature increases from 44.5°C (initial temperature) to 49°C (the 
limit determined by the conductor ground clearance) in 1.9 minutes. Therefore 
this overload should be allowed for 1.9 minutes only. This conclusion is displayed 
on the screen as shown in Fig. 6.21. 
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Figure 6.19: Temperature-time characteristic for the Palmerston - Norwood line. 
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Figure 6.20: Short time ratings for Palmerston - Norwood line. 
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Figure 6.21: Conclusion screen. 
6.5.2. Application of the calculated values of solar radiation 
Under a steady condition of the wind velocity and ambient temperature, different 
steady state thermal ratings can be imposed on the Palmerston - Norwood 
transmission line depending on the cloud condition (0 < C < 1). For December 
conditions in Hobart, the midday solar time values of this month are: 
tr = 4.98 h, ts = 20.08 h, to = 12.53 h, td = 15.10 h 
The following regression coefficients are obtained using the regression technique 
[168]: 
• for direct radiation: Ao= 0.06769, A l = 0.14546, A2= 0.01120; 
• for diffuse radiation: Ao= -0.01164, A l = 0.19489, A2= -0.01187. 
Fig. 6.22 illustrates a significant effect of the cloudy condition on thermal rating 
demonstrated on the Palmerston - Norwood transmission line. As shown in 
Table 6.1, it takes only 0.4 minutes for the conductor temperature to reach its 
maximum design temperature of 49°C with a clear-sky condition (C = 0). But for 
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Table 6.1: Results of the studies for different cloudy factor (F = 0.23) 
Remarks C =0 C = 0.7 C = 1 
Max. design temperature (°C) 49 49 49 
Initial temperature (°C) 47.8 43.8 39.1 
Steady state rating (A) 261 316 368 
Time to reach 49°C (min) 0.4 2.1 4.8 
Figure 6.22: Temperature-time characteristics for Palmerston - Norwood line. 
Fig. 6.23 and Table 6.2 show results of the study for different operating times 
(9:00h, 12:00h, and 16:00h) at the steady wind and ambient condition described in 
Fig. 6.22. As can be seen, the lowest values of the thermal rating and overload 
duration should be expected at midday (about 12:00 h) when solar heat gained by 
the conductor is maximum. 
Table 6.2: Results of the studies for different operating time (F= 0.23, C = 0.7) 
Remarks 9h 12h 16 h 
Max. design temperature (°C) 49 49 49 
Initial temperature (°C) 41.2 43.8 39.5 
Steady state rating (A) 346 316 364 
Time to reach 49°C (min) 3.3 2.1 4.5 
Copper 19/0.116", 19 strands 
Hobart, 10 December 
cloudy: C = 0.7 
Albedo = 023 
16 h 
initial current = 244A 
final current = 449A 
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Figure 6.23: Short-time ratings for Palmerston - Norwood transmission line. 
6.6. Discussion and Summary 
The effects of various parameters on the thermal ratings of overhead conductors 
were reviewed. The most influential parameters are as follows: 
1. Wind velocity can have a noticeable effect on the conductor thermal rating. 
An assumption of zero wind velocity is invalid, even for site laboratory 
tests. It has been noted that even under still air conditions wind velocity can 
vary over a wide range from 0.122 to 0.183 m/s as a result of the chimney 
effect at the heated conductor [161]. However, because of uncertainty of 
the wind velocity along a transmission line, it has been found reasonable to 
assume a wind velocity of 0.5 m/s as a safe lower limit in practice. 
2. The elevation effects on thermal rating of a conductor can be quite 
noticeable due to changes in air density, Pf. Equation (A7), shown in 
Appendix A, can be used to adjust the air density for different elevation 
conditions. 
3. Conductor radiated heat loss to the surrounding atmosphere is a function of 
the surface condition which is described by the coefficient of emissivity E. 
This coefficient is specified in the range between 0.23 (for new conductors) 
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to 0.98 (for old conductors). The coefficient of emissivity can be estimated 
for the conductor dark surface by the following expression [161]: 
E = 0.23 + 0.7 Y/(1.22 + Y) 	 (6.9) 
where Y is the number of years the conductor has been energised. 
4. Solar heat absorbed by a conductor is also a function of the surface 
condition which is described by the coefficient of absorption. This 
coefficient varies between 0.23 to 0.97 and depends on the condition of the 
conductor surface. However, as it is suggested in [161], the solar absorption 
and emissivity coefficients should be equal and an average value of 0.6 - 0.7 
can be used. 
5. According to [150, 160], large conductors are slightly more sensitive to the 
ambient temperature variation than small conductors. However, the ambient 
temperature has only slight influence on the conductor thermal rating. For 
general applications in Tasmania, an ambient temperature of 25°C can be 
used in the calculations for summer noon conditions and 10°C for winter 
night conditions [172]. 
6. Equation 6.1, recommended by the Electric Supply Association of Australia 
[160], effectively applies to a horizontal conductor and neglects the 
variation of solar heating with the conductor inclination. A precise solution 
can be gained by employing the method given in [173] to take into account 
the effect of the conductor inclination. 	However, by doing this, a 
knowledge of the conductor location data and azimuth of the sun must be 
known. Such data are usually not available for on-line operations. To avoid 
this complication, a number of power system utilities, eg. the HEC, still 
employs this equation in the determination of thermal ratings of their 
transmission system. 
The following is a summary of the research discussed in this chapter: 
• An intelligent system for the determination of short-time ratings and 
temperature rise of transmission lines was developed. This system 
combines an expert system and an artificial neural network. The intelligent 
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•system was developed using the Leonardo expert system shell to facilitate 
interactions with the neural network, conductor database and other external 
programs. The expert system provides explanation facilities which enable 
the user to query the system "How" and "Why" a particular solution has been 
reached, so that an efficient interactive procedure to determine the thermal 
ratings and temperature rise of overhead conductors can be achieved. The 
artificial neural network employs a 3-layer feed-forward Generalised Delta 
Rule network to determine the maximum hourly average values of solar 
radiation, which are then used to predict the instantaneous hourly solar 
radiation based on the regression technique. 
• A comparison with indoor and outdoor tests shows that the intelligent 
system developed is an accurate model of the actual physical events. 
Results obtained from the case studies show that the intelligent system can 
be effectively employed to assist system operators in loading of power 
transmission lines for various operating and ambient conditions. 
• The intelligent system provides fast and correct solutions, the execution time 
on a PC-486 is about one minute, therefore it is suitable for implementation 
in the real-time environment to assist power system operators in determining 
the permissible overload duration of transmission lines for various 
astronomic and meteor-climatic operating conditions. This is a very 
important task in the process of clearing transmission equipment overloads 
which will be discussed in the following chapter. The developed intelligent 
system is currently applied in the HEC transmission planning studies. 
Sun 
West 
Path of sun 
South 
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APPENDIX C 
Prediction of Solar Radiation Using Conventional Methods 
This appendix discusses conventional methods of predicting the average hourly 
solar radiation for different astronomic and meteor-climatic conditions. 
In order to calculate the solar radiation reaching a horizontal surface on the earth, 
it is necessary to define the trigonometric relationships between the solar position 
in the sky and the surface coordinates on the earth, as shown in Fig. C.1. 
a) Solar Time 
Solar radiation data are often recorded or calculated in terms of local apparent 
time. However, some meteorological data such as the temperature and wind speed 
are often recorded in terms of the local clock time, which may be local standard 
time or daylight saving time. Therefore, it is desirable to convert the local 






Figure C.1: Definition of sun's zenith (0z), altitude (a), and azimuth (v) angles. 
The local (apparent) time for a given local standard time can be written as [169, 
174]: 
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local time = local standard time + longitude correction + equation of time 
	
= local standard time + zone time (Ls - Le) + Et 	(C.1) 
where Ls and Le are the standard and local longitudes. The longitude correction, 
four minutes for every degree, accounts for the difference between the local and 
the standard meridians. It should be noted that the longitude correction is positive 
if the local meridian is on the east of the standard meridian. The correction for 
summer daylight saving time can be made appropriately to get the correct local 
time by adding the value of the equation of time, E t (in minutes) [175]. 
Et = 229.18 (0.000075 + 0.001868 cos F - 0.032077 sin F 
- 0.014615 cos 2F - 0.04089 sin 2F) 	(C.2) 
where F is the day angle in radians ( = 2Tc (dn - 1)/ 365), and d 	the day 
number of the year (ranging from 1 on 1 January to 365 on 31 December). 
Note that Et is the discrepancy (as much as 16 minutes is possible) which 
measures the relationship of the sun to a perfectly uniform terrestrial motion. The 
appropriate values of zone time used in Eq. (C.1) are given in Table C.1 [169, 
175]. 
Table C.1: International Zone Times 
Time zone Zone time (h) Standard meridian 












Eastern standard time 750W 
Central standard time 90°W 
Mountain standard time I 05°W 
Pacific standard time 120°W 
Alaska standard time 135°W 
Hawaii standard time 150°W 
Once the correct local time is obtained, the solar time can be calculated by [169]: 
sunrise time = 12 - (sunrise angle/15) = 12 - (w r/15) 
	
(C.3) 





anisotropic diffuse radiation 
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sunset time = 12 - (sunset angle/15) = 12 - (w/15) (C.4) 
= 12 + (sunrise angle/15) = 12 + (w 1/15) (C.5) 
day length = sunset time - sunrise time = 2 w r/15 (C.6) 
where, 
wr = sunrise angle = cos 	tan 4) tan 8) (C.7) 
ws = sunset angle 	= 	—cos 	(— tan41) tan 8) (C.8) 
b) Methods for Predicting Hourly Solar Radiation 
When solar radiation enters the earth's atmosphere, a part of the incident energy is 
removed by scattering and a part by absorption. The scattered radiation is called 
diffuse radiation. A portion of this diffuse radiation goes back to space and 
another portion reaches the ground. The radiation arriving on the ground is called 
direct or beam radiation. In general, the intensity of the total (direct and diffuse) 
or global solar radiation on the earth's surface is influenced to a greater or lesser 
extent by a large number of effects, as shown in Fig. C.2, which include the 
geometrical factors (latitude, sun's position), physical or climatological factors 
(atmospheric pressure, water content, ozone, and turbidity coefficient), and 
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(i) Solar Radiation Under Clear Skies 
The determination of the direct and diffuse radiation under clear-sky conditions is 
relatively straightforward. On a given day, the rate of energy or extraterrestrial 
irradiance on a surface normal to the rays from the sun is [169]: 
• 	• 	 • 
2 
° — I E 
r — on 
= 	Sc 	 sc 	o (C.9) 
with E0 is the eccentricity correction factor of earth: 
d 2 






and, 'Sc = 1353 (W / m 2 ) is the solar constant, ie. the rate of total solar energy 
at all wavelengths incident on a unit area exposed normally to rays of the sun at 
one astronomical unit. 
For a given hour angle, w, from solar noon, as can be seen on Fig. C.3, the 
instantaneous hourly extraterrestrial irradiance is [169]: 
I „ = I 	cos() = I sc E, (sino sin 4) + cos 8 cos cl) cos)) 	(C.11) 
Zenith 
Sun 
Horizontal irradiance, Io 
Figure C.3: Relationship between the direct normal and the horizontal irradiance. 
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The intensity of the irradiance reaching a horizontal surface is always less than the 
extraterrestrial irradiance due to transmission losses through the atmosphere. 
According to [177], the global irradiance reaching the horizontal surface can be 
calculated as: 
• • 




= cosec (a) = cosec (sin -1 (sin 8 sin 4) + cos 8 cos 4:1) cos w)) 	(C.13) 
and t is the transparency or transmission coefficient. 
The transmission coefficient is a function of the ozone layer thickness, 
precipitable water, turbidity parameters and air mass. Under clear-sky conditions, 
the transmission coefficient may be expressed as [169, 179]: 
to tg Tw Tr "Ca 
	 (C.14) 
where To , tg , tw,tr and 'Ca are, respectively, the partial transmissivities 
due to ozone, uniformly mixed gases, water vapour, Raleigh scattering, and 
aerosols. Methods for estimating these transmissivities can be found in [169, 
179]. However, for simplicity, a typical value of transmission coefficient, which 
lies in the range between 0.6 and 0.75 [177, 179], can be used for clear-sky 
conditions. Once the global irradiance is calculated, the hourly direct and diffuse 
irradiances can be determined using the following relationships [169]: 
• • 
lb = lg COS() z 
• • 	• 
Id = Ig — lb 
where cos 0, = sin 8 sin 1:1) + cos 8 cos (1) cos w 
= 57.296 {0.006918 - 0.399912 cos F + 0.070257 sin r 
- 0.006758 cos 2F + 0.000907 sin 21' 
- 0.002697 cos 3F + 0.00148 sin 3F } 
	
(C.18) 
	 I 	I 	 
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1200 - Irradiance (W/m2) 
Global 
Time (hour) 
Figure C.4: Hourly solar radiation for a clear-sky condition. 
Fig. C.4 shows a sample of the hourly solar radiation calculated for Hobart 
(latitude = 42.83° S. longitude = 147°3T E) under a standard atmospheric clear-
sky condition which has a transmission coefficient and ground Albedo factor of 
0.75 and 0.23, respectively. The standard atmosphere is defined as that containing 
8 x 108 dust particles per cubic meter, 2.5 mm of ozone and 20 mm of precipitable 
water vapour at 1 atm [169]. 
(ii) Solar Radiation Under Cloudy Skies 
When clouds are introduced, the determination of solar radiation becomes more 
complex because such a task requires data which are usually not available in 
practice. Therefore, the possibility of estimating the average hourly distribution of 
the solar radiation is very attractive. 
Several methods [169, 176, 180] have been developed for the estimation of solar 
radiation under cloudy-skies. These methods are empirical and based on 
regression techniques, which provide different coefficients for data taken from 
different meteorological stations. In general, global irradiance is a combination of 
the direct and diffuse irradiances, and the intensity of the diffuse radiation depends 
mainly on the solar altitude and cloud cover. The effect of cloud cover increases 
with the rise of the amount of sky covered by clouds. It also depends on the 
geometric distribution of the clouds with respect to the solar beam. 
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Based on [176], the hourly global radiation with the influence of clouds can be 
expressed as: 
• • 	• 	• 
I ga,(n1 N) = (1– C) I ba, sin a + I da,blue + I da,cloud 	 (C.19) 
with, 
C = 1 - (n/N) 
• n • 
I da,blue = —
N 
Ida 
• • 	• 
I ga = I ba sin a + Ida 
• • 





where 	C 	is the cloud cover factor; 
	
n/N 	is the sunshine factor, ie. the ratio between the observed 
duration of sunshine n and the maximum possible value of 
N for the same date; 
/ga 	is the global radiation without influence of clouds; 
• 
I ba 	is the direct normal radiation without influence of clouds; 
Ida 	is the diffuse sky radiation without influence of clouds; 
• 
I da,blue is the diffuse radiation of the cloudless region of the sky; 
/da,c/oud is the diffuse radiation from the cloudy regions. 
Since data of the sunshine factor, f(n/N), for Australia (latitude is between 12° to 
45°S) are not available. Therefore the available data, shown in Table C.2 [176], at 
the closest station Congo (ie. the stations between 0° to 12°S and 0 to 1650 m) can 
be used. 
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Table C.2: Function of Sunshine Factor f(n/N) 
Cloud factor C Sunshine factor n/N f (n/N) 
0.00 1.00 0.00 
0.10 0.90 0.05 
0.20 0.80 0.10 
0.30 0.70 0.15 
0.40 0.60 0.20 
0.50 0.50 0.25 
0.60 0.40 0.29 
0.70 0.30 0.34 
0.80 0.20 0.37 
0.90 0.10 0.39 
0.95 0.05 0.39 
1.00 0.00 0.32 
The following describes a procedure for estimating the solar radiation for cloudy 
sky conditions based on the methods developed in [169, 176]. 
Step I: For a given location, a, at any atmospheric condition, use Eqs. (C.24 and 
C.25) [169] to calculate the turbidity coefficient, B, and relative optical air mass, 
• 
mr . Then use Diagram 4.2 in [176] to estimate the direct solar radiation, T ba • 
B = (0.55)k (3.912 / Vis - 0.01162) [0.02472 (Vis - 5) + 1.132] 	(C.24) 
mr  = [cos O z + 0.15 (93.885 - O z ) -1 •253 ] -1 	 (C.25) 
where X. 	is the wavelength exponent, default = 1.3; 
Vis is the visibility of view in a horizontal direction, take 22 km for 
a standard clear atmosphere. 
• 
Step 2: Estimate the diffuse sky radiation, Tda, F=0.25' above ground having 
Albedo F = 0.25, using Diagram 4.3 in [176]. 
700 -- Irradiance (W1m2) 
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500 -- Hobart, 10-Dec 
400 
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Step 3: Use Diagram 4.4 in [176] to find out the factor for converting 
I da,F=0.25 to the corresponding value of the diffuse radiation for any other 
Albedo value. Then estimate the diffuse sky radiation, da• 
Step 4: Use Eq. (C.22) to calculate the hourly global radiation without influence 
of clouds, Iga . 
Step 5: For any cloudy condition C, find its relative value of f(n/N) from 
Table 6.4. Then use Eqs. (C.21 and C.23) to estimate the diffusion of cloudless 
and cloudy regions of the sky, ida,Nue and ida,doud , respectively. Then the 
total hourly diffuse radiation is calculated by: 
• • 
I da,(n1 N) = I da,blue + I da,cloud 	 (C.26) 
• 
Step 6: The hourly global radiation with the influence of clouds, I ga,(n1 N) 
can be finally calculated using Eq. (C.19). 
Step 7: The hourly direct radiation with the influence of clouds can be found as 
the difference between the irradiances calculated in steps 5 and 6. 
• • 	• 
I ba,(n1 N) = I ga,(n1 N) — I da,(n1 N) 	 (C.27) 
Time (hour) 
Figure C.5: Hourly solar radiation for cloudy-sky. 
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Fig. C.5 shows a sample of the hourly distribution of solar radiation calculated for 
Hobart under a cloudy-sky condition (C = 0.7) with the transmission and ground 
Albedo coefficients of 0.75 and 0.23, respectively. Table C.3 shows the categories 
of cloud cover factor for different atmospheric conditions classified in [169, 181]. 
Fig. C.6 presents the variation of the solar radiation calculated for different cloud 
cover factors in Hobart during a summer noon condition. The curves shown here 
are similar to the measured and calculated results represented in [182]. Therefore, 
it is quite clear that under a very cloudy condition (C 1), the global radiation is 
composed of mainly diffuse radiation, but on a very clear day (C <0.20), about 
20 % of the radiation is diffuse. 
Table C.3: Categories of Cloud Cover Factor, C 
Cloud cover factor, C Atmospheric condition 
0 - 0.2 very clear sky 
0.2 - 0.35 clear sky 
0.35 - 0.5 partly cloudy 
0.5 - 1 very cloudy and overcast 
Figure C.6: Solar radiation for different cloudy -skies. 
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It is also important to note that the values of the solar radiation for a perfect clear-
sky condition (C = 0), determined using the graphical cloudy-sky method is 
similar to those given by the clear-sky method. Therefore, this graphical method 
can be used to determine the solar radiation for different geometrical and 
meteorological conditions. In relation to Eq. (6.1), for determining the solar heat 
gained by a conductor, it is valid to define that: 
Direct solar radiation, Idir = iba,(n/N) 
	 (C.28) 
Diffuse solar radiation, 'duff = ida,(n/N) 
	 (C.29) 
Chapter 7 
Application of an Expert 
System for Overload Alleviation 
In the steady state operation of power systems, equipment failure or unexpected 
load demand variations may drive the system into an emergency state of operation 
during which some transmission equipment (ie. power transmission lines and 
transformers) loading limits are violated. In such cases, to avoid a failure or 
damage of the system equipment as well as a collapse of the entire system, the 
system operators must take some control actions to clear the overloads so that 
their duration and magnitude do not exceed the allowable values. The problem of 
clearing overloads requires performance of two major tasks in a very short time. 
The first task is an overload-conditioning ascertainment which involves the 
determination of the permissible overload duration for any overload whenever it 
occurred and acknowledgment by a SCADA system. This task can be done by 
using the existing loading guides and practical experience, or effectively 
employing the intelligence approach described in Chapter 6. 
The second task is a decision making procedure. Although mathematical 
optimisation techniques [183-185] enable the generation of good results for the 
procedure, these techniques are slow in converging to a feasible solution. 
Therefore, the overload clearing process is amenable to formalisation with 
difficulty and cannot easily be expressed mathematically [186,187]. Traditionally, 
the successful performance of the decision making largely depends on an 
operator's skills and his or her ability to respond reasonably to unpredictable 
situations. The operator's behaviour under such conditions is essentially 
116 
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determined by the experience obtained in similar situations and his or her 
capability to use heuristic logic in order to compare a given complex situation 
with already known emergencies and thereby to make a correct decision 
[186,188,189]. Nevertheless, according to [11,12,190], major emergencies often 
occur and extend due to operator mistakes. Under emergency conditions, an 
operator may act either in an incorrect way by violating the guides and instructions 
or does not act at all due to emotional stress. As experience has shown, there is a 
strong need for on-line support to assist operators in making prompt and correct 
decisions under emergency and abnormal conditions. This support can be obtained 
by employing an expert system based aid which is described in this chapter. 
In a manner similar to Chapter 6, the description of the expert system (ES) 
application for detection and alleviation of overloads in power systems is divided 
into four sections. Section 7.1 describes an appropriate order of remedial actions 
for clearing transmission equipment overloads, and a method for determining 
sensitivity factors which can be employed in the selection of the control actions. 
Sections 7.2 and 7.3, respectively, present the development and performance of 
the ES. Lastly, Section 7.4 provides a discussion and summary on the 
performance of the ES developed. 
7.1. General Principles of Overload Alleviation 
In the aspect of overload alleviation, the following tasks are expected to be 
performed by a system operator [191]: 
• identification of the overloaded element and determination of the 
permissible overload duration; 
• selection of the necessary remedial actions for clearing overloads; 
• execution of the selected remedial actions; 
• permanent condition monitoring of the overloaded equipment and, if 
required, revision and adjustment of the remedial actions to be taken. 
Alleviation of emergency line overloads is one of the critical problems for system 
operators. Under the emergency conditions, the operators must determine a 
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strategy to effectively relieve the overloads to security limits in a minimum time. 
However the decision on control actions is always intimately bound up with an 
increasing sophistication of information and alarms to be examined. The main 
difficulty is the shortage of time available for making the decision in determining 
a set of appropriate control actions which must be implemented in a matter of 
minutes, sometimes even seconds. It is clear that an accurate and effective in 
determining the permissible duration of an overload would allow the system 
operators a greater flexibility in decision making and choosing the appropriate 
remedial actions. 
Once the permissible duration of an overload is determined, an operator must 
choose an appropriate plan which includes some of the actions listed below. 
7.1.1. Selection of remedial actions 
In general, the actions directed to relieve overloads can be applied in the following 
order [153]: 
• provide full loading of the power stations and other power sources in the 
receiving part of the power system; 
• provide unloading of the power stations in the sending part of the power 
system; 
• adjust phase-shift transformers and switch capacitor banks and reactors; 
• transfer the load from one part of the system to another; 
• increase output of the active and reactive power of generators and 
synchronous compensators in the receiving part of the power system via 
their permissible short-term overloading; 
• adjust bus voltages in order to decrease the power demand; 
• curtail loads of the lowest priority; 
• switch off radial transmission lines; 
• perform emergency load shedding at selected locations. 
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In general, the control actions for clearing an overload are not equally effective, 
and the adjustments required for each controller are different. Therefore, it is 
essential to employ an efficient technique, such as the sensitivity method [191], to 
determine the relationship between the equipment overloads and the controllers in 
order to find the most effective corrective actions for a given situation. The 
actions with higher sensitivity factors are more effective. Note that the execution 
time and amount of overload relief are the two important factors which should be 
taken into account in the determination of an appropriate remedial action. 
7.1.2. Alleviation of overloads using the sensitivity method 
Based on the decoupling properties [27,28] shown in Eq. (7.1), the overloads on 
transmission lines can be relieved by appropriate change in the voltage angles. 
The elements which affect VAR flows, eg. shunt reactances and off-nominal in-
phase transformer taps, can be omitted in the determination of the control actions 
for clearing overloads. 
a P [A P]=[-a- 	[AS ]= [H] [As] ]
In principle, to remove transmission equipment overloads requires shifting real 
power flows in the system. This can be done by controlling the MW generation in 
the receiving and sending parts of the system, reconfiguration of the transmission 
network, and load shedding. The following describes a method of calculating the 
sensitivity factors which can be employed for shifting real power flows in power 
systems [191]. 
The generator shift factors can be expressed as: 
AS; au - 	 
APci (7.2) 
where: 
LS i is the change in MVA flow on element i when a change in generation, 
APGi, occurs at bus j. 
(7.1) 
If we assume that all other generators remain fixed, then the cc ii factor represents 
the sensitivity of the flow on element i to a change in generation at bus j. 
As; 
(7.4) – A n 
LIF-Ln 
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The network reconfiguration factors are used in a similar manner. The line outage 
distribution factor has the following meaning : 




p i ,k is the line outage distribution factor when monitoring element i after 
an outage on line k; 
ASi is the change in MVA flow on element i; 
Sk° is the original flow on line k before it was opened. 
The load shedding factors are obtained as: 
where: 
AS is the change in MVA flow on element i when a change in load, AP — Ln 9 
occurs at bus n. 
According to reference [191], overload clearing is a subject to the following 
security constraints: 
POjin 	PGj+ APGj 	P6njax 
-sr.a( 	4+14-Ask.' 	saair 






Preja , Pan and PGj are respectively the maximum and minimum limits, and 
operating value of the generator MW output at bus j; 
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4+1 , ASk+i and Sr'(  are respectively the original MVA flow, change in 
MVA flow on line (k+ 1) after an outage on line k and long-term rating (or 
emergency rating) of line (k+1) (with regard to this a line flow can be 
positive or negative); 
pfhin and P Ln are respectively the guaranteed minimum load supply and 
original load at bus n; 
vr in and 171 are respectively the maximum and minimum voltage 
limits, and actual voltage at bus ]. 
7.2. Expert System Development 
This section presents the development of an expert system for clearing overloads 
in power systems. The ES was developed based on VP-EXPERT system shell and 
implemented on IBM personal computers. VP-EXPERT is an effective tool for 
providing interaction with the load flow analysis software, PSSE, to calculate 
network sensitivity factors and line flows, and other external programs and 
database files. Fig. 7.1 shows the block diagram of the ES. 
User 
Figure 7.1: Block diagram of the expert system. 
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The database of the expert system includes the following data [191]; 
• Upper load limit (short-term rating) for each supervised element; 
• Permissible overload duration for each supervised element as a function of 
the load. The permissible time for clearing an overload can be obtained 
using the data provided in loading guides [152,156], calculated 
[151,155,158-161] or employing intelligent systems [162-166]; 
• Upper and lower limits for each power station (or, if required, for each 
generator); 
• Long-term ratings (emergency ratings) for each line; 
• Guaranteed minimum load supply (or the highest priority load level) at 
each bus; 
• Sensitivity factors for each supervised element and controller, and also the 
execution time for each controller. 
The above data can be stored in dBASE III database files for describing the 
topology and operating conditions of a power system. Besides, the files can also 
be used for intensive numerical computations and data manipulation between the 
knowledge base and external programs. Tables 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3 illustrate the 
structure of database files "linedata", "gendata" and "loaddata", respectively. 
The data associated with lines, generators and loads stored in the database files 
includes two types. One of these is used to represent constant parameters, such as 
equipment_type, rating, line_number, load_number, etc. Another is used to 
represent variables, such as sensitive_factor and equipment status, which are 
automatically updated during consultation. 
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The knowledge base of the ES was developed on the basis of applying the 
following priority of control actions: 
• generation rescheduling, 
• transmission line switching, 
• load shedding. 
This order is based on the consideration of: 
• generation rescheduling which is highly recommended due to economical 
reasons and to provide continuous supply to customers. However, the 
generation schedule should be adjusted such that the additional power can 
be produced rapidly and is sufficient to relieve an overload. 
• line switching which is not highly recommended, and can only be applied 
when the switching does not cause an interruption of the power supply 
leading to a deterioration of reliability of the power system. 
• load shedding which should only be recommended as the last resort due to 
the loss of revenue for the utility as well as creating unsatisfied customers. 
In order to minimise the degradation of service to customers, load 
curtailment should not be applied at one location only, but spread over as 
many customers as possible and must be effective [188]. Furthermore, in 
applying the load shedding scheme, the loads to be shed are selected based 
on customer priority level. It is also necessary to continuously supply 
minimum vital local demands, ie. the highest priority loads (priority 0), 
which include auxiliaries of power plants and important industrial 
customers [189]. 
The following heuristic rules [153,191] are implemented in the knowledge base of 
the expert system: 
Rule 1: 
IF the real power flow in element i is more than its short-term rating, THEN 
element i is overloaded. 
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Rule 2: 
IF element i is overloaded, THEN include element i in the list of overloaded 
elements. 
Rule 3: 
IF element i is in the list of overloaded elements, THEN determine 
permissible overload duration ti for element i. 
Rule 4: 
IF permissible overload duration ti is the lowest over all elements in the list 
of overloaded elements, THEN calculate the sensitivity factors (generator 
shift, network reconfiguration and load shedding factors). 
Rule 5: 
IF the generator shift list is not empty, THEN select the most effective 
controller AND check its limits AND calculate the overload relief on 
element i. 
Rule 6: 
IF the overload relief caused by the selected controller application is less 
than the overload magnitude of element i AND the controller execution time 
is less than permissible overload duration ti, THEN include the controller in 
the list of feasible actions. 
Rule 7: 
IF element i is still overloaded, THEN select the next available controller on 
the generator shift list until all controllers are taken. 
Rule 8: 
IF element i is still overloaded AND the network reconfiguration list is not 
empty, THEN select the most effective controller AND check long-term 
rating violations on the other elements after the controller use AND 
calculate the overload relief on element i. 
Rule 9: 
• IF the selected controller does not cause long-term rating violations on the 
other elements AND the overload relief is less than the overload magnitude 
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of element i AND the controller execution time is less than permissible 
overload duration ti, THEN include the controller in the list of feasible 
actions. 
Rule 10: 
IF element i is still overloaded, THEN select the next available controller on 
the network reconfiguration list until all controllers are taken. 
Rule 11: 
IF element i is still overloaded AND the load shedding list is not empty, 
THEN select the most effective bus (a bus where the load shedding causes 
the most significant effect on the overload relief of element i) AND 
calculate the load shedding required to clear the overload on element i. 
Rule /2: 
IF the required load shedding is less than the load at the selected bus minus 
the guaranteed minimum load supply AND shedding execution time is less 
than permissible overload duration ti, THEN include the required load 
shedding at the selected bus in the list of feasible actions. 
Rule 13: 
IF the required load shedding is greater than the load at the selected bus 
minus the guaranteed minimum load supply AND shedding execution time 
is less than permissible overload duration ti, THEN include the allowable 
load shedding at the selected bus in the list of feasible actions. 
Rule 14: 
IF element i is still overloaded, THEN select the next bus on the shedding 
list until the overload on element i is cleared. 
Rule 15: 
IF the overload on element i is cleared, THEN take the next element on the 
list of overloaded elements until the list becomes empty. 
The complete knowledge base of the ES consists of 38 production rules. Some of 
these rules are illustrated below in the format of VP-EXPERT. 
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• Rule perform_initial_condition 
IF 	initial_condition = unknown 
THEN initial_condition = known 
BCALL START; ! call an external program to calculate the initial flows 
! and write the result in an external file called initial. 
• Rule check overload 
IF 	initial_condition = known 
AND update_thermal_rating = performed 
AND num_overload = unknown 
THEN 	check_overload = performed 
CLOSE linedata 
WHILEKNOWN equipment_type 
GET ALL, linedata, ALL ! update the initial flows in database, linedata. 
RESET flow 
RECEIVE initial, new_flow ! get new flows from the external file, initial. 
flow = (new_flow) 
PUT linedata 	! change the flow in the database. 
delta_flow = (flow - rating) 
RESET new_status 
FIND new_status ! find the new status (ie. overload or none) of the line. 
RESET status 
status = (new_status) 
PUT linedata 	! change the line status in the database. 
END 
DISPLAY "Overload condition has been checked."; 
• Rule find new line status _ _ _ 
IF 	delta_flow > (0) 
AND 	new_status = unknown 
THEN 	new_status = overload 
ELSE 	new_status = none; 
• Rule find clearing_priority 
ASK find_clearing_priority: "Which overload do you like to clear first ?"; 
CHOICES find_clearing_priority: shortest_permissible_duration, 
highest_overload_maginitude; ! ask the user to select a clearing criterion. 
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The external programs are mainly used to calculate the sensitivity factors and 
control adjustments, update the data in database, and manipulate input/output data 
to the knowledge base. Note that the sensitivity factors vary with different system 
operating conditions. 
The inference engine uses the forward chaining strategy to link the rules given in 
the knowledge base with the associated data, contained in the database or input by 
the user, to solve the overload problem. 
The procedure of the identification and alleviation of overloads is divided into a 
number of tasks. An outline of these tasks is presented below: 
1. The expert system starts by asking the user to select a contingency case, 
then identifies the overloads by solving the load flow for the selected 
contingency and finally compares the results obtained to the thermal limits 
of transmission lines stored in the "linedata" file. 
2. Ask the user whether or not line switching operation should be considered. 
3. Ask the user to select his criterion for clearing the overloads and determine 
the permissible duration of the overloads exists. Notice that two criteria are 
considered here. The first one is based on the overload magnitude severity, 
in which the overload with the highest magnitude is alleviated first. The 
second is based on the permissible overload duration severity. In this case, 
the overload with the shortest permissible duration is considered first. 
4. Monitor the lines with line flow violation. 
5. According to the criterion selected by the user, the ES determines the most 
critical overload and calculates the sensitivity factors for this overload. 
Update the values of sensitivity factors in the database. 
6. Select the most effective generator which has the highest sensitivity factor in 
the "gendata" database file. 
7. Calculate the control action required to remove the overload and check the 
controller limits. If the required control action exceeds the limits of the 
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controller, the controller output is fixed. An inspection of overloads and 
voltage violations is then carried out to ensure that the adjustment on the 
controller does not cause a new overload (or an increase in magnitude of the 
existing overloads) and violation of bus voltages in the system. 
8. If the control action has exceeded the limit or the overload does not 
decrease, then the control measure is ignored, and the controller with the 
next highest sensitivity factor is chosen. Repeat procedure (7). 
9. If all generators have been taken but the overload still exists, and if line 
switching operation is allowed, then select the most effective line which has 
the highest sensitivity factor in the "linedata" database file. 	Repeat 
procedures from (7) to (8) until the overload is removed. 
10. If all generators and lines have been used but the overload still exists, then 
select the most effective load which has the highest sensitivity factor in the 
"loaddata" database file. Repeat procedures from (7) to (8) until the 
overload is removed. 
11. Recalculate the new line flows after the application of the control actions 
and display results and recommendations obtained. 
12. Repeat procedures from (4) to (11) until all overloads are removed. 
Notice that, in practice, to minimise the degradation of the service to customers, 
load curtailment should not be applied to one location only. This aspect can be 
implemented by repeating the procedure described in step (10) a few times 
according to the number of priority load levels considered. For instance, if we 
consider only two load levels of priority 0 and 1, then the procedure in step (10) is 
repeated twice and only the load specified as priority 1 (lower priority) can be 
shed in the first loop. 
Fig. 7.2 shows the solution search strategy of the expert system. 
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INFERENCE ENGINE 
- Identify the operating configuration 
- Determine the initial flow condition, and 
identify the overload lines 
I 
- Select the criteria for clearing overload 
- Determine the permissible duration of the 
overloads exists 
I 
Rank and identify the most critical overload I 
I I 
Calculate sensitivity factors for the 
critical overload 
I 
- Select the most effective controller 
- Calculate the control action required 
- Check the controller limits 
- Check voltage violations at all buses 
- Check overload violations on other lines 
I 
Recommend the controller I I 
If the overload problem still exists, then select 
the next controller. 
I 
If the overload is alleviated, then find the 
next critical overloaded line until all overloads 
have been removed. 
Figure 7.2: Solution search strategy of the expert system. 
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7.3. Case Studies 
Two examples are presented here to demonstrate the application of the expert 
system developed. Different cases with and without line switching operations are 
considered. 
7.3.1. 	Example 1 
Fig. 7.3 depicts the one-line diagram of the six-bus power system [14], which has 




Figure 7.3: One-line diagram of the six-bus power system. 
Table 7.4: Bus data of the six-bus system. 
Bus Generation 	(MW) Load 	(MW) 
Actual Min Max Total_load Priority 1 Priority 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 50 45 60 0 0 0 
3 60 55 70 0 0 0 
4 0 0 0 70 30 10 
5 0 0 0 70 30 10 
6 0 0 0 70 30 10 
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(i) Application with line switching 
Table 7.5 shows the line rating limits, initial and final MVA flows of the six-bus 
system. As can be seen in Column 3, under the base case operating condition, line 
2-6 is overloaded at 20.8%. Column 4 represents the flows after applying the 
corrective actions suggested by the expert system in the form shown in Fig. 7.4. 
An assumption of the permissible overload duration of line 2-6 is 12 minutes. 
According to the recommendation, the following actions must be applied to 
remove the overload on line 2-6. 
• Bus 2, decrease generation on 5 MW; 
• Bus 3, increase generation on 10 MW; 
• Line 1-2, switch off; 
• Bus 6, shed load by 8.6 MW. 
Table 7.5: Clearing the overload on line 2-6 
Line Rating (MVA) Initial flow (MVA) Final flow (MVA) 
1-2 50.00 32.57 0.00 
1-4 65.00 48.00 56.15 
1-5 50.00 37.34 41.67 
2-3 25.00 12.61 11.97 
2-4 65.00 56.71 55.03 
2-5 35.00 23.45 22.00 
2-6 25.00 30.20 24.99 
3-5 35.00 31.71 31.71 
3-6 85.00 74.86 73.46 
4-5 25.00 6.41 5.44 
5-6 25.00 9.81 10.00 
Table 7.6 shows the available actions and their corresponding sensitivity factors 
for clearing the overload on line 2-6. Note that in the determination of the 
corrective actions, except for generation rescheduling, other actions which have a 
negative sensitivity factor are considered as not applicable because the execution 
of the action will result in an increase in the magnitude of the overload. 
Furthermore, the equipment with an execution time, shown in Column 3, greater 
than the permissible duration of the overload is also considered as not applicable 
and would not be included in the overload clearing scheme. 
Overload detection 
* number of overloads occur: 1 
*the critical overload occurs on line: 2-6 
Overload alleviation 
Action 1: selected controller: 
change in the output (MW): 
which reduces the overload (°/0): 
Action 2: selected controller: 
change in the output (MW): 
which reduces the overload (%): 
Action 3: selected controller: 
by switching off this line 
that reduces the overload (%): 
{ overload = 20.80 %} 
generator 3 
60.00 	t> 70.00 
20.80 	r> 15.00 
generator 2 
50.00 	c> 45.00 
15.00 	r> 14.32 
line 1 - 2 
14.32   7.63 
Action 4: selected controller: 	 load 6 
change in the load (MW): 	70.00 -r> 61.42 
which reduces the overload (%): 	8.75 	-c> -0.05 
- This overload has been cleared. 
- All overloads have been removed. 
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Figure 7.4: Suggested actions to clear the overload on line 2 - 6. 
Table 7.6: Available actions and sensitivity factors 
Controller Sensitivity factor Execution-time Action 
generator 3 0.2394 6.00 generation increase 
generator 2 -0.0663 8.00 generation decrease 
line 3-5 0.1759 6.00 line disconnection 
line 1-2 0.1156 5.00 line disconnection 
line 1-4 0.0433 6.00 line disconnection 
line 2-4 -0.1660 9.00 not applicable 
line 4-5 -0.2118 8.00 not applicable 
line 1-5 -0.2242 7.00 not applicable 
line 2-5 -0.2960 10.00 not applicable 
line 5-6 -0.4221 7.00 not applicable 
line 2-3 -0.5305 , 8.00 not applicable 
line 3-6 -0.6642 7.00 not applicable 
load 6 0.4161 . 2.00 load decrease 
load 5 0.1304 1.50 load decrease 
load 4 -0.0210 1.00 not applicable 




• Generator 3 OK. 
• Generator 2 OK. 
• Line 3-5 New overload is created on line 3-6. 
• Line 1-2 OK. 
• Line 1-4 Voltage problem occurs at bus 4, 
new overload is created on line 1-5, 
new overload is created on line 2-4. 
• Load 6 OK. 
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Figure 7.5: Report on the process of clearing the overload on line 2 - 6. 
In order to help the user understand clearly "how" and "why" a control action is 
recommended or bypassed, the expert system provides a report on the overload 
clearing process. Fig. 7.5 shows the report for clearing the overload on line 2-6 
presented above. As an example, from this report we can see that the 
disconnection of line 1-4 leads to overloads on lines 1-5 and 2-4, and voltage 
violation at bus 4. 
(ii) Application without line switching 
If in a given emergency situation line 1-2 cannot be removed from service, the 
expert system would provide an alternative recommendation which does not 
include any line switching action as shown in Fig. 7.6. 
According to this recommendation, to remove the overload on line 2-6 the 
following actions must be applied: 
• Bus 2, decrease generation on 5 MW; 
• Bus 3, increase generation on 10 MW; 
• Bus 6, shed load by 13.6 MW. 
Table 7.7 shows the initial and final flows of the power system without 
Overload detection 
* number of overloads occur: 	1 
* the critical overload occurs on line: 2-6 
Overload alleviation 
Action 1: selected controller: 
{ overload = 20.80 %} 
generator 3 
change in the output (MW): 60.00 -> 70.00 
which reduces the overload (%): 20.80 ---> 15.00 
Action 2: selected controller: generator 2 
change in the output (MW): 50.00 	 f> 45.00 
which reduces the overload (%): 




change in the load (MW): 70.00 -4> 56.40 
which reduces the overload (%): 14.32 -> -0.07 
** This overload has been cleared. 
** All overloads have been removed. 
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considering line switching corrective action. As can be seen in Column 4, the 
overload on line 2-6 is removed. 
Figure 7.6: Suggested actions to clear the overload on line 2 - 6. 
Table 7.7: Clearing the overload on line 2-6 
Line Rating (MVA) Initial flow (MVA) Final flow (MVA) 
1-2 50.00 32.57 24.53 
1-4 65.00 48.00 43.37 
1-5 50.00 37.34 32.43 
2-3 25.00 12.61 11.61 
2-4 65.00 56.71 58.12 
2-5 35.00 23.45 23.00 
2-6 25.00 30.20 24.98 
3-5 35.00 31.71 32.67 
3-6 85.00 74.86 71.90 
4-5 25.00 6.41 5.12 
5-6 25.00 9.81 9.43 
Clinch River 
8 Saltville 
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7.3.2. 	Example 2 
Consider now another example, the AEP 57-bus power system [192] shown in 
Fig. 7.7. 
Figure 7.7: One-line diagram of the AEP 57-bus power system. 
(i) Application with line switching 
Table 7.8 represents line rating limits, initial and final MVA flows in the case of 
the outage of line 1-16. There are three overloaded lines (3-4, 12-17 and 13-15) in 
the initial state. The maximum initial overload of 19% occurring on line 13-15 is 
considered as the overload having a highest priority. 
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Overload detection 
* number of overloads occur: 3 
* the critical overload occurs on line: 13-15 { overload = 19.00 °/0} 
Overload alleviation 
Action 1: selected controller: 	 generator 12 
change in the output (MW): 	310.00 	> 330.00 
which reduces the overload (°/0): 19.00 —> 9.85 
Action 2: selected controller: 	 generator 3 
change in the output (MW): 	40.00 	> 30.00 
which reduces the overload (%): 	9.85 	> 9.22 
Action3: selected controller: 	 line 11 - 13 
by switching off this line 
that reduces the overload (%): 	9.22 —> 7.20 
Action 4: selected controller: 	 load 13 
change in the load (MW): 	18.00 —> 3.90 
which reduces the overload (°/0): 	7.20 	 434 
** This overload has been cleared. 
** Other overloads are still exist. 
Overload detection 
* number of overloads occur: 2 
* the critical overload occurs on line: 12-17 { overload = 4.61 Vol 
Overload alleviation 
Action 5: selected controller: 	 generator 8 
change in the output (MW): 	450.00—> 464.75 
which reduces the overload (`)/0): 	4.61 —> 0.01 
** This overload has been cleared. 
— All overloads have been removed. 
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However, the overloads still exist on lines 3-4 and 12-17, hence further 
actions are required. 
Fig. 7.8 also shows that the critical overload of 4.61% on line 12-17 can be 
alleviated by increasing 14.75 MW on the output of generator 8. This adjustment 
also removes the remaining overload on line 3-4. 
Column 4 of Table 7.8 shows the final line flows after applying the suggested 
corrective actions. 
Figure 7.8: Suggested actions to clear the overloads caused by line 1-16 outage. 
Overload detection 
" number of overloads occur: 3 
*the critical overload occurs on line: 13-15 { overload = 19.00 % } 
Overload alleviation 
Action 1: selected controller: 	 generator 12 
change in the output (MW): 	310.00—> 330.00 
which reduces the overload (°/0): 19.00 —> 9.85 
Action 2: selected controller: 	 generator 3 
change in the output (MW): 	40.00 	> 30.00 
which reduces the overload (°/0): 	9.85 —> 9.22 
Action 3: selected controller: 	 load 13 
change in the load (MW): 	18.00 	> 3.90 
which reduces the overload (°/0): 	9.22 —› 1.75 
Action 4: selected controller: 	 load 12 
change in the load (MW): 	377.00 —> 372.90 
which reduces the overload (%): 	1.75 —> -0.18 
**This overload has been cleared. 
** Other overloads are still exist. 
Overload detection 
* number of overloads occur: 1 
*the critical overload occurs on line: 12-17 { overload = 2.39% } 
Overload alleviation 
Action 5: selected controller: 	 generator 8 
change in the output (MW): 	450.00—> 457.60 
which reduces the overload (%): 	2.39 —> 0.10 
*" This overload has been cleared. 
— All overloads have been removed. 
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(ii) Application without line switching 
If line switching cannot be applied for clearing the overloads in the given 
emergency situation, an alternative plan for clearing these overloads can be 
applied as follows: 
• Bus 12, increase generation on 20 MW; 
• Bus 3, decrease generation on 10 MW; 
• Bus 13, shed load by 14.1 MW; 
• Bus 12, shed load by 4.1 MW; 
• Bus 8, increase generation on 7.6 MW. 
Figure 7.9: Suggested actions to clear the overloads caused by line 1-16 outage. 
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7.4. Discussion and Summary 
In this chapter, the development of a prototype expert system for clearing 
transmission equipment overloads was described. The following are the important 
features: 
• The knowledge base of the expert system consists of a number of 
production rules which control the execution of the power flow and 
database calculations and data manipulation through the expert system 
shell VP EXPERT. 
• Practical control actions, which include generation rescheduling, line 
switching and load shedding, have been effectively implemented in the 
alleviation of transmission equipment overloads. 
• The sensitivity method was successfully employed in the selection of 
appropriate control actions and determination of the amount of corrections 
required for clearing overloads. 
• A sufficient load shedding scheme has been employed to minimise the 
degradation of service to customers. In this scheme, load curtailment is 
spread out over as many locations as effective, and the loads to be shed are 
selected by priority levels. 
In summary, it is reasonable to state that the development of an expert system for 
clearing transmission equipment overloads has been successfully completed. The 
test results show that the expert system provides prompt and feasible solutions for 
clearing the overloads. Recommendations given by the expert system are flexible 
and dependent on the permissible overload duration and line switching 
consideration. 
The expert system has a potential to assist system operators alleviate the overloads 
on their transmission system. The computational speed should meet the demand 
for real-time applications in control centres. Further development will attempt to 
apply the expert system in real-time using data obtained from a SCADA system. 
Chapter 8 
Application of an Expert System for Voltage 
Control and Reactive Power Compensation 
In power system operation and planning, the control of voltage and reactive power 
(VAR) is an important task which affects the reliability and flexibility of the 
system performance. Changes occuring in system power demands or network 
configuration may result in voltage variations. These variations may lead to a 
critical situation such as voltage violation or collapse that occurs when the system 
is unable to meet a given load demand. Therefore, efficient methods for 
identifying the distance from a current operating condition to its voltage collapse 
condition are very important in both system operation and planning. Particularly, 
as shown in Chapter 10, in the planning of VAR compensation, the stability 
margin analysis can be successfully used as a measure of the system security, and 
for the determination of the critical contingencies which cause severe voltage 
violations [146, 193]. 
In general, voltage violations can be alleviated by suitable reallocation of the 
existing reactive power (VAR) sources throughout the system, that is by adjusting 
transformer taps, changing generator voltages, and switching shunt reactive power 
sources (shunt capacitors, shunt reactors). If the existing reactive sources are not 
sufficient to solve the voltage problem, then additional VAR compensation can be 
installed in the system for further corrections to maintain the system voltage 
within acceptable levels. 
There is a great number of conventional methods available for voltage control and 
VAR compensation [67, 194-196]. These methods employ different optimisation 
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techniques, such as optimal power flow, sensitivity factor, and linear or non-linear 
programming, and are dedicated to minimise system losses and improve voltage 
profiles. However, most of them are complex and able to provide analytical 
solutions only. They cannot advise operators or planning engineers on the 
appropriate actions required to overcome voltage problems. One of the possible 
approaches to overcome the limitations of the classical analytical methods is to 
employ state-of-the-art artificial intelligence techniques in the development of an 
aid (expert system) for voltage control and VAR compensation [130- 
134,193,197,1981. 
This chapter presents the application of an expert system (ES) for the detection 
and alleviation of voltage violations in power systems. The chapter is divided into 
four sections. First, Section 8.1 describes the principles of voltage and VAR 
control, and the sensitivity tree method for the selection of control actions and 
determination of control adjustments. Then, Sections 8.2 and 8.3 respectively 
present the development and test results of the ES. Finally, Section 8.4 provides a 
discussion and summary on the performance of the ES developed. 
8.1. General Principles of Voltage and VAR Control 
In power system operation and planning, operators or planning engineers are 
commonly required to perform the following tasks: 
• identification of the contingencies that cause voltage violations; 
• determination of the severity of violations, and identification of the 
weakest bus (area) in the system; 
• selection of the necessary remedial actions to correct voltage violations; 
• execution of the selected remedial actions; 
• permanent condition monitoring of the violated buses and, if required, 
revision and adjustment of the remedial actions to be taken. 
Note that the routine of the voltage correction is usually performed in the order 
starting from the largest to the smallest voltage violation. Thus the determination 
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of the severity of voltage violations to identify the weakest bus (ie. the most 
electrically remote location from a point of constant or controllable voltage) in the 
system is very important. This can be done by employing an optimisation 
technique [199] or an eigenvalue analysis [200]. Alternatively, for voltage 
control in steady state conditions, the determination of the severity of voltage 
violations can be approximately carried out by comparing the magnitudes of the 
bus voltages gained from a load flow analysis. 
Once the weakest bus is identified, an operator must choose an appropriate plan 
which includes the application of all or some of the actions listed in the following 
subsection. 
8.1.1. Selection of remedial actions 
In order to alleviate voltage violations the following actions can be applied [201]: 
• adjusting generator exciters to change the voltage at the generation busbar; 
• adjusting in-phase transformer taps; 
• switching in-phase transformer taps; 
• switching on or off shunt reactive (capacitors/ reactors) sources; 
• performing emergency load shedding at selected locations; 
• switching the transmission network. 
The control actions are not equally effective, and the adjustments required for each 
controller are different. Therefore, it is essential to employ an efficient technique, 
such as the sensitivity method, to determine the relationship between the load bus 
voltages and the control measures in order to find the most effective corrective 
actions for a given situation. 
8.1.2. Sensitivity tree method 
The aim of voltage control is to maintain the voltage magnitudes of all load buses 
in the system within their upper and lower limits. The voltage limits are denoted 
by a set of inequalities: 
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Vimm < Vi 5_ V imax 	 where i = 1, 2, . . n 	 (8.1) 
Based on the decoupling properties [27,28], the reactive power mismatch in 
power flow equations can be approximated by: 
Q 
[A Q] = [ ,Tv] [A V] = [1.] [A V] 
Thus, 
[A V] = [LT' [A Q] 
From Eq. (8.3), it is clear that the bus voltage magnitudes can be maintained 
within their limits by controlling the reactive power injections into the power 
system. In fact, when reactive power is injected into a load bus, the voltage at the 
bus increases. 
For the voltage and VAR control purpose, the system variables can be divided into 
two sets that include the controlled variables X (state variables), and the control 
measures U (operating variables). When the controlled variables (load voltages) 
violate the constraints of Eq. (8.1), normal practice is to utilise the control 
measures (reactive power sources) such as switched shunt capacitors, reactors, 
transformer tap changers, synchronous condensers, to restore the voltage profile. 
Adjustments of the generator bus voltages are also utilised to maintain the system 
voltages. 
These control measures also have their upper and lower permissible limits. For 
the transformer taps, generator voltages, and switchable shunt VAR sources, 
these limits can be observed, respectively, by the inequality constraints: 
n ..min 	< n .. 
Ii 	— 	if 
QGmin < QG 
Dimin 	< 	D i 







• numax, numm, nu are, respectively, the maximum and minimum and the 
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• QGmax , QGmin , QG are, respectively, the maximum and minimum limits 
and the operating value of the reactive power output of the generator at 
bus G. 
• D i x , Dimin , D i are, respectively, the maximum and minimum VAR limits 
and the present VAR output of the switchable shunt VAR source at bus i. 
The above control measures can change their values continuously or by steps. 
Voltage control in the power system is subject to security constraints and also to 
thermal limits of equipment, line and generator capacities, etc. 
When the control measures (ie. transformer taps, generator terminal voltages, and 
switchable shunt capacitors) are used to control the power system voltage, they are 
not equally effective. In addition, the amount of adjustment required from each 
control device is different. For these reasons, there is a need of an additional 
criterion in practice to determine the effective order of the control actions. One 
criterion of interest is the sensitivity analysis which is widely used to measure the 
relationship between the bus voltages and the control measures. 
Based on the algorithm described in [196], a sensitivity matrix relating the 
changes in the controlled variables, AX, to the changes in the control measures, 
AU, is defined by: 
[AX] = [S] [AU] 	 (8.7) 















Figure 8.1: Sensitivity tree for voltage and VAR control. 
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For the N bus power system with M control measures, the relationship between 
the bus voltages and the control measures can be represented as shown in Fig. 8.1, 
where Siic are the sensitivity factors between the control measures and the load 
bus voltages. It clearly shows that a voltage correction at any bus can be achieved 
by several control measures, and an adjustment in any control measure results in 
changes of several bus voltages. It is important to note that the control of reactive 
power sources in a power system, not only can correct voltage violation problems, 
but may also reduce both MVA power transfer and system losses. 
8.2. Expert System Development 
This section presents the development of an expert system (ES) for voltage and 
reactive power control to improve voltage profile in power systems. The ES was 
developed based on VP-EXPERT system shell and implemented on IBM personal 
computers. VP-EXPERT is an effective tool for providing interactions with the 
load flow analysis software, PSSE, to calculate network sensitivity factors and bus 
voltages, and other external programs and database. Fig. 8.2 shows the block 




User Interface Knowledge Base 
IF - THEN rules 
Inference Engine External Programs 
LC. 1SEIL__) Load flow analysis 
POWER SYSTEM 
Figure 8.2: Block diagram of the expert system. 
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8.2.1. Database and Knowledge Base 
The expert system uses the following data: 
• Upper and lower limits of voltage at each bus. 
• Upper and lower limits of each control measure. 
• Sensitivity factors for each load bus and control measure. 
Note that the sensitivity factors vary with different system operating conditions. 
When a bus voltage exceeds its specified limits, either high or low, the usual 
actions to be taken by a system operator are either to switch a capacitor bank, 
adjust the tap positions of transformer tap changers, or vary the generator bus 
voltage in order to restore a normal voltage profile. 
When a low voltage occurs on a load bus, a capacitor bank or synchronous 
condenser can provide additional reactive power to the power system thus raising 
bus voltages. The tap changer can adjust the turns ratio of a transformer and 
hence increase the secondary voltage magnitude. However, as a result of the 
higher secondary voltage, the total reactive power demand may also increase. 
Note that sometimes a low voltage problem cannot be solved by adjusting the 
existing reactive power sources. In such cases, shunt capacitance is added to the 
system and the problem is reformulated. 
Based on [130,197,202], the following empirical and heuristic rules are 
implemented in the knowledge base of the expert system: 
Rule 1: 
If a load bus voltage is below its lower limit, then identify this bus as 
having a low voltage problem and place it on the low voltage list. 
Rule 2: 
If a load bus voltage is above its upper limit, then identify this bus as 
having a high voltage problem and place it on the high voltage list. 
Rule 3: 
If a low (high) voltage problem exists, then calculate the sensitivity 
factors for each load bus and determine the priority control list for each of 
the voltage problem buses. 
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Rule 4: 
If low (high) voltage problem still exists, then use reactive power 
regulating devices (controllers) to remove the voltage problem. 
Rule 5: 
If more than one bus has low (high) voltage, then select the bus with the 
lowest (highest) voltage violation to start the voltage correction. 
Rule 6: 
If the lowest (highest) voltage bus is chosen and the difference 
between the actual and permissible voltage is computed, then select the 
control measure which has the highest sensitivity factor for the voltage 
correction. 
Rule 7: 
If the control measure is selected and it is not operated at full output, 
then compute the necessary adjustment using the following equation: 
A = 	A Q j 	 (8.8) 
Rule 8: 
If the control measure exceeds its limits, then change its setting to the 
limit and run load flow to update the system voltages. 
Rule 9: 
If the control measure is operating at full output, then select the next 
control measure on the priority control list of the controlled bus until 
all control measures are taken. 
Rule 10: 
If all the available control measures are used and the voltage 
problem is still present, then inform the user that the problem cannot 
be solved using the available VAR resources and recommend 
additional VAR compensation to improve the voltage profile. 
Rule 11: 
If a bus voltage has become normal, then remove this bus from the 
voltage problem list. 
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8.2.2. Inference Engine 
The inference engine is used to link the facts given in the database and the 
production rules incorporated in the knowledge base. The inferencing process 
uses the sensitivity tree and forward chaining techniques to solve the problem. 
In order to gain an efficiency of execution, the procedure of the reactive power 
dispatch is divided into a number of tasks. Each task corresponds to a particular 
modular function. The outline of these tasks is shown below [193]: 
Voltage Control Module 
1. The expert system starts by solving a base case load flow and asking the 
user to select a contingency outage. The system security margin for this 
outage is then calculated. This is used to identify the critical contingency 
case. 
2. The expert system identifies the system operating configuration and 
calculates the network sensitivity factors. The sensitivity trees are built and 
stored in an external file. These structures are used as the database. 
3. Compare the current voltage magnitudes of each bus with their specified 
limits. Identify the buses with abnormal voltages and the magnitudes of 
the voltage violations. 
4. Monitor the buses with voltage violations. 
5. Identify the bus with the maximum violation of voltage. 
6. For this bus, select the most effective controller (the control measure with 
the highest sensitivity factor) by using the sensitivity tree stored in the 
external file. 
7. Calculate the control action required to recover from the voltage violation 
and check the controller limits. If the control action exceeds the limits, the 
controller output is fixed. Calculations are made by the execution of 
multi-load flows. 	This approach ensures that achievement of the 
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acceptable voltage level at one bus does not cause violations of bus 
voltages on the other buses. It also ensures that the action applied remains 
within the limits of the control equipment. 
8. If the controller has exceeded its limit or the voltage violation does not 
decrease, then the control action is ignored, and the controller with next 
highest sensitivity factor is chosen. 
9. Recalculate the new bus voltages after the control action application, and 
display results and recommendations obtained. 
10. Repeat procedures from (3) to (9) until the bus voltage violation is 
overcome. 
11. For large disturbances, it may happen that the voltage problem may still 
exist even when all the possible voltage control measures have been taken. 
In this case, a reactive power compensation module is called to allocate 
additional shunt capacitance. 
12. Repeat the above procedures for each bus with voltage violation until all 
bus voltages are within their limits. 
Reactive Power Compensation Module 
1. Compare the current voltage magnitude of the load buses with their 
specified limits, identify the buses with abnormal voltages and display the 
magnitudes of the voltage violations. 
2. Calculate the sensitivity factors based on a Jacobian matrix and carry out a 
sensitivity test for the buses with voltage violation. 
3. Identify the bus with the highest sensitivity factor. This bus is selected as 
the most suitable location for a shunt capacitor installation. 
4. Calculate the maximum capacitor bank size based on the three phase MVA 
fault level and the permissible limit for voltage fluctuation at the particular 
location. 
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5. Calculate the shunt capacitance needed to correct the voltage violation. It 
ensures that the achievement of an acceptable voltage level at one bus does 
not cause voltage violations on the other buses. 
6. Recalculate the new bus voltages after the shunt capacitor has been 
installed. 
7. Determine the total MVAr of shunt capacitor needed, the maximum 
capacitor bank size, and the new bus voltages after the installation of the 
shunt capacitor. 
8. Repeat procedures (1) to (7) until all bus voltages are within their limits. 
Fig. 8.3. shows an outline of the solution search strategy of the expert system. 
8.2.3. External Programs 
The external programs are written in IPLAN and PASCAL programming 
languages. They are mainly used to calculate the sensitivity factors and control 
adjustments, update the data in database, and manipulate input/output data to the 
knowledge base. 
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- Display one line diagram of the network 
- Select and input on contingency outage 
- Calculate stability margin, SM % 
I 
- Identify the operating configuration 
- Calculate the network sensitivity factors 
and build sensitivity trees 
Identify the buses with abnormal volatges 
Identify the bus with maximum voltage 
violation 
- Select the most effective controller 
- Calculate the control action required 
- Check the controller limits 
- Check voltage violations on the other buses 
I 
Recommend the controller 
I 
If the voltage problem still exists then select 
next controller until all controllers have 
been taken 
I 
- If all the available controllers have been 
taken and the voltage problem still exists, 
then call reactive power compensation 
module 
- Allocate additional shunt capacitor/reactor 
I 
If the violation is overcome, then find next 
bus with the highest abnormal voltage until 
all voltages become normal 
Figure 8.3: Solution search strategy of the expert system. 




42 + j 3.6 MVA 	25.2 + j 14.4 MVA 
N34.1.1 
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8.3. Case Studies 
Two examples are presented here to show the applications of the developed expert 
system for voltage control and reactive power compensation. First, the 
application for voltage control to maintain load voltages within their specified 
limits (say 0.95 ---> 1.05 p.u) is considered, and then reactive power planning to 
determine the additional VAR requirements (allocation of the shunt capacitors or 
reactors) to improve voltage profiles when the existing VAR sources cannot solve 
the problem is presented. 
8.3.1. Example 1 
The 6-bus power system [67] shown in Fig. 8.4 is used. In this system, the 
control measures are the generator voltages (V1, V2), the transformer tap changer 
(N56), and the switchable shunt capacitor banks (D4, D6). Note that Nij stands for 
the off-nominal turns ratio of the transformer connected between bus i and bus j. 
Figure 8.4: 	Six-bus power system. 
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For voltage control studies, the expert system performs the following tasks: 
• Task /: Calculate the network sensitivity factors and construct the 
sensitivity trees. 
• Task 2: Determine voltage violations. 
• Task 3: Suggest appropriate settings for the available control measures to 
correct voltage violations. 
Initial operating conditions of the base case are shown in column 3, Table 8.1. As 
can be seen, the voltage limits at buses 4, 5 and 6 are violated. Fig. 8.5 shows the 
actions recommended by the expert system to restore the system voltages to above 
0.95 p.u. Column 4 in Table 8.1 shows the final voltages and new settings of the 
control measures after applying the voltage correction. 








V3 0.95 	1.05 0.990 1.033 
V4 0.95 	1.05 0.920* 0.963 
V5 0.95 	1.05 0.914* 0.960 
V6 0.95 	1.05 0.915* 0.960 
Gen. Setting 
V1 1.00 	1.07 1.020 1.070 
V2 1.00 	1.07 1.070 1.070 
Var Source 
D4 0.000 0.050 0.000 0.000 
D6 0.000 0.055 0.000 0.055 
Trans. Setting 
N56 0.900 1.100 1.025 1.045 
Sys. Losses — — 8.1 MW 7.8 MW 
(*) : low voltage bus 
Task 1: 	Calculate the sensitivity factors 
Task 2: 	Detect voltage violations 
number of voltage violations: 	3 
* the lowest voltage occurs at bus: 5 { V(5) = 0.914 p.u. } 
Task 3: 	Correct voltage violations 
Action 1: select controller: 	generator 1 
adjust its setting: 	1.020 1.070 { V(5) = 0.941p.u. } 
Action 2: select controller: 	transformer 5 - 6 
adjust its setting: 1.025 	—› 1.045 { V(5) = 0.951 p.u. } 
This voltage violation has been corrected. 
" Voltage violation(s) still exists at other bus(es). 
Task 2: Detect voltage violations 
	
number of voltage violations: 	1 
* the lowest voltage occurs at bus: 6 
	
f V(6) = 0.948 p.u. ) 
Task 3: Correct voltage violations 
Action 3: select controller: shunt capacitor 6 
adjust its setting: 0.000 	I> 0.055 
	
( V(6) = 0.960 p.u. 
— This voltage violation has been corrected. 
— All voltage violations have been removed. 
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Figure 8.5: 	Advice on voltage control actions. 
Details of the control actions suggested by the expert system are recorded as 
follows: 
a) Task 1: Calculate the sensitivity factors for the network configuration 
and construct the sensitivity trees for all load buses. 
b) Task 2: Determine voltage violations. 
• Number of voltage violations: 3 
• Low voltage list includes the following buses: 




The lowest voltage occurs at bus 5. Therefore, the control is placed 
at this bus. 
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c) Task 3: Correct voltage violations. Get the sensitivity tree for the 
controlled bus from the database. 
Controlled bus: 	 bus 5 




Control 	 Description 
measures 
V2 	 Generator at bus 2 
V1 Generator at bus 1 
N 56 	 Transformer between 5-6 
D6 Capacitor bank at bus 6 
D4 	 Capacitor bank at bus 4 
selected controller: 	V2 
adjust its setting: 	already set at its limits 
new controlled bus voltage: 0.91415 
selected controller: 	V1 
adjust its setting: 	1.02 —>1.07 
new controlled bus voltage: 0.94143 
selected controller: 	N56 
adjust its setting: 	1.025 —>1.045 








d) Task 2: Determine voltage violations. 
• Number of voltage violations: 1 
• Low voltage list includes the following buses: 




The lowest voltage occurs at bus 6. Therefore the control is placed 
at this bus. 
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e) Task 3: Correct voltage violation. Get the sensitivity tree for the 
controlled bus from the database. 
Controlled bus: 	 bus 6 
Controlled bus voltage: 	0.94813 
Sensitivity 	Control 	 Description 
factors 	measures 
0.76785 	V1 	 Generator at bus 1 
0.41211 	V2 Generator at bus 2 
0.26058 	D6 	 Capacitor bank at bus 6 
-0.22946 	N 56 Transformer between 5 -6 
0.10960 	D4 	 Capacitor bank at bus 4 
Selection 1: 	selected controller: 	V1 
adjust its setting: 	already set at its limits 
new controlled bus voltage: 0.94813 
Selection 2: 	selected controller: 	V2 
adjust its setting: 	already set at its limits 
new controlled bus voltage: 0.94813 
Selection 3: 	selected controller: 	D6 
adjust its setting: 	0.000 	0.055 
new controlled bus voltage: 0.96049 
0 Task 2: Determine voltage violations. 
• Number of voltage violations: 0 
• Voltage violations have been corrected. 
Fig. 8.6 illustrates the effective use of the stability margin (SM) analysis to 
identify the distance to voltage collapse for the base case operating condition of 
the six-bus power system. As can be seen before the voltage correction, the 
system is operating with a margin of 46.4%. This indicates that the system 
Voltage @ bus 5 (p.u.) 
after voltage control 
SM = 49.8% 
0.8— 
before voltage control 
SM = 46.4% 
0.7— 
0.6 	4-f 	4 	I 	I 	 I 	 I 
110 	130 	150 	170 	190 210 	230 
	
250 
Total load (MVA) 
0.9 — 
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currently has a sufficient VAR reserve, and hence, there is no additional VAR 
compensation required to correct the voltage violations. The violations are 
alleviated by increasing the settings of the generator terminal voltage V1 and tap 
changer N56, and switching on the shunt capacitor D6. As a result, when the 
voltage violations are corrected, the system loading capability is increased and the 
system becomes more stable in operation with a new SM of 49.8%. 
Figure 8.6: 	Stability margin of the base case operating condition. 
8.3.2. Example 2 
Now let us consider another example, the modified IEEE 30-bus power system 
[60] shown in Fig. 8.7. In this system, the available control measures are the 
generator terminal voltages (V1, V2, V5, V8, V11, V13), and the transformer tap 
changers (N3-31, N4-12, N6-9, N6-10, N14-32, N15-33, N27-28). 
The result of a contingency ranking study shows that the outage of the transformer 
(T1) connected between buses 27 and 28 is the critical case. Therefore, this case 
is considered for the voltage control and reactive power planning study. 
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Figure 8.7: 	The modified IEEE 30-bus power system. 
Table 8.2: 	Voltage control for the outage of transformer Ti 









V3 1.026 1.012 V21 *0.934 1.012 
V4 1.020 1.001 V22 *0.933 1.011 
V6 1.016 0.996 V23 *0.915 0.997 
V7 1.005 0.994 V24 *0.888 0.972 
V9 0.999 1.054 V25 *0.818 *0.912 
V10 0.955 1.031 V26 *0.796 *0.892 
V12 0.972 1.046 V27 *0.789 *0.887 
V14 0.950 1.017 V28 1.018 0.998 
V15 *0.943 1.023 V29 *0.763 *0.863 
V16 0.957 1.032 V30 *0.747 *0.850 
V17 0.950 1.026 V31 0.975 1.023 
V18 *0.934 1.013 V32 0.975 1.021 
V19 *0.932 1.011 V33 0.982 0.953 
V20 *0.937 1.015 V34 0.962 0.971 
( * ) : low voltage bus 
Task 1: 	Calculate the sensitivity factors 
Task 2: 	Detect voltage violations 
* number of voltage violations: 	13 
* the lowest voltage occurs at bus: 30 	{ V(30) = 0.747 p.u. 1 
Task 3: 	Correct voltage violations 
Action 1: select controller: 	transformer 6 - 9 
adjust its setting: 0.978 	r> 0.903 	{ V(30) = 0.769 p.u. } 
Action 2: select controller: 	transformer 6 - 10 
adjust its setting: 	1.069 	I> 0.900 	{ V(30) = 0.810 p.u. } 
Action 3: select controller: 	transformer 4 - 12 
adjust its setting: 	1.032 	1> 	0.901 	{ V(30) = 0.839 p.u. } 
Action 4: select controller: 	generator 1 
adjust its setting: 1.050 	—I> 	1.060 	{ V(30) = 0.842 p.u. ) 
Action 5: select controller: 	transformer 3 - 31 
adjust its setting: 	1.069 	f> 	1.000 	{ V(30) = 0.846 p.u..} 
Action 6: select controller: 	transformer 15 - 33 
its 	0.950 	1.094 	{ V(30) = 0.850 p.u. } adjust 	setting: —I> 
— This voltage violation cannot be corrected by the available controllers 
VAR compensation is required 
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Figure 8.8: 	Advice on voltage control actions. 
For this contingency outage, Column 2 of Table 8.2 shows that initially there are 
13 voltage violations. Column 3 illustrates that the existing control measures are 
not able to remove all voltage violations. Low voltage problems still exist on 
buses 25, 26, 27, 29 and 30. Therefore, as shown in Fig. 8.8, the expert system 
recommends that a reactive power compensation planning study must be carried 
out to improve the voltage profile. 
Table 8.3 shows the initial and final settings of the controllers (control measures). 
They are within their specified limits. 
Based on the method described in Chapter 10, the expert system determines the 
locations and sizes of the minimum additional VAR source required to be installed 
in the system to improve the voltage profile. In order to overcome the voltage 
violation there is a need to install an additional 10 MVAr in the system. This 
VAR compensation includes the capacitor banks of 7 MVAr at bus 27 and 3 
MVAr at bus 30. The expert system also recommends the permissible unit sizes, 
Suggestion 1: 	Capacitor placement 
selected bus : 27 
bank size (MVAr) : 7.0 
max. unit size (MVAr) : 4.0 
Controlled bus: 30 	Vi (30) = 0.850 p.u. 	Vf (30) = 0.911 p.u. 
Suggestion 2: 	Capacitor placement 
selected bus : 30 
bank size (MVAr) : 3.0 
max. unit size (MVAr) : 3.0 
Controlled bus: 30 	Vi (30) = 0.911 p.u. 	Vf (30) = 0.950 p.u. 
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which are respectively 4 and 3 MVAr, for the capacitor banks. This 
recommendation is displayed on the screen as shown in Fig. 8.9. 






V1 0.950 	1.060 1.050 	1.060 
V2 0.950 	1.050 1.045 	1.045 
V5 0.950 	1.050 1.010 	1.010 
V8 0.950 	1.050 1.025 	1.025 
V11 0.950 	1.050 1.050 	1.050 
V13 0.950 	1.050 1.050 	1.050 
Trans. setting: 
N:3 - 31 0.900 	1.100 1.069 	1.000 
N:4 - 12 0.900 	1.100 1.032 	0.901 
N:6 - 9 0.900 	1.100 0.978 	0.903 
N:6 - 10 0.900 	1.100 1.069 	0.900 
N:14- 32 0.900 	1.100 0.950 	0.950 
N:15 - 33 0.900 	1.100 0.950 	1.094 
N:27 - 28 0.900 	1.100 --- outage --- 
System Losses 8.6 MW 	8.4 MW 
Figure 8.9: 	Advice on VAR compensation. 
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Table 8.4 presents the results of the reactive power compensation planning study. 
As can be seen from Column 3, the voltages at all load buses are controlled above 
0.95 p.n. 
Table 8.4: 	Voltage control for the outage of transformer Ti 









V3 1.012 1.014 V21 1.012 1.026 
V4 1.001 1.003 V22 1.011 1.025 
V6 0.996 0.999 V23 0.997 1.013 
V7 0.994 0.995 V24 0.972 0.998 
V9 1.054 1.059 V25 *0.912 0.974 
V10 1.031 1.041 V26 *0.892 0.955 
V12 1.046 1.051 V27 *0.887 0.971 
V14 1.017 1.023 V28 0.998 1.001 
V15 1.023 1.032 V29 *0.863 0.955 
V16 1.032 1.040 V30 *0.850 0.950 
V17 1.026 1.035 V31 1.023 1.027 
V18 1.013 1.023 V32 1.021 1.027 
V19 1.011 1.021 V33 0.953 0.960 
V20 1.015 1.025 V34 0.971 0.978 
( * ) : low voltage bus 
8.4. Discussion and Summary 
In this chapter, the development of a prototype expert system for voltage control 
and reactive power compensation was described. The developed expert system 
has the following main features: 
• The sensitivity tree method has been successfully employed for the 
selection of effective controllers and determination of control adjustments. 
The knowledge base consists of a number of production rules which 
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control the execution of the power flow calculation and data manipulation 
through the expert system shell VP-EXPERT. 
• The test results show that the expert system performs well and provides 
correct actions to solve voltage problems. The results also show that the 
control of VAR sources, not only can correct voltage violation problems, 
but also can reduce losses and increase loading capability of the power 
system. 
• Analytical results are complemented by description of actions and, hence, 
are easy to understand and may be suitable for system operators use to 
correct voltage problems under emergency operating conditions. 
In summary, the development of a prototype expert system for voltage control and 
VAR compensation has been completed. The expert system can be successfully 
used for the detection of voltage violation and improvement of the voltage profiles 
by the suitable control of VAR sources throughout the power system, i.e., by 
adjusting transformer taps, changing generator voltages and switching VAR 
compensators. The expert system also determines the optimal location and size of 
the additional VAR compensation to be installed in the power system in order to 
maintain an acceptable level of system security. Currently, the expert system is 
employed in the HEC planning studies [193, 203]. 
The objective of the developed expert system is to aid planning engineers in the 
task of voltage control and VAR compensation for minimising the cost of 
providing the system with required VAR sources, so that the system voltage can 
be maintained within a specified level under various loading conditions and 
system configuration changes. However, the expert system can be modified via 
replacing the implementation of additional VAR compensation by the load 
shedding control discussed in Chapter 7 to make possible for a real-time 
application. Moreover, it may be necessary to replace VP-EXPERT by another 
system shell, which could match better the real-time application requirements such 
as the interaction capability and computational speed. As experience has shown 
[139, 204], Level5 Object may be one of the shells which are inexpensive and 
suitable for the development of real-time applications. 
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The developed expert system takes about two minutes to solve the voltage 
problem in power systems which have less than 50 buses. The computation time 
of the expert system is dependent on the power system size. Therefore, solution to 
the voltage control for large power systems is prohibitively time consuming. In 
order to perform the functions of an operator aid in voltage control under 
emergency operating conditions, the computation time of the expert system must 
be improved. In the next chapter, a method of combining the steady state network 
equivalencing and the expert system techniques to improve the speed and solution 
in voltage and reactive power control is described. 
Chapter 9 
Network Equivalencing and Expert System 
Techniques for Voltage and VAR Control 
In power system planning and operation studies, traditionally, the steady state 
contingency analysis is used to identify the critical contingency cases which cause 
violations in the line flows and bus voltages. Then preventive control for static 
security is carried out to solve these violation problems to ensure that the system 
never reaches an emergency state. For solving the voltage violation problems, a 
suitable reallocation of VAR sources (i.e. adjusting transformer taps, changing 
generator voltages and switching shunt VAR sources) throughout the system is 
usually applied. This approach involves simulation of a large number of outages 
of transmission lines, transformers and generators. Furthermore, solution to the 
voltage violation problem for large-scale power systems which consist of a large 
number of VAR control measures (generators and synchronous condensers, 
switchable capacitor banks and transformers with tap changers) is not straight-
forward, can be prohibitively time consuming and requires significant computer 
resources. Hence, development of new methods for real-time voltage and VAR 
control in large-scale power systems has been considered as a widely researched 
topic. 
In order to facilitate the voltage and VAR control in large-scale power systems, 
several different methods, such as local network modelling and decomposition 
techniques [205-207], have been introduced to reduce the network size and 
computation time. This chapter presents a new approach based on the joint 
application of the steady state network equivalencing and expert system 
techniques to improve the computational performance of voltage and reactive 
power control in large-scale power systems [208-210]. 
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The chapter is divided into four sections. Section 9.1 formulates the problem of 
voltage and reactive power control by employing the steady state network 
equivalencing and expert system techniques. Section 9.2 describes the method for 
construction of the steady state equivalent network to solve voltage violation 
problems using the "three-tier" and network equivalencing techniques. In this 
section, a technique for the elimination of the less effective voltage controllers 
(control measures) is also described. Section 9.3 presents test results of the 
proposed approach demonstrated on several power systems including the Hydro-
Electric Commission (HEC) system. Finally, Section 9.4 provides a discussion 
and summary on the performance and applicability of the proposed method to 
voltage and reactive power control in large-scale power systems. 
9.1. Problem Formulation 
For each contingency study, it is postulated that a part of a power system 
predominantly influencing voltage and VAR control actions can be identified and 
modelled as an internal subsystem, while the rest of the system can be represented 
as equivalents without a significant loss of the solution accuracy. 
C.. Start 
Reduction of the system size 
Identification of the weakest area 
• Identification of the critical outage in the 
weakest area via the contingency ranking 
• Construction of the "three-tier" internal 
subsystem 
Selection of the most effective controllers 
Construction of the equivalent network 
Expert System 
• Selection of the voltage controllers 
• Determination of the location and size 
of the VAR compensation 
Figure 9.1: Flow chart of voltage and VAR control studies. 
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The problem of voltage and VAR control can be solved by employing: 
• The "three-tier" and steady state network equivalencing techniques to reduce 
the size of the power system and eliminate the less effective voltage and 
VAR control devices, and thus to improve the computational performance. 
• The expert system technique to provide a set of practical control actions to 
the user. 
Fig. 9.1 shows the flow chart for voltage and VAR control studies. Note that the 
expert system presented in Chapter 8 can be employed here to search for a control 
scheme in order to correct any voltage problem detected and specify locations and 
sizes of the additional VAR compensation that should be installed in the power 
system to improve the voltage profile. Details of the construction of the 
equivalent network are given in the next section. 
9.2. Construction of the Steady State Equivalent Network 
A number of techniques has been developed to construct an equivalent network 
for the steady state security analysis [211-216]. The classical methods, for 
example, the Ward equivalencing technique [211], use results obtained via the 
load flow analysis of the base case and, hence, they are able to provide precise 
solutions for this case only. Besides, they cannot assess reactive support which 
should be provided by the equivalised areas. However, often in practical 
operation, large amounts of VAR must be imported into the internal subsystem 
from the external equivalised areas. Hence, the problem is how to identify those 
parts of the system to be equivalised which are capable of supplying sufficient 
VAR support and, also, providing adequate results (close enough to the unreduced 
system for contingency outage conditions). 
The voltage violations often occur in the part of a power system which is usually 
closed to the contingency location. Therefore, the most affected part of the system 
can be defined as the internal study area and the less affected remaining parts as 
the external areas which may be represented with less details and, even, 
eliminated. However, in order to obtain better results a buffer zone should also be 
included in the reduced system. Thus controllers which can be used in the buffer 
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zone for VAR support should be considered along with those available in the 
internal subsystem. It is quite obvious that more precise solutions can be gained 
when a larger number of controllers is considered in the buffer zone. 
9.2.1. Procedure for Construction of Equivalent Network 
The following algorithm is used to construct the equivalent network of a power 
system for voltage and VAR control studies: 
Step 1: 	Reduce the system size by combining parallel elements (i.e. 
generators, transformers and lines) and deleting all "dummy" and through 
buses. 
Step 2: 	Solve the AC power flow for the base case of the reduced system to 
get the initial values of bus voltages and power injections, and identify the 
weakest area in the system. 
Step 3: 	Identify the critical contingency outage [217] in the weakest area, 
and then build the "three-tier" internal subsystem around the critical 
contingency outage using the concept of the concentric tiers [218] described in 
Subsection 9.2.3. 
Step 4: 	Include the most effective controllers (in the external areas) to the 
buffer zone. The selection of the most effective controllers can be based on the 
method introduced in [208] and described in Subsection 9.2.4. 
Step 5: 	Build the steady state network equivalents for the remaining parts 
of the system using the base case injection conditions. The equivalents can be 
obtained by substituting pre-contingency constant active and reactive power 
injections through the boundary buses and creating the fictitious transmission 
lines connected between the retaining buses in the external areas [211,215]. 
Step 6: 	Construct the equivalent network by combining the internal "three- 
tier" subsystem, external equivalents and buffer zone. 
Pdi 
(a) Active Flows 
Qdi 
(b) Reactive Flows 
Second tier 	 i 	Second tier 
Third tier 	 Third tier 
bi 
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9.2.2. Derivation of the Internal Subsystem 
This subsection describes a concept for building the "three-tier" subsystem that 
can be considered as the internal study area of an equivalent network. The 
subsystem is defined as a portion of the power network which is very close to the 
contingency (faulted section) location, and includes the following buses (see 
Fig. 9.3): 
• first tier buses are directly connected to the contingency outage 
component; 
• second tier buses are directly connected to the first tier buses; 
• third tier buses are connected to the second tier buses. 
According to reference [218], for power system security studies under steady state 
conditions, it is possible to assume that following any contingency the changes in 
bus voltages and line flows are concentrated only inside the internal subsystem 
and the changes outside the third tier buses are small and can be ignored. 
Therefore, the part which is very close to the contingency location is the most 
affected part and should be retained in detail, while the rest of the system can be 
represented with less detail or completely eliminated and presented only by 
constant active and reactive power injections through the third tier buses around 
the contingency location. 
Figure 9.2: 	Pre-contingency power injection conditions at bus i. 
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In the construction of an internal subsystem, sometimes it may be necessary to 
eliminate some of the tie-lines connected to the boundary buses in the external 
areas. In this case, the new power injections for the third tier buses must be 
calculated using the pre-contingency conditions. • For example, in Fig. 9.2, the 
new active and reactive power injections at the third tier, bus i, can be calculated 
by [218]: 
Pi = P ji 	Pal 	Pbi 	'di 
Q i = —Q ii + Qa; — Qbi Qdi 
9.2.3. Derivation of the External Equivalents 
Ideally, to maximise the computational speed, an equivalent network should 
include only the internal subsystem modelled explicitly, the external areas 
represented by some equivalents (such as the fictitious PV buses with realistic 
voltage magnitude values), and creating fictitious lines to connect the equivalents 
and internal boundary buses. 
However this approach suffers from poor accuracy and thus, it is necessary to 
represent the external areas in more detail, and in particular, to include the 
modelling of the reactive power support from the external areas to the internal 
subsystem. There may also be some reasons to consider other nodes in the 
equivalents. Moreover, according to [215], it may not be useful to eliminate too 
many buses in the external areas, because the number of lines might grow 
considerably and even exceed that in the unreduced system. This may also affect 
the convergence of solutions when solving the load flow equations. 
The selection of the essential nodes depends upon the criteria used. Heuristics 
certainly is an important way to select essential nodes. Another way of selecting 
these nodes is to use the sensitivity matrices described in [219]. In general, one 
should keep in mind that the equivalents should contain as small a number of 
nodes as possible. Nodes and branches which are essential should be retained in 
the equivalents with their true identities, and the equivalents should have a readily 
identifiable physical relationship to the system generation and load make-up of the 
original system [219]. It is quite often the practice to retain the tie-lines connected 
Power System 
Internal Study Area 




External Area 1 
External Area 2 
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between the boundary buses in the external areas for interchange studies. 
Furthermore, in order to improve the modelling accuracy, instead of eliminating 
all voltage controllers in the external areas, some generators and transformers 
which are capable of producing large amount of reactive power whenever needed 
should be retained and included in the buffer zone. The problem now is to 
identify the effective controllers to be retained. This problem can be solved by 
using the ranking method [208] described in the next subsection. 
Fig. 9.3 gives an example of the complete network modelling with the internal 
subsystem and external equivalents. Appendix D, provided at the end of this 
chapter, describes the methods that can be applied to remove or add buses and 
lines in the procedure of constructing the external equivalents. 
BB = Boundary Bus 
RB = Retained Bus 
DB = Deleted Bus 
B1 = First tier bus 
B2 = Second tier bus 
B3 = Third tier bus 
TL = Tie Line 
RL = Retained Line 
DL = Deleted Line 
FL = Fictitious Line 
Figure 9.3: 	A model of a complete network with internal 
subsystem and external equivalents. 
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9.2.4. Selection of the Effective Controllers in the External Areas 
The effective voltage controllers in the external areas are defined as the available 
tap changing transformers and generators which can cause effective change in bus 
voltages in the internal subsystem. The selection of the most effective voltage 
controllers in the external areas of the reduced system can be performed by 
carrying out a sensitivity test. 
The sensitivity test is performed by applying a small adjustment (say 1%) to the 
setting of the controllers in the external areas to establish a performance index for 
each controller. This index can be calculated by [208]: 
P1= E (AVi )2 	 (9.1) 
where: 
J is a set of the internal subsystem buses; 
AV i is the change in voltage magnitude at bus i. 
The controllers with the performance indices higher than the threshold value 
should be retained in the reduced system. 
9.3. Case Studies 
In this section, three examples are presented to demonstrate the applications of the 
proposed approach to voltage and reactive power control in power systems. The 
first two examples present the results obtained [208,209] from different simple 
test systems. The last example presents an application of the proposed technique 
to solve practical problems occuring in the HEC system [203,210]. The studies 
include two tasks. The first one is the construction of the equivalent network for 
the critical outage of the system studied. The second is the implementation of the 
expert system described in Chapter 8 to search for a set of control actions to 
correct the existing voltage violations. 
1st tier buses 
2nd tier buses 
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9.3.1 Example 1 
The first test case is the modified IEEE 30-Bus power system [60], presented in 
Fig. 8.7. Regarding the contingency ranking study already mentioned in Chapter 
8, the most critical contingency of the system is the outage of the transformer (Ti) 
connected between buses 27 and 28. In this example, two different equivalent 
networks, the Equivalent 1 and Equivalent 2, are used to represent the outage of 
transformer TI, and to inspect the influence of the number of controllers included 
in the buffer zone on the solution accuracy. 
Fig. 9.4 illustrates the one-line diagram of the reduced system, Equivalent 1, 
constructed for the outage of transformer Ti to demonstrate the capability and 
usefulness of the proposed equivalencing technique. In the reduced system, all the 
controllers in the external areas are retained. The "three-tier" internal subsystem 








6, 8, 25, 29, 30. 
2, 4, 7, 9, 10, 24, 26. 
Figure 9.4: 	The reduced system I of the modified IEEE 30-bus system. 
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Task 1: Calculate the sensitivity factors 
Task 2: Detect voltage violations 
* number of voltage violations: 	7 
* the lowest voltage occurs at bus: 30 	{ 
Task 3: 	Correct voltage violations 
Action 1: select controller: 	transformer 6 - 9 
V(30) = 0.746 p.u. } 
adjust its setting: 0.978 	-I> 0.903 { V(30) = 0.768 p.u. } 
Action 2: select controller: 	transformer 6 - 10 
adjust its setting: 1.069 	-› 0.900 { V(30) = 0.809 p.u. } 
Action 3: select controller: 	transformer 4 - 12 
adjust its setting: 1.032 	-› 0.901 { V(30) = 0.839 p.u. } 
Action 4: select controller: 	generator 1 
adjust its setting: 1.050 	-› 1.060 { V(30) = 0.841 p.u. } 
Action 5: select controller: 	transformer 3 - 31 
adjust its setting: 1.069 	-› 1.000 { V(30) = 0.845 p.u. 1 
Action 6: select controller: 	transformer 15 - 33 
adjust its setting: 0.950 	-I> 1.094 { V(30) = 0.849 p.u. } 
** This voltage violation can not be corrected by the available controllers 
- VAR compensation is required 
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V1 0.950 1.060 1.050 1.060 1.050 	1.060 1.050 	1.055 
V2 0.950 1.050 1.045 	1.045 1.045 	1.045 1.045 	1.045 
V5 0.950 1.050 1.010 	1.010 1.010 	1.010 1.010 	1.015 
V8 0.950 1.050 1.025 	1.025 1.025 	1.025 1.025 	1..025 
V11 0.950 1.050 1.050 	1.050 1.050 	1.050 1.050 	1.050 
V13 0.950 1.050 1.050 1.050 1.050 	1.050 
Trans. setting: 
N:3 -31 0.900 1.100 1.069 1.000 1.069 	1.000 1.069 	1.069 
N:4 - 12 0.900 1.100 1.032 0.901 1.032 	0.901 1.032 	0.901 
N:6 -9 0.900 1.100 0.978 0.903 0.978 	0.903 0.978 	0.900 
N:6 - 10 0.900 1.100 1.069 0.900 1.069 	0.900 1.069 	0.994 
N:14- 32 0.900 1.100 0.950 0.950 0.950 	0.950 
N:15 -33 0.900 1.100 0.950 1.094 0.950 	1.094 
N:27 -28 0.900 1.100 -- outage -- -- outage -- -- outage --- 
Figure 9.5: 	Advice on voltage control actions. 
Advice provided by the expert system on voltage control actions and VAR 
compensation under the outage of transformer T1 for the Equivalent 1 are shown 
in Figs. 9.5 and 9.6, respectively. 
Suggestion 1: 	Capacitor placement 
selected bus : 27 
bank size (MAVr) : 7.0 
max. unit size (MAVr) : 4.0 
Controlled bus: 30 
	
Vi (30) = 0.849 p.u. 	Vf (30) = 0.910 p.u. 
Suggestion 2: 	Capacitor placement 
selected bus : 30 
bank size (MAVr) : 3.0 
max. unit size (MAVr) : 3.0 
Controlled bus: 30 	Vi (30) = 0.910 p.u. 	Vf (30) = 0.950 p.u. 
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Table 9.3: 	Suggested locations and sizes of capacitor banks for 






















( ) : permissible unit size 
Figure 9.6: 	Advice on VAR compensation. 
To investigate the influence of the elimination of the less effective controllers in 
the external areas on the accuracy of the solution, a ranking study on the selection 
of the most effective voltage control devices was carried out. It shows that for the 
considered contingency, the transformers 14-32 and 15-33 and generator 13 are 
the least effective devices. Hence, they can be eliminated for further reduction of 
the power system size. 
Based on these results, the reduced system, Equivalent 2, is constructed. This 
reduced system is the modification of Equivalent 1 with the removal of the 
transformers 14-32 and 15-33 and generator 13. Results of the voltage control and 
VAR compensation study for Equivalent 2 under the outage of transformer TI, are 
shown in the last column of Tables 9.1-9.3. 
It can be seen that the performance of Equivalent 2 is not as good as that of 
Equivalent 1. However, a degree of accuracy is quite acceptable. The difference 
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of Equivalent 2. Table 9.3 shows the similar locations and sizes of the VAR 
compensation required to be installed for the considered system. 
9.3.2 Example 2 
Another more complex case, the AEP power system [192] shown in Fig.7.7, is 
now considered. The system consists of 57 buses, 63 lines, 15 transformers and 7 
generators. Contingency ranking study shows that the outage of the transmission 
line Li connected between buses 35 and 36 is the critical one. Fig. 9.7 shows the 









Figure 9.7: One line diagram of the equivalent system. 
Task 1: 	Calculate the sensitivity factors 
Task 2: 	Detect voltage violations 
* number of voltage violations: 	4 
* the lowest voltage occurs at bus: 35 	{ V(35) = 0.769 p.u. } 
Task 3: 	Correct voltage violations 
Action 1: select controller: 	transformer 24 - 25 
adjust its setting: 1.000 	—r> 0.920 { V(35) = 0.944 p.u. } 
Action 2: select controller: 	generator 8 
adjust its setting: 1.005 	--r> 1.015 { V(35) = 0.952 p.u. ) 
** This voltage violation has been corrected. 
— Voltage violation(s) still exists at other bus(es). 
Task 2: 	Detect voltage violations 
* number of voltage violations: 	1 
* the lowest voltage occurs at bus: 32 	{ V(32) = 0.947 p.u. 
Task 3: 	Correct voltage violations 
Action 3: select controller: 	generator 8 
adjust its setting: 1.015 	—4> 1.020 { V(32) = 0.951 p.u. ) 
— This voltage violation has been corrected. 
** All voltage violations have been removed. 
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The equivalent network consists of 24 buses, 22 lines, 9 transformers and 4 
generators. The "three-tier" internal subsystem of the equivalent network 







35,36. .  
34, 37, 40. 
32, 38, 39, 56. 
Fig. 9.8 shows actions recommended by the expert system under the outage of line 
Li condition. 
Figure 9.8: Suggested actions under the outage of line L 1 . 
Table 9.4 shows the initial and final voltage magnitudes for the system under the 
outage of line Li.  It can be seen that the voltages obtained for the equivalent 
network compare quite well with those obtained for the full system. The 
maximum voltage errors for the initial and final conditions are less than 2.0 
percent. 
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1 1.0400 1.0400 1.0400 1.0400 
2 1.0250 1.0250 
3 1.0100 1.0100 1.0100 1.0100 
4 1.0054 1.0061 
5 0.9999 1.0017 
6 1.0000 1.0023 
7 0.9942 1.0041 0.9924 1.0076 
8 1.0050 1.0200 1.0050 1.0200 
9 0.9965 1.0020 
10 0.9993 1.0018 
11 0.9945 0.9981 
12 1.0100 1.0100 1.0100 1.0100 
13 0.9967 0.9988 0.9965 0.9975 
14 0.9987 1.0006 0.9986 0.9998 
15 1.0101 1.0112 1.0100 1.0108 
16 1.0152 1.0152 
17 1.0231 1.0232 
18 1.0201 1.0212 
19 1.0212 1.0236 
20 1.0292 1.0324 
21 1.0038 1.0079 
22 1.0203 1.0251 
23 1.0184 1.0237 
24 0.9956 1.0082 0.9931 1.0088 
25 0.9400* 1.0500 0.9357* 1.0500 
26 0.9574 0.9692 0.9558 0.9710 
27 0.9904 1.0013 
28 1.0067 1.0172 
29 1.0194 1.0296 1.0164 1.0322 
30 0.9081* 1.0349 
31 0.8460* 0.9900 
32 0.7907* 0.9548 0.7761* 0.9511 
33 0.7891* 0.9535 
34 0.7903* 0.9637 0.7748* 0.9598 
35 0.7862* 0.9604 0.7706* 0.9564 
36 1.0149 1.0190 1.0159 1.0204 
37 1.0169 1.0209 1.0176 1.0222 
38 1.0249 1.0289 1.0249 1.0293 
39 1.0157 1.0198 1.0166 1.0212 
40 1.0127 1.0167 1.0138 1.0184 
41 1.0306 1.0346 
42 1.0158 1.0198 
43 1.0353 1.0391 
44 1.0271 1.0306 
45 1.0377 1.0399 1.0379 1.0399 
46 1.0398 1.0424 1.0399 1.0421 
47 1.0319 1.0352 
48 1.0315 1.0350 
49 1.0476 1.0485 1.0476 1.0485 
50 1.0369 1.0399 
51 1.0488 1.0489 
52 0.9988 1.0083 
53 0.9915 1.0006 
54 1.0106 1.0183 
55 1.0349 1.0412 
56 1.0188 1.0230 1.0213 1.0266 
57 1.0167 1.0209 
• 
SOUTKI-1013A1# AREA 
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9.3.3 Example 3 
Now let us consider a practical application of the proposed approach to the voltage 
and VAR control on the HEC power system. 
The HEC system consists of 293 buses, 211 lines, 172 transformers and 52 
generators. The generators are widely distributed around the transmission system 
incorporating 220 kV and 110 kV transmission lines. The system load demand 
varies between 800 and 1400 MW, and loads are distributed over two main load 
centres (north and south) of approximately the same size. 
Figure 9.9: One-line diagram of the reduced HEC system. 
As can be seen from the one-line diagram of the reduced HEC system shown in 
Fig. 9.9, the loads in the South Hobart area are mainly supplied from the remote 
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occur in the South Hobart area, particular under contingency outage conditions. 
The contingency ranking study for the South Hobart area shows that the outage of 
the transmission line, Li, connected between buses 1441 and 1621 is the critical 
case. Therefore, this case is considered for the voltage and VAR control in the 
South Hobart area studies. 
Fig. 9.10 shows the equivalent network obtained for the outage of transmission 
line Ll.  The equivalent network consists of 66 buses, 55 lines, 30 transformers 
and 9 generators. 
The "three-tier" internal subsystem of the equivalent network includes the 
following buses: 
• First tiers: 	1441, 1621. 
• Second tiers: 441, 1361, 1471, 1491, 1561, 4441, 4621. 
• Third tiers: 
	
	361, 1371, 1501, 1511, 1562, 2491, 3471, 













Figure 9.10: One-line diagram of the equivalent network for the outage of line L 1 . 
Task 1: 	Calculate the sensitivity factors 
Task 2: 	Detect voltage violations 
* number of voltage violations: 	34 
* the lowest voltage occurs at bus: 1551 	{ V(1551) = 0.874 p.u. } 
Task 3: 	Correct voltage violations 
Action 1: select controller: 	generator 461 
adjust its setting: 1.045 	1.080 { V(1551) = 0.921 p.u. } 
Action 2: select controller: 	generator 641 
adjust its setting: 1.060  	1.080 { V(1551) = 0.936 p.u. ) 
Action 3: select controller: 	transformer 1371 -1383 
adjust its setting: 0.993 	>0.947 { V(1551) = 0.938 p.u. } 
Action 4: select controller: 	generator 441 
adjust its setting: 1.010 	1.045 { V(1551) = 0.951 p.u. } 
— This voltage violation has been corrected. 
— All voltage violations have been removed. 
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Fig. 9.11 shows the list of advice provided by the expert system under the outage 
of line Ll. Table 9.5 shows the initial and final voltage magnitudes for the South 
Hobart area under the outage of line Ll . It can be seen that the initial and final 
voltages obtained for the equivalent network compare quite well with those 
obtained for the full system. The maximum voltage errors for the initial and final 
conditions do not exceed 3.0 percent. 
Figure 9.11: Suggested actions under the outage of line Ll. 
9.4. Discussion and Summary 
It is important to point out that the "three-tier" concept application can be 
sufficient to obtain results with an acceptable degree of accuracy. The size of the 
internal subsystem does not depend entirely on the size of the whole power system 
but is a function of the number of tiers connected to the external subsystem. 
Therefore, the accuracy of the solution obtained is effectively dependent on the 
number of tiers chosen and the number of controllers included in the buffer zone. 
However, it is clear that more computation time will be taken when a larger 
number of controllers is considered in the buffer zone. 
In conclusion, a new approach for voltage and reactive power control in electric 
power systems using the steady state equivalencing and expert system techniques 
is introduced. 
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Table 9.5: 	System voltages in South Hobart area 











1471 *0.8932 0.9532 *0.8895 0.9615 
1481 *0.9143 0.9789 *0.9108 0.9862 
1491 *0.9132 0.9758 *0.9096 0.9811 
1501 *0.9085 0.9716 *0.9049 0.9772 
1511 *0.9013 0.9655 *0.8977 0.9715 
1531 *0.9017 0.9662 *0.8981 0.9725 
1551 *0.8781 *0.9446 *0.8743 0.9511 
1561 *0.9001 0.9624 *0.8965 0.9688 
1562 *0.9023 0.9648 *0.8986 0.9708 
1581 *0.8949 0.9581 *0.8913 0.9642 
1621 *0.8959 0.9558 *0.8923 0.9639 
3471 0.9652 0.9804 0.9613 1.0088 
3472 *0.9420 0.9903 *0.9379 1.0180 
3473 *0.9189 0.9879 *0.9146 0.9988 
3512 *0.9272 1.0069 *0.9226 1.0143 
3514 *0.9290 1.0085 *0.9244 1.0159 
3571 *0.9020 0.9813 *0.8970 0.9962 
4481 *0.9290 0.9967 *0.9253 1.0044 
4492 *0.9345 0.9970 *0.9307 1.0070 
4521 *0.9167 0.9872 *0.9127 0.9935 
4531 *0.9365 1.0056 *0.9326 1.0123 
4571 *0.9308 0.9997 *0.9268 1.0051 
4601 *0.9218 0.9877 *0.9178 0.9983 
Note: ( * ) : low voltage bus 
This approach offers the following advantages: 
• The computational performance is improved significantly by reducing the 
size of power systems and eliminating the less effective voltage 
controllers. 
• Analytical results are complemented by actions to be taken to correct 
voltage violations. 
• The use of the expert system, steady state network equivalents and 
subsystem reduction techniques meets both speed and accuracy 
requirements for detecting and correcting voltage violations in the case of 
contingency outages. Hence, the proposed techniques can be used for on-
line voltage control applications. 
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- 
The simulation results demonstrate the usefulness and precision of the steady state 
network equivalents and "three-tier" techniques for the size reduction of large-
scale power systems in voltage and VAR control studies. The expert system 
performs well and provides correct actions to solve voltage problems. Practical 
application is demonstrated in the example of the HEC power system, however the 
proposed approach is not limited by the system size. 
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APPENDIX D 
Methods of Adding and Removing Buses and Lines 
This appendix describes methods for adding and removing buses and lines, which 
can be used in the construction of network equivalents. 
The construction of network equivalents involves a sequence of adding and 
removing buses and lines in a power system. This is done via the use of the ''bus 
and Zbus matrix algorithms [9,220]. However, due to the fact that when the ''bus 
algorithm is used sparsity programming technique may be employed and less 
storage memory is required, the Y bus  algorithm is commonly used in practice [9]. 
In principle, for an N-bus power system, the relationship between currents and 
voltages in the network can be expressed in terms of the admittance matrix, Y - bus 
as follows: 
	
Y,, 	Y,,,, 	v, 
Y. Y. 	2N V2 
_ YNI 	'N2 • • • YNN 	V N 
(D. 1 a) 
or, 
[I] = Plus 	 (D.1b) 
The net current injected into bus i can be written in terms of the elements Yi n of 
''bus matrix as follows [220]: 
If = 	VI + 11, 2 	+ 	+ 	VN  (D.2) 
Let Pi and Q i denote the net real and reactive power entering the network at bus i. 
Then the complex conjugate of the power injected at bus i is: 
P, fQ, Vi * E Yin V„ (D.3) 
n=1 
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Thus, as can be seen from Eq. (D.3), the new power injection conditions, resulting 
from the elimination or addition of a bus or a line in the network, can be 
determined via the new bus voltages and admittances of the modified network. In 
other words, the most straightforward approach to the problem of the construction 
of the network equivalents is to modify the network admittance matrix. 
Note that, as shown in Fig. D.1, the net real power P i entering the network at bus i 
is defined as the difference between the power generation, P gi , and power 
demand, Pd i  , at that bus. 
= Pg , 	Pth 	 (D.4) 
Likewise, for reactive power at bus i, we have 
Q = Qg, - Qd 	 (D.5) 
Figure D.1: 	Notation for real power at bus i. 
The following part presents some approaches to formulate changes in the bus 
admittance matrix to reflect changes in the configuration of a power network. 
a) Adding a bus. The following rules are used to add a bus to the existing 
admittance matrix [9]. 
• Diagonal elements of Ybus , YL  , are found by summing the primitive 
admittance of lines and ties to the reference at bus j. 
g, = y. (vr2 + ve2 — 2 Vr Ve COS O re ) 
Pr: (V r — ye cos O re ) — Q:e ve sin O re 
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• Off diagonal elements of Yb us , 	, are the negatives of the admittances of 
lines between buses i and j. If there is no line between i and j, this term is 
zero. 
b) Removing a bus. In practice, it may be desirable to remove simultaneously 
more than one bus from the original network. This problem is solved easily by 
applying the Kron reduction approach to the "'bus  matrix [220]. 
For the system of N buses in which M buses (M < N) are expected to be removed, 
consider the case in which no injection currents (Ib = 0) are received at each of the 
M "uninteresting" buses. Equation (D.6) shows the partition current and voltage 
matrices that are used to determine the desirable admittance matrix of the reduced 
network. 
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The Kron reduction formula to calculate the resulting admittance matrix is [9]: 
veq = yaa 	v v-1 v T 
z bus 	 z ab 1 1,1) z ab (D.7) 
c) Adding a line. When a fictitious transmission line is added between bus r and 
bus e, the network admittance matrix must be modified by adding the series 
admittance of the fictitious branch to the corresponding diagonal elements of the 
'bus matrix, and placing the negative value of this admittance to the 
corresponding off-diagonal elements of the matrix. This series admittance, 
'ire  = gre + ibre , 
has the value of [221]: 
(D.8) 
• Form the matrix 





'k k 	b 
Original Network 
with buses j, k and 
the reference node 
extracted 
Reference 
1 ' I b 
Procedure of adding (removing) line Zb 
row j - row k Zth, jk 	Zb 
where: z 
thjk 
_ z.. 	Z - 2 Z jk ,  
• Then remove row q and column q by Kron reduction 
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(Ve cosO r —Vr ) — Prs Ve Sin O re b, = 	e2 	e 
ofr
2 
 + ve — 2 vr ve cose re ) 
where 
ere = Or - Oe , is the voltage phase-angle difference between buses r and e; 
I re and ase are, respectively, the real and reactive power flowing 
through the series admittance Y re . 
Notice that because of the fact that shunt admittances only affect the diagonal 
elements of the network admittance matrix, there is no need to determine the shunt 
admittance of the fictitious line [221]. 
(D.9) 
Fig. D.2: The procedure of adding (removing) a line using Zbus matrix. 
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d) Removing a line. In a similar manner to the approach of adding a line to a 
network, a transmission line connected between buses r and e can be removed 
from the network simply by adding a negative value of the series admittance of the 
eliminated line to the corresponding diagonal elements of the ''bus  matrix, and 
placing the positive value of this admittance to the corresponding off-diagonal 
elements of the matrix. 
The problem of adding and removing a transmission line from a network can also 
be solved by using the Zbus matrix [220] as shown in Fig. D.2. 
Chapter 10 
Methods for Optimal Allocation of Reactive 
Power Compensation in Power systems 
The problems addressed in this chapter may be considered as an additional part of 
the candidate's research because they are related to power system planning rather 
than to the security control in power systems. 
It is a well known fact that reactive power (VAR) compensation plays an 
important role in maintaining system voltages within acceptable limits to improve 
voltage profiles and power loading capability, and to prevent a voltage collapse 
following critical contingency conditions [222-224]. Also VAR compensation is 
becoming increasingly important in the damping of power system oscillations and 
therefore, it can be an essential feature to enhance system stability and 
consequently power system security [225-227]. 
In this chapter, methods for efficient and optimal allocation (determination of 
location and size) of static and dynamic reactive compensation in power systems 
are presented. The chapter is divided into four sections. First, an introduction to 
the need for static and dynamic reactive compensation is described. Then details 
of the methods proposed for the optimal allocation of static and dynamic VAR 
compensation are presented respectively in the next two sections. Also case 
studies are given to demonstrate and discuss the practical application of these 
methods. Finally, a summary is provided in the last section to highlight the 
effectiveness and usefulness of the proposed methods in power system planning. 
191 
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10.1. The Need for Reactive Power Compensation 
According to [228], the need for reactive power compensation may be due to the 
following requirements: 
(i) to maintain system voltage within permissible limits in order to provide 
quality service to customers; 
(ii) to prevent unnecessary flows of reactive power on transmission lines for 
maintaining transmission losses in the network at a practical minimum; 
(iii) to maintain the stability of synchronous machines following a system fault 
or other major disturbance so that both the transient and dynamic stability of 
the system can be enhanced. 
In general, any severe disturbance such as a system fault, that causes variations in 
the system voltage can be viewed in terms of the following stages [228]: 
• subtransient: following the disturbance, there is an initial rapid decay of 
both ac and dc components of fault current and this stage lasts for a few 
cycles. During this period, the equipment including surge arresters, spark 
gaps, and non-linear reactors act to prevent extreme voltages which 
would cause insulation failure. 
• first-swing: refers to the time for the first swing of the synchronising 
power or rotor angle swings after the disturbance. The time frame of this 
stage is about 0.5 - 1 second, and it is often the critical period during 
which transient stability is maintained or lost. 
• oscillatory: 	follows the first-swing stage, when significant cyclic 
variations in voltages, currents, and real and reactive power take place. 
This stage may last for 3 - 20 seconds after the fault. The precise 
duration depends on the damping contributed by excitation controls and 
amortisseur currents in synchronous machines, speed governor control on 
turbines, and the loads. 
• quasi-steady-state: 	is the final stage which is reached when the 
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Fig. 10.1 depicts the time ranges of transitions on system performance following a 
disturbance. 
Figure 10.1: Characteristic time periods of system 
performance following a disturbance. 
In dynamic studies, the transient period is commonly used as the total duration 
made up of the first-swing and oscillatory stages. Moreover, in most studied 
cases, the subtransient stage is omitted and the transient period is assumed to 
begin instantly following the disturbance [228]. This assumption can be justified 
by the fact that the main purpose of reactive compensation planning is to provide 
effectiveness in the transient and steady state periods only. 
For convenience VAR compensation can be categorised into two basic types: 
• static VAR compensation is mainly used for the requirements (i) and (ii) 
described above to improve the system static performance in the quasi-
steady-state period. 
• dynamic VAR compensation is used for the requirement (iii) to improve 
the system dynamic performance in the transient period. 
Details of the methods for allocation of these types of compensation are 
respectively presented in Sections 10.2 and 10.3. 
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10.2. Static VAR Compensation 
The reactive reserve and stability margin (distance from the operating condition to 
voltage instability condition) of a power system may increase with the addition of 
VAR compensation in the network. Voltage instability conditions can be 
described as an inability of a power system to supply the reactive power demand. 
This inability produces a progressive reduction of voltages, and, if no 
countermeasures are taken, the voltage drop continues until protective devices 
operate causing the interruption of customer supply. At this point the system may 
reach the condition close to a voltage collapse. 
In order to avoid voltage violations or a collapse caused by severe disturbances, 
suitable control actions are needed to solve the voltage problem by adjusting 
transformer taps, changing generator voltages, and switching shunt VAR sources 
throughout the system. If the existing reactive sources are not sufficient to solve 
the voltage problem, then additional VAR compensators should be installed to 
provide VAR support so that the system voltage can be maintained within an 
acceptable level range. 
In the planning and design of high voltage transmission networks, it is common to 
install VAR compensators in the form of shunt capacitors to supply reactive 
network losses and loads locally. In addition, shunt capacitors are often used for 
voltage regulation and system loss reduction. The selection of locations and sizes 
of shunt capacitors is an important practical task. A method for determining the 
minimum reactive power compensation required to provide VAR support in 
steady state operating condition is described below. 
10.2.1. Allocation of Static VAR Compensation 
When available control actions, such as changing of the transformer tap and 
adjustment of the generator excitation, are not sufficient to correct the voltage 
violations, additional VAR compensators in the form of shunt capacitors (or 
reactors) can be installed in order to supply VAR to improve the voltage profile. 
Selection of appropriate locations and sizes of capacitors is a problem that 
planning engineers face quite often under development of scenarios for improving 
voltage profiles for contingency cases and future network modifications. 
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The selection of the capacitor location can be based on the sensitivity 
measurement to define the best locations for shunt capacitor installation. The 
sensitivity measurement is performed by injecting a small shunt capacitor, AQ k, to 
each associated bus, k, of the system. The sensitivity coefficient, Ztest , is defined 
as a sum of the changes in voltage, AV E, for all low voltage buses [229]: 




Zik is the impedance of the line connected between buses i and k; 
V*k is the conjugate of the initial voltage at bus k. 
The bus with the highest Ztest is the one that causes maximum overall voltage rise. 
Therefore, it should be selected as the best location for capacitor installation. 
Once the most sensitive bus for capacitor allocation has been selected, the 
capacitor bank size can be then calculated. Also the permissible unit size is 
recommended to avoid switching problems during normal operation [208]: 




The permissible unit size, AQku 
AQku = 	[ 	Vk 	 (10.3) 
where: 
S j ,k is the sensitivity factor between the new control measure (proposed 
capacitor bank) installed at bus k and the lowest bus voltage, Vi; 
MVAsc. is the three phase fault level at the selected bus; 
a 	is the permissible percentage of voltage rise due to switching under 
normal operating conditions (say 2 - 5%). 
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When the capacitor bank is added to the selected bus, the new corresponding 
voltages at all buses in the system should satisfy the voltage constraints in 
Eq. (10.4). 
Vi (new) < vimax 	 (10.4) 
If the imposed constraints are not satisfied, the last added capacitor bank is 
removed from the system, the initial conditions are restored and the new search for 
the "best" capacitor allocation is initiated. If all bus voltages are within their 
upper and lower acceptable limits, the voltage problem is solved. If one or more 
buses are still below the lower limit, a new capacitor placement routine is 
performed. 
10.2.2. Case Studies 
To demonstrate the application of the proposed method in the planning of VAR 
compensation, consider the AEP 14-bus power system [146] shown in Fig. 10.2. 
The purpose of this study is to determine the minimum VAR support required to 
increase the system security and maintain the system voltage within the limits of 
0.95 - 1.05 p.u. under any event of contingency line outage. 
Figure 10.2: 	AEP 14-bus power system. 
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Table 10.1: 	Stability margin for the contingency cases 
(without VAR Support) 











Base case (no outage) 18.25 
1 --> 2 (one of two lines) 12.15 
1 ---> 5 0.68 
2 ---> 4 3.92 
6-13 14.00 
9-14 16.70 
The base case and five contingency outage cases are considered. The available 
control measures in the system are terminal voltages of generators and condensers 
(V1, V2, V3, V6, V8), and transformer tap changers (N47, N49, N56). 
According to [146], VAR support planning should be started from the most severe 
contingency case which can be identified using the stability margin analysis. This 
analysis is also used here to determine the impact of VAR support on the system 
security. 
Voltage at bus 5 (p.u) 
340 	360 	380 	400 	420 	440 	460 	480 	500 
Total load (MVA) 
Figure 10.3: Total MVA load vs Voltage at bus 5, without VAR support. 
Table 10.1 shows the list of the contingencies and the calculated stability margin, 
SM, for each case before VAR support (shunt capacitor) is added. Fig. 10.3 
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shows the S-V curves of the first three contingency cases. As can be seen from 
Table 10.1 and Fig. 10.3, case 3 with SM of 0.68% is the most severe case and, 
therefore, is selected for the voltage control and VAR compensation planning 
study. 
Table 10.2: Summary of the VAR support study 










V4 0.950 	1.050 0.891* 0.903* 0.954 
V5 0.950 	1.050 0.888* 0.902* 0.950 
V7 0.950 	1.050 0.928* 1.013 1.050 
V9 0.950 	1.050 0.914* 1.000 1.044 
V10 0.950 	1.050 0.899* 0.983 1.029 
V11 0.950 	1.050 0.903* 0.979 1.028 
V12 0.950 	1.050 0.880* 0.953 1.005 
V13 0.950 	1.050 0.898* 0.977 1.021 
V14 0.950 	1.050 0.886* 0.968 1.016 
Gen. Setting 
V1 1.000 	1.060 1.060 1.060 1.060 
V2 1.000 	1.060 1.045 1.045 1.045 
V3 1.000 	1.060 1.010 1.010 1.010 
V6 1.000 	1.060 1.060 1.060 1.060 
V8 1.000 	1.060 1.060 1.060 1.060 
Trans. Setting 
N47 0.900 	1.100 0.978 0.903 0.903 
N49 0.900 	1.100 0.969 0.900 0.900 
N56 0.900 	1.100 0.932 0.901 0.901 
System Losses - - 42.6 MW 40.9 MW 37.7 MW 
(*) : low voltage bus 
For this contingency outage, Column 3 of Table 10.2 shows that initially voltage 
violations occur on all buses. Column 4 shows the bus voltages and new settings 
of the controllers after performing a voltage correction. It illustrates that the 
existing controllers are not sufficient to solve the voltage problems (low voltage 
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still exists on buses 4 and 5). Therefore, a reactive power planning study should 
be carried out to determine the minimum VAR compensation required to improve 
the voltage profile. 
Table 10.3: 	Stability margin for the contingency cases 
(with VAR Support) 






 71-  
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 vD . 
Base case (no outage) 25.11 





Results obtained from the determination of locations and sizes of the reactive 
power compensation show that there is a need to install 56 MVAr in the system. 
This additional VAR compensation includes 51 MVAr at bus 4, and 5 MVAr at 
bus 5. The results also indicate that the permissible unit sizes for buses 4 and 5 
are 42 and 40 MVAr, respectively. 
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Figure 10.4: Total MVA load vs Voltage at bus 5, with VAR support. 
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The final bus voltages after adding 56 MVAr in the system are shown in 
Column 5 of Table 10.2. They are within the limit of 0.95 - 1.05 p.u. The 
reduction on system losses is also shown in the last row of the table. 
Table 10.3 and Fig. 10.4 show the new security operating condition of the system 
after the shunt capacitor installation. The results show that VAR compensation 
increases the system loading capability and stability margin in both normal and 
contingency cases. The impact of the static VAR compensation installation on the 
system security and loading capability can be seen more clearly by comparing the 
results shown in Figs. 10.3 and 10.4. 
10.2.3. Discussion 
The following main features have been presented in this section: 
• an automatic approach to determine the minimum reactive compensation 
required to maintain the system voltage within permissible limits is 
described. Adjusting the existing VAR resources is coordinated with the 
allocation of the additional VAR compensation; 
• the allocation of VAR compensation includes the determination of the 
location, bank size and permissible unit size of the shunt capacitor; 
• an application of the stability margin analysis in the planning of static 
VAR compensation is presented; 
• test results show that the system security and loading capability may be 
improved via the allocation of additional VAR compensators (shunt 
capacitors). Furthermore, a reduction in system losses can be gained. 
It is important to point out that the proposed method is sufficient and suitable for 
determining the static VAR compensation required for voltage correction purpose 
only. Actually, VAR compensation planning is a complex and very time-
consuming process and has been formulated as a linear [146,230], as well as non-
linear [65,222,231[, optimisation problem. To achieve a precise economical 
solution, the cost function of the reactive power supply facilities must be 
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minimised by taking into account the network loading period, investment cost and 
annual loss saving cost [232-234]. 
10.3. Dynamic VAR Compensation 
The problem of voltage instability and the allocation of reactive power reserve are 
closely related. In system operation and planning, a knowledge of the reactive 
power reserve conditions is of importance. A sufficient reserve of reactive power 
must be maintained to respond to any disturbance in order to improve the damping 
of power system oscillations. In other words, dynamic VAR compensation can be 
installed in the system to release the reactive load from generators, thereby the 
system reactive power reserve can be increased for providing automatic, 
continuous voltage control and enhancing both the system dynamic and transient 
stability during large disturbances. 
Studies on the methods for allocation of dynamic VAR compensation and its 
effect on the dynamic performance of power systems have been carried out in 
[225-227, 235-238]. The following subsection describes an analytical method to 
identify the optimal location and size of the dynamic VAR compensation required 
to improve system voltage stability. 
10.3.1. Allocation of Dynamic VAR Compensation 
It is well known that the installation of dynamic VAR compensation, including 
fixed/switched shunt capacitors and reactors, synchronous condensers, and static 
VAR compensators (SVC), results in releasing reactive loading from the 
generators and thereby in the increase of dynamic reactive reserve in the system. 
This reactive reserve is required during large system disturbances which involve 
rapid changes of voltages and reactive power demands. 
The effect of the change in the generator bus reactive power output to the change 
in the load bus reactive power injection can be linearised by [2391: 
[AQG ] = S [AQL] 	 (10.5) 
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where AQG is the change in the generator bus reactive power output; AQL is the 
change in the load bus reactive power; and S is the sensitivity matrix of the 
generator reactive power with respect to the reactive power compensation. 
The optimal allocation of the reactive power source can be based on the sensitivity 
factors, AQG/AQL, that is the ratio of the decremental generator bus reactive 
power output changes to the incremental changes in the load bus reactive power 
injection. Such changes can be calculated for any operating condition from a load 
flow solution using linear approximations for the real and reactive power 
associated with loads and generators [240]. The calculation involves the premise 
that generator terminal voltages are perfectly regulated and therefore constant. 
The most effective location of the reactive power compensator is where the effect 
of the compensator operation on an increase of the reactive power reserve of 
generators is highest (the system dynamic reactive reserve is maximum). This is 




sji 	 (10.6) 
where Ng is the number of generators; Sji is the jth element in the ith column of 
the sensitivity matrix S. 
A choice of the location for the reactive power compensator is determined based 
on this index (the higher the value of SI, the better stability control capability). 
For large scale power systems, the process of the reactive power compensator 
allocation can be prohibitively time consuming because of a large number of load 
flow simulations involved. This problem can be overcome by considering only a 
reduced set of load buses and local generators, which strongly contribute to the 
system response under disturbance studied. 
Once the location for the reactive power compensator is chosen, an optimal size 
for the equipment should be determined. A common approach to analyse voltage 
stability problems is the use of V-Q curves [142], as shown in Fig. 10.7. This 
approach can also be applied in order to determine the minimum amount of the 
additional VAR required to attain voltage stability [243]. By simulating the post 
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disturbance conditions and then modelling the fictitious synchronous condensers 
at the selected locations, the reactive power requirements needed to yield power 
flow solution or, in other words to attain voltage stability, can be found. 
10.3.2. Case Studies 
This subsection presents a practical application of the proposed method to identify. 
the optimal locations and sizes of the reactive power compensation required to 
improve the system voltage stability in the example of the system collapse which 
occurred in the Hydro-Electric Commission (HEC) power system, in January 
1994. As described in [242], this incident was caused by a bus fault, at Sheffield 
switchyard (bus 2221-A) shown in Fig. 10.5, and one of the reasons for the 
voltage collapse was the shortage of the reactive power reserve. 
The following parts include a description of the system collapse, details of the 
dynamic studies carried out using the power system analysis PSS/E software to 
recreate the fault and post emergency condition inadequacies which caused the 
system collapse, and results of the study on the impact of reactive power 
compensation on the system voltage stability in the post-disturbance condition. 
a) Description of the System Collapse 
As shown in Fig. 10.5, the 220 kV Sheffield switchyard has a double bus 
configuration (buses 2221-A and 2221-B) and it connects to ten transmission lines 
and two autotransformers. Initially, an unbalanced voltage condition occurred on 
an autotransformer. This condition was caused by disconnection of the dropper in 
one phase between bus 2221-A and an isolator. In an attempt to isolate the 
unbalanced busbar 2221-A, an operator intended to switch all transmission 
elements from busbar 2221-A to busbar 2221-B. The applied sequence of 
switching operations resulted a series of faults in the broken phase which 
developed into a phase-to-phase fault at bus 2221-A. The fault had to be cleared 
by the bus zone protection at bus 2221-A, but due to the failure of the circuit 
breaker of the line connected between buses 2221-A and 2671, the fault caused 
cascade operations of protection devices and several power lines were 
disconnected. Then there were further disconnections of loads due to 
undervoltage, and generators due to overloading of excitation systems. Finally, 
the system collapsed about two seconds after the fault occurred. When the system 
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Figure 10.5: One-line diagram of the reduced HEC system. 
b) System Modelling and Simulation Results 
A base case load flow was recreated by using the data obtained from the SCADA 
system, generation reports, typical loads for a working day at the maximum 
demand and operator judgements. Once the information was collected, the loads 
were scaled and the swing bus modified to simulate the actual system regime as 
accurately as possible. The positive sequence fault admittances were calculated 
based on the HEC system sequence data for fault analysis. Load characteristics 
also influence the system dynamic performance. Since the load characteristics of 
the HEC power system were not available, they were adjusted to match the voltage 
waveform obtained by the disturbance recorders. 
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(b) System voltages. 
curve C: rotor angle (bus 11) - rotor angle (bus 631); 
curve D: rotor angle (bus 31) - rotor angle (bus 372); 
curve E: voltage at bus 2221-A; 
curve F: voltage at bus 2081; 
curve G: voltage at bus 2301; 
curve H: voltage at bus 2671. 
Figure 10.6: System performance following fault at bus 2221-A 
without VAR compensation. 
Based on system records, the following sequence of system events was used in the 
simulation of the system collapse: 
0+ sec: Phase-to-phase fault at bus 2221-A. 
0.12 sec: Bus zone protection caused opening of transmission lines 
connected between bus 2221-A and buses 2221-B, 2201, 2081 (circuit 1), 151, 
2301 (circuit 1). A circuit breaker at one end of the line 2221-A-2671 failed to 
open. It caused further opening on lines 2671-1671, 1671-1662 and 1662- 
1651. Generation was lost at bus 151. Loads at buses 3471, 3472, 3473, 3211, 
3212 and 3251 were reduced by 50%. 
0.63 sec: Circuit breaker at the other end of the line 2221-A-2671 opened and 
the fault was isolated. 
0.80 sec: Loads at buses 1321 and 2311 were completely removed. 
1.00 sec: Line 2671-2301 (circuit 1) opened. Generation was lost at bus 32. 
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Figs. 10.6(a) and (b) show the simulated instability waveforms of rotor angles and 
system voltages which closely match with data given by the SCADA system. 
Note that in the study the bus fault is simulated with a delay of 0.1 sec to show 
the pre-fault conditions. 
c) Allocation of Reactive Power Compensation 
Detailed investigation of this collpase indicated that one of the major factors 
which led to the extent of the system collapse was the insufficient reserve of the 
reactive generation in the system. A study was carried out using pre-fault 
conditions and the approach described in the previous subsection to identify the 
optimal location and size of the additional reactive power compensation required 
to improve the system voltage stability. 
In the study, a constant change in load bus reactive power of AQL = 10 MVAR is 
considered. The local generator buses include the following buses: 11, 21, 31, 32, 
121, 141, 151, 161 and 171, and the selected load buses are: 1061, 1071, 1081, 
1201, 1221 and 1301. 
Table 10.4: Sensitivity factors AQG/AQL and stability performance index. 
Generator Load 	buses 
buses 1061 	1071 	1081 	1201 	1221 	1301 
11 0.25292 0.25593 0.25133 0.00048 0.00185 0.00007 
21 0.07633 0.07691 0.07553 0.00076 0.00086 0.00031 
31 0.12200 0.12294 0.12073 0.00120 0.00137 0.00050 
32 0.12200 0.12294 0.12073 0.00120 0.00137 0.00050 
121 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
141 0.00000 0.00002 0.00000 0.00001 -0.00002 0.00001 
151 0.18496 0.18784 0.18352 0.37070 0.39679 0.41357 
161 0.18496 0.18784 0.18352 0.37070 0.39679 0.41357 
171 0.18496 0.18784 0.18352 0.37070 0.39679 0.41357 
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Results obtained from the sensitivity calculations shown in Table 10.4 indicate 
that the reactive power compensation should be placed at bus 1301 due to its 
highest stability performance index of 1.2421. Physically, this location is 
very close to the North-East Tasmania load centre (buses 1321, 1311 and 2311) 
which should be supplied by a large amount of reactive power in pre- and post-
disturbance conditions. 
Fig. 10.7 shows the Q-V curves at bus 1301 obtained from the multiple load flow 
simulations for both pre- and post- (1 second after the fault occurred) disturbance 
conditions. It can be seen that there is a need for a minimum of 100 MVAR of 
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curve A: pre fault condition at bus 1301. 
curve B: post fault condition at bus 1301. 
Figure 10.7: V-Q curves at bus 1301. 
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d) Effect of VAR Compensation on the Voltage Stability 
and Power Transfer Capability 
Reactive power compensation can be arranged in the form of a switchable shunt 
capacitor, synchronous condenser or static VAR compensator (SVC) 
[228,244,245]. The switchable shunt capacitor is the most attractive VAR source 
from the economic point of view, especially when a large amount of reactive 
support is needed [245]. This part presents results of the study on the effect of 
switchable shunt capacitors on the voltage stability and power transfer capability 
of the system in post-disturbance conditions. 
According to [228], operating times of modern circuit breakers and relays are in 
the range of 3 to 7 cycles. The slower switching operations would not be fast 
enough to impact the first swing voltage dip. However, conventional capacitor 
switching devices generally operate in 6-30 cycles which are not sufficient. 
Therefore, it is reasonable to assume a switching delay of 0.1 sec (5 cycles) for 
the circuit breaker of the switchable capacitor bank to be utilised in the power 
system to improve voltage stability. 
Figs. 10.8(a) and (b) show the simulated waveforms of rotor angles and system 
voltages when the 100 MVAR shunt capacitor is switched on 0.1 sec after the 
fault occurred. It is assumed that the additional switchable shunt capacitor is 
initially disconnected since the pre-fault system load of 950 MW is at the light 
load condition. 
In comparing the results shown in Figs. 10.8(a)-(b) and Figs. 10.6(a)-(b), it can be 
seen that with the application of the switchable shunt capacitor, the system voltage 
stability is improved significantly and the system becomes stable. However, 
overvoltage problems are temporarily present in the recovery voltages since the 
application of switchable shunt capacitors has limited effect on the dynamics of 
the system in the post-disturbance condition. 
To be effective in damping the oscillations, the capacitor bank should be switched 
off immediately after the first swing to prevent sustained high voltages during 
subsequent oscillations [228]. This switching can be more reliably achieved with 
thyristor controlled switches rather than with conventional mechanical switchgear. 
I 
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Figure 10.8: System performance following fault 
at bus 2221A with VAR compensation. 
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curve I: active flow on line 2391-2671 in post fault condition 
without reactive compensation; 
curve J: active flow on line 2391-2671 in post fault condition 
with reactive compensation. 
Figure 10.9: Comparison of power flow on transmission line 2391-2671. 
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Fig. 10.9 shows the improvement in the power transfer capability between North 
and South Tasmania (line 2391-2671) after the application of the switchable shunt 
capacitor compensation. As can be seen from curve J, small amplitude 
oscillations still exist in the recovery waveforms. These oscillations can be 
reduced by the use of generation rescheduling and load shedding schemes. 
10.3.3. Discussion 
In discussion, the following features are noted: 
• The analytical approach was developed to determine optimal locations 
and sizes of dynamic VAR compensation required to improve the system 
voltage stability following a large disturbance. 
• The effectiveness of the developed approach was demonstrated in the 
analysis of the system collapse which occurred in the HEC power system. 
• Obtained results show that switched shunt capacitor compensation leads 
to significant improvement in the system voltage stability and power 
transfer capability in post disturbance conditions. However, oscillations 
and over-voltages are temporarily present in the recovery voltages due to 
the limited effect on the system dynamics of the switchable capacitors. 
Further improvement in the voltage stability can be achieved via 
generation rescheduling and load shedding. 
• The analytical approach introduced in this section provides feasible 
solutions. However, such an approach requires an engineering judgment 
to minimise the execution time. To overcome this problem, artificial 
intelligence techniques such as expert systems can be employed in the 
selection of local generator buses and the most sensitive load buses for 
the reactive power compensation allocation. 
Note that in order to improve the system damping under transient conditions and 
prevent voltage collapse, synchronous condensers and static VAR compensators 
are highly recommended as the most effective devices [142,226-228]. However, 
from an economic point of view, switchable shunt capacitors are the most 
attractive especially when a large amount of reactive support is needed [245]. 
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When switchable shunt capacitors are applied, over-voltages often temporarily 
exist in the power system. Theoretically, the capacitor bank should be 
immediately switched on following the fault and switched off after the first swing 
to reduce large voltage dip during first-swing period and prevent sustained high 
voltages during subsequent oscillations [228]. Since operating times of modern 
circuit breakers and relays are in the range of 3 - 7 cycles [228], the capacitor 
switches should be required to operate in this time. However, in traditional 
practice, conventional switchable shunt capacitors were rarely used for improving 
system response under transient conditions because their switching devices 
generally operated in 6 - 30 cycles [228]. These switches were not fast enough to 
impact the first swing voltage dip. Fortunately, nowadays, with the use of 
thyristor controlled switches, the switching can be sufficiently improved and 
reliably achieved in the range 0.5 - 1 cycle [240]. This makes the shunt capacitors 
operated by the high-speed controllers effective enough to rectify and stabilise a 
post-fault system [245]. 
10.4. Summary 
This chapter has presented the methods for planning reactive power compensation 
in power systems. For convenience, the reactive compensation has been divided 
into two types, static and dynamic, to show how they affect system performance 
during the steady state and transient periods, respectively. In general, static VAR 
compensation is used to provide VAR support for maintaining the system voltage 
within an acceptable level in steady state conditions, and dynamic VAR 
compensation is used to release the reactive load from generators for providing 
automatic and continuous voltage control, and improving the damping of power 
system oscillations following any severe disturbance. 
For the planning of static VAR compensation, an automatic method for optimal 
allocation of the compensation has been introduced. The allocation includes the 
identification of the best locations for shunt capacitor installation based on a 
sensitivity measurement, and the determination of the permissible unit sizes of the 
compensators to avoid switching problem during normal operation. The proposed 
method can be applied in conjunction with the stability margin analysis to 
determine the minimum VAR support required to maintain the system voltage 
within an acceptable level in the event of any contingency occuring. The test 
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results on the AEP 14-bus system demonstrate that the proposed method is simple, 
sufficient and can provide correct solutions. The results also show that VAR 
support may increase the system loading capability and stability margin in both 
normal and contingency cases. It also reduces system losses, and hence, power 
system operating costs. 
In a similar manner, a method for the optimal allocation of dynamic VAR 
compensation has also been presented. The compensator location is determined 
based on a stability performance index, that is the ratio of the decremental changes 
in the reactive power output of generator bus to the incremental changes in the 
reactive power injection of load bus. The optimal size of the compensator is 
found from the V-Q curves determined from the multiple load flow solutions. The 
effectiveness of the proposed method was demonstrated in the allocation of the 
additional VAR compensation required to improve the system voltage stability in 
the example of the collapse which occurred in the HEC power system in January 
1994. Obtained results show that shunt capacitors have a limited effect on the 
dynamics of the system following a disturbance. Therefore SVC and synchronous 
condensers are highly recommended. 
Finally, it is important to notice that any type of compensation, whether static or 
dynamic, either switched by mechanical devices or by thyristor valves, has an 
impact on the system stability and security performance. However, careful 
considerations are necessary in the application of shunt capacitors, static VAR 
compensators, and synchronous condensers. 
Chapter 11 
Summary and Future Extensions 
This final chapter provides an overall summary of the major results of the work 
and contributions made by the candidate, as well as suggestions for future 
developments. 
11.1. Results and Contributions 
The work presented in this thesis has encompassed a variety of aspects of artificial 
intelligence (AI) applications to steady state security control in power systems. A 
number of methods have been developed and implemented in the decision-support 
systems to assist system operators in performing the steady state security control 
in power system operation. Three decision-support systems have been developed 
during the course of this research. The important features of these systems are 
outlined below. 
Short-time Loading Capability Assessment of Transmission Lines 
The problem of determining a permissible overload duration of transmission lines 
is an important task in the process of clearing overloads. This problem can be 
solved by the application of the intelligent system developed for short-time 
thermal rating and temperature rise. 
The system was developed using the Leonardo expert system shell for 
implementation on IBM personal computers. The system comprises an expert 
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system and an artificial neural network. The expert system consists of the 
production rules, objects and data which Leonardo uses to represent the expertise 
required for solving the problem. The expert system provides an efficient 
interactive procedure to determine the thermal ratings and temperature rise of 
overhead conductors. It also provides explanation facilities which enable the user 
to query the system "How" and "Why" a particular solution has been reached. The 
artificial neural network employs a 3-layer feed-forward Generalised Delta Rule 
network to determine the maximum hourly average values of solar radiation, 
which is then used to predict the instantaneous hourly solar radiation based on a 
regression technique. 
The comparison with indoor and outdoor tests, presented in Chapter 6, reveals that 
the intelligent system developed is an accurate model of the actual physical events. 
Results obtained from the case studies show that the intelligent system can be 
effectively employed to assist system operators in loading of power transmission 
lines for various operating and ambient conditions. 
The crucial point of the candidate's research in this area is an application of the 
state-of-the-art Al techniques to determine the permissible overload duration of 
transmission lines, and in particular, an introduction of a new method employing 
an artificial neural network and regression best-fitting technique for determining 
the instantaneous values of the direct and diffuse radiation. This method can be 
used in real-time to assist power system operators in determining the permissible 
overload duration of transmission lines for various astronomic and meteor-
climatic operating conditions. 
Overload Clearing on Transmission Equipment 
The second decision-support system developed is an expert system to detect and 
alleviate overloads on transmission equipment in power systems. 
The system was developed using the VP-EXPERT expert system shell for 
implementation on IBM personal computers. The expert system utilises the 
network sensitivity factors to determine appropriate control actions and amount of 
control adjustments required for clearing overloads. Practical control actions, 
which include generation rescheduling, line switching and load shedding, were 
effectively implemented in the alleviation of transmission equipment overloads. 
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A sufficient load shedding scheme was employed to minimise the degradation of 
service to customers. In this scheme, load curtailment is distributed among 
several locations and the loads to be shed are selected by priority levels. 
The test results presented in Chapter 7 show that the expert system provides 
prompt and feasible solutions for clearing overloads. Recommendations given by 
the expert system are flexible and also dependent on the permissible overload 
duration and line switching consideration. The expert system has a potential to 
assist system operators alleviate the overloads on their transmission system. The 
computational speed should meet the demand for real-time applications in control 
centres. 
Voltage Control and Reactive Power Compensation 
The third decision-support system is an expert system for voltage control and 
reactive power (VAR) compensation in power systems. 
The expert system shell VP-EXPERT was also utilised in the development of the 
decision-support system for implementation on IBM personal computers. The 
sensitivity tree method was employed for the selection of effective controllers and 
determination of control adjustments. The expert system can be used effectively 
to detect voltage violations and to improve voltage profiles by the suitable control 
of VAR sources throughout a power system, ie. by adjusting transformer taps, 
changing generator voltages and switching VAR compensators. The expert system 
also determines an optimal location and size of the additional VAR compensation 
to be installed in the power system in order to maintain an acceptable level of 
system security. 
The test results presented in Chapters 8 and 9 show that the expert system 
performs well and provides correct actions to solve voltage problems. The results 
also show that the control of VAR sources, not only can correct voltage violation 
problems, but also can reduce losses and increase loading capability of a power 
system. Analytical results are complemented by description of actions and, hence, 
are easy to understand and can be used by the system operators to correct voltage 
problems under emergency and abnormal operating conditions. 
An important contribution made by the candidate to this area of research is the 
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introduction of a new approach, presented in Chapter 9, based on the joint 
application of the steady state network equivalencing and expert system 
techniques to reduce power system size and eliminate the less effective voltage 
controllers in order to improve the computational performance of voltage and 
VAR control in large-scale power systems. Furthermore, an application of the 
stability margin analysis to measure the security level in steady state security 
control, presented in Chapters 5 and 8, and methods of optimal allocation of 
additional VAR compensation, described in Chapter 10, may also be considered as 
an additional contribution made by the candidate to the research for voltage 
control and VAR compensation in modern power systems. 
11.2. Future Extensions 
In any research, it is impossible to conclude that the assignment has been 
completed fully. Future work should attempt: 
• to apply the developed systems in real-time using data obtained from a 
SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition) system. 
• to implement a load shedding scheme in the knowledge base of the expert 
system developed for voltage and reactive power control. 
• to apply the parallel processing wherever possible, such as in the 
sensitivity factor calculation and contingency analysis, to improve 
computational speed of the systems. 
• to consider different expert system shells, such as Level5 Object or 
Nexpert, to facilitate more effective interactions for improving the 
working-environment memory and computational speed, and also to 
provide a better interactive-mode interface to users. 
11.3. Conclusion 
The usefulness and effectiveness of the decision-support systems have been 
successfully tested against several power systems, such as the IEEE 30-bus, AEP 
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57-bus, and real 293-bus power system of the Hydro-Electric Commission of 
Tasmania. The results obtained show that the decision-support systems can be 
effectively applied to assist power system operators in the detection and 
alleviation of line overloads and bus voltage violations. The decision-support 
systems for short-time thermal rating and for voltage control and VAR 
compensation are currently used in the Hydro-Electric Commission for 
transmission planning studies. 
In conclusion, this thesis has touched on a number of areas of research in 
operation, as well as in planning, of power systems. In addition to the major 
applications of the state-of-the-art Al techniques to steady state security control to 
assist power system operators in the detection and alleviation of overloads and 
voltage violations under emergency and abnormal operating conditions, several 
techniques have been developed to improve and perform specific tasks in each of 
these areas. Despite a good performance with qualitative and quantitative results, 
there is still inevitably room for improvements and extensions within the areas 
encompassed by this research. 
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